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Advision have just completed an
impressive refurbishment of Studio
Three, to complement their two
SSL rooms.
In the process. they've created
the largest control room in London.

Their choice of mixing console?
The SoundcraftTS24.
Owner Doug Hopkins says:
"We bought the TS24

because

it

sounds so incredibly clean, uncoloured
and neutral -which is essential when
you're recording digitally.
"Technically it's right up there with
the very best desks: and it'll command
the same rate as the other rooms.
"The in -line concept is beautifully
clear- so much so that everyone feels at
home on the desk very quickly.
In fact, we've decided to buy another

BRILLIK\

one immediately for a studio project in

Madrid ".
Senior engineer Dave Jacobs is
equally enthusiastic.
"We've recently recorded The Little
Shop Of Horrors soundtrack onto digital
with the T524. It was a dream to use
if I had my own studio I'd definitely
buy one ".
Producer Steve Hague, who was in
recording tracks for the Pet Shop Boys.
new album, said between sessions that
he felt the sound of the desk was "really
outstanding ".
But the last word goes to Dave
Jacobs, who summed up the TS24.
"It's brilliant ".

-

SoundcraftTS24

Soundcraft Electronics Ltd.. Unit 2. Borehamwood Ind. Park. Eowley Lane. Burehamwuud.
rIs RU6 1'1. England. Td: UI- 2(175050. "(Ix. 21198 SCE \
Soundcraft USA, 1517.20th St. Santa Monica. California 90404. Tel: (213) 453 4591 Tlx: 664923 S \UCE:AFTTE,At;
(21;() 453 5634 Soundcraft Japan. 4F lodi
Shibuyaku. Tokyo 151. Tel: (81) 3341 62(11 Fax: (81) 3341 5260 Soundcraft Canada Inc.. 1444 Ilymus Blvd.. Dorval. Quebec. 11913 1,16. Tel: (5141685I68
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Digital Mastering Rentals.
HHB are pleased to announce that
they've re- equipped their digital rental
service with the new Sony PCM 1630
processor and the purpose -built DMR
2000 recorders.
The PCM 1630 is the successor to the
PCM 1610 and maintains the CD format
compatability which has made Sony the
undisputed digital masters.
The PCM 1630 employs a superior
'oversampling'technique, resulting in
even greater sonic accuracy, and the
metering has been improved now giving
essential 'over' and 'peak-hold' indication.
The DMR 2000 is the first U -matic
recorder specifically designed for digital
audio. Among other advantages of this
machine are an integral fast -reading
time -code generator /reader, which
allows assembly of a continuous stripe,
and self-cleaning heads.
00 00 60 00

0

TA

Another new

service - often free of charge is the use of Sony's tape analyser DTA
2000. This employs the status port of the
PCM 1630 to provide a print -out of
errors vs. time, thereby removing one of
HHB HIRE

&

the uncertainties of the older systems.
These new machines, with the
DAE 1100, form the heart of the digital
mastering service that has made HHB
leaders in the field.
Economic access to all this is afforded by a variety of interfaces that allow
two -way digital communication between

the 1630 and the lower cost PCM Fl and 701ES, thus significantly
reducing post-production costs.
Not only do we supply and install
mastering and editing systems where you
want them, but we also provide full editing
and copy facilities in- house, with skilled
operators if required. Of course, this
is backed up by HHB's trusted support
service, with experienced Sony- trained
engineers on 24 hour call -out.
By the way, it is not just our rental
service that has expanded - we are now
authorised Sony Broadcast dealers,
handling their full range of digital and
analogue products, as well as the lower
cost processors.
And don't forget that we can also
supply full studio installations,
multitracks, consoles, video
systems, signal processors,
amplifiers, monitors
in fact anything you need
For digital rentals,
contact Richard Kershaw on 01- 9613295.

SONY.

SALES, UNIT E NEW CRESCENT WORKS, NICOLL ROAD, LONDON NW10 9AX. TELEPHONE 01- 9613295. TELEX: 923393.
:
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This month's comment from Keith Spencer -Allen

Just a smile
featured topic of this issue is tape and tape machines.
The hottest topic in the professional area at present is, of
course, the movement from analogue to digital technology.
Aside from the technical advantages of this change of
technology, there is a whole host of other aspects that need
to be considered. We have covered some of the practical
knock -on effects that digital recording media can cause in
associated areas such as the increased dynamic range and
the lower noise floor, and the influence this is having in
areas such as speaker design, microphone technique and
studio design. Equally, though perhaps not with equivalent
weight, we have given an airing to the views of those who
do not see the introduction of digital audio in any form as a
beneficial step, and to those not so extreme views that
consider the development stage presented to us by
equipment manufacturers at the present time to be
A

etc. They make a decision based on a different hierarchy of

importance.
I would now like to throw an idea against this
background. Am I right or am I wrong? I have only brought
this topic up as I have not seen it considered anywhere else.
Could it be that development within the audio field has so
outstripped the demands of the end consumer that we are
in danger of becoming the first hi -tech industry to burn out
through reaching consumer quality saturation?
The background to this suggestion is that the average
consumer appears to be quite happy with vinyl and cassette
audio quality -if this were not the case how could TV sound
and AM radio still be acceptable? CD will sell to those who
can appreciate beyond this average quality level and also
have the required disposable income. With CD there are
also benefits from lack of surface noise, durability, etc, and
these may be selling points to those who are still not
relatively primative.
convinced by audio quality. For myself the jump from vinyl
In my position as editor I try to reflect the interests and
and cassette to CD is quite audible but there are thousands
feelings of the industry that I encounter -that is balancing
to whom this is not so. But the compact disc will generally
the relative strengths of the above opinions within the
have some aspect, be it size or durability, other than audio
magazine and all other shades between and beyond.
to recommend itself to the listener.
Personally, I am sold on the compact disc as a domestic
If we could then look forward to a future where compact
replay medium although I am willing to believe that it can
disc has become the major carrier medium for audio
continue to improve. I fail to understand those that prefer
perhaps 10 years hence -what could possibily motivate
vinyl to CD on the grounds of the relative performance of
consumers to any improvement beyond CD. I would suggest
the mediums.
that perhaps this will be the farthest any audio standard
I am not perhaps the average consumer. I probably have
can be taken and still achieve any mass consumer reaction.
quite different criteria for judging the quality of specific
The only advance after CD would be into solid state media
recordings from the average record buyer. I may be in a
although the only advantage of this would be convenience
privileged position in that my ears, as with most recording
and this does not appear to be a dramatic force for
engineers, always aspire to hear something better and to
consumer change.
look for improvement. My personality and training are to
So if CD is already one step beyond average consumer
this end.
If, however, we look at what I will refer to as the `average quality requirements where does this leave a future in
consumer' of pre- recorded music, we see a person with quite which we are gearing towards perpetual improvement?
I don't know.
a different pattern of priorities. And this is for those who
How will this affect recording studios and their long term
are purchasers of pre- recorded media. Any recording that
updating programme. I really don't know.
sells in large numbers has to appeal to consumers outside
Will audio development within the confines we currently
the regular record, tape and CD purchasers and these
accept, burn itself out through lack of consumer interest in
people have a consumer motivation even more different
from mine than regular buyers. This is easily shown by just further improvement. (That is outside a dedicated hi -fi
market which is too small to motivate the larger
standing for 10 minutes in a high street electrical retailer
manufacturers.)
or non -specialist audio store on a Saturday morning and
Will we see audio development diversify into surround
noting the factors that influence the majority of
customers -not really sound quality at all even if you could sound type systems (I really don't think so for audio
without video) or into psychacoustic areas linked with
assess that within such an environment. This is not meant
holograms and the like (a long, long way off and even then
as an insult to these customers but audio quality does not
we are probably building the wrong type of recording
motivate them as strongly as it probably does you or me.
facilities anyway).
Final choices of replay equipment are probably made on
Or perhaps the future will just not happen like this.
flashing lights or front panel colour or maybe against other
Sleep well.
variables and financial demands such as a foreign holiday,
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As a main stereo microphone
you get an image that is clean,
clear, and rock steady at all

As an instrumental
microphone you get frequency
independent rejection of
adjacent instruments.

frequencies.
As a Vocal microphone you
get close mic presence from 3
feet away.

As a drum microphone you get
real drums, for a change.

And you can always zoom, steer, rotate and vary width either live or
in mixdown.

y.

The CALREC
Mark IV
Soundfield
Microphone is now
recognised as the most
accurate and versatile
studio production
microphone ever produced.
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Arrange a demonstration with
your distributor AND JOIN THE NEW FASHION, NOW
AUDIO DESIGN CALREC LTD

AudioCALREC
M

Iw

D

PO BOX 182
READING RG2 9BA ENGLAND
Tel: 0734 861088 Telex: 848722

AUDIO DESIGN CALREC, Inc.
PO BOX 786
BREMERTON, WA 98310 USA
Tel: (206) 275 5009

and Distributors Worldwide

Dynamic
Range

Control
at its best.

Symetrix
SOUND TECHNOLOGY LTD
6 Letchworth Business Centre
Avenue One. Letchworth
Herts SG6 2HR
Telephone: 04626 75675
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525 Dual Gated Compressor/Limiter
Simultaneous compress/limit and expand/gate.
CL150 Fast RMS Compressor /Limiter
A highly cost-effective single channel automatic gain controller.
501 Peak-RMS Compressor /Limiter
Simultaneous peak and RMS detection. An indispensable tool for PA.
522 Compressor /Limiter/Expander/Gate /Ducker
Versatile multi- function processing for studio, stage, or production.
511 Noise Reduction System
Removes noise from any source, pre- recorded or live, mono or stereo.

Symetrix products are sold and supported world-wide. When you
specify Symetrix you specify quality, performance, and reliability.
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Prepare yourself. Graphic equalizers as you have known them are obsolete.

user -switchable active direct -coupled or transformer - coupled complimentary

balanced output configuration as a standard feature.

Because Rane just rewrote the rules.

Introducing the GE 30,Rane's astonishing new Commercial Grade True 1/3-

Using 2nd generation Constant -Q filters (developed by Rane), it provides all

the proven advantages of constant bandwidth performance with

Octave graphic equalizer. The GE 30 is a new functional concept

which allows one single model to provide all the capabilities that
previously required two separate models.

ß161íT

a 0 / -20dB cut -only mode by

There's more, too, like built -in RFI filters and both 3 -pin and barrier strip input/output terminations.

It's the first graphic equalizer ever to let you switch from a

+12/ -15dB boost -cut mode to

even less overall ripple.

AS

Check out the GE 30. After the revolution, it'll be your way of life.

first with 60mm sliders,

Rane Corporation, 6510 216th Southwest

for maximized resolution in a 3.5" format. And the first with a

Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043. 206/774 -7309.

simply pushing

a button on the back. The

RANE

RANEj
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THE OTARI MTR 90 24 TRACK AND MTR 12 2 TRACK
The MIR 90's track record for outstanding reliability and performance and more recently the MTR 12 master recorder
have proven Otari's long term commitment to producing state of the art analogue tape machines.
Similarly, our reputation at Music Lab Hire demands we rent only the finest and most reliable recording studio

products available. When it came to investing in tape machines, our commitment had to be Otari.
When you rent Otari from Music Lab, be it for 24 track, 48 track lock-up, Mastering or Video post production,
our technicians arrive with the correct cable systems and a fully commissioned machine.
When synchronisation is required, a Q -lock system including all correct interfaces is available
as well as the new Otani EC101 Chase Synchroniser.
At Music Lab we not only recommend Otari
Otari recommend us.

-

Musiclr

LAB HIRE

01 -387 9356

24 HOUR STUDIO EQUIPMENT RENTAL
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Anew standard
in digital recorders
Anew standard in
pro audio rental

MitsubishiX 850
MUSICI

Lim HIRE

4tadmst4VittMi.

76 EVERSHOLT STREET,

LONDON, NW1

1BY TEL

01
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The Beatles record, the engineers strike and other revolutions.

WHEN YOU'VE HAD first hand recording
experience like Trident Audio, it's not
surprising that the Mixing Consoles you
design reflect the kind of creative flair that
went into recording the Beatles, David
Bowie and James Taylor.
Innovations like the first console
ever to feature EQ on Monitor, 4-band
Graphic EQ and 10 Auxillary Sends on
each channel made Trident's "A: Series a
landmark in console design, when it was
Beatles White Album.
introduced in 1972.
Most major studios in the UK boasted 'a Trident' in the early
seventies and the word was spreading abroad, especially the States.
In quick succession new designs and further breakthroughs added
to Trident Audio's reputation and success.
The "B" Series, the 65, 75, 80B, the
TSM and TIL put Trident's sound quality
and reliability within the reach of studios
of almost any size and budget.
Along with ingenious, yet utterly
practical further innovations like Group
Assignment, allowing 16-track recording
from an 8-track desk; the use of the
redundant monitor section as extra line
inputs while mixing; and auto muting on
The engineers strike. All out.
all separate channels.
To this day, these earlier Trident consoles are much sought after as
second-hand items and much treasured by the people who own them.

One of the original "A' Series desks, for example, was badly
damaged in a studio flood just recently. But, rather than replace it, the
studio asked us to restore it.
We even heard of one place where the engineers were threatening
to go on strike when the management proposed ditching their Tridents
in favour of something new-fangled.
In the past few years, however, for a company accustomed to being
in the forefront of studio advances, Trident
have been surprisingly quiet.
Quiet, but by no means inactive.
For, while others have been pushing back the frontiers of traditional
console design, Trident have once again
been pioneering new territory.
The result of that exploration
is the Trident DI AN, a system that will
quite literally change the shape of
consoles to come.
It will be shown for the first time
The Trident DI -AN.
Another revolution begins APRS, June 1986.
And,
even
if
in
at the APRS show June.
you can't get along to see it, we guarantee you'll be hearing about it.

F«.<:

TRIDENT
TRIDENT AUDIO DEVELOPMENTS LTD
Trident House, Rodd Industrial Estate, Govett Avenue, Shepperton, Middx TW18 8AQ.
Tel: (0932) 224665 Telex 8813982 TRIMIX G
Trident USA Inc., 308 N Stanley Avenue, Los Angeles, 90036 USA.
Tel: (213) 933 7555 Telex (255) 5106000019 TRIDENT USA

gate open

When
signal

-

threshold

a

signal passes the threshold, the attack de-

lay control decides whether the gate opens immediately or after a maximum of 100 msec.
New is the shifted hold control. By using it. the gate can even close before the signal has reached its
second threshold. This is fantastic.

threshold

WHAT CAN YOU DO WITH THIS
MULTIGATE.

attack delay
time

You can remove resonances from toms, by shorte-

CAN YOUR GATE DO THIS?

ning the sound.
You can change drum patterns by clever use of the
attack delay control together with the duck
function.
You can reverse cymbals and create very easily gated reverb.. Two linked units (2 x 91/2 = 19 ") will give
you triggered panning and fade in and out.
Besides these new features there are of course side chain filters, 7Usec. attack, hold, release an 80dB
logarithmic attenuation and ducking.
To find out more about this excellent processor. call
us or your dealer

MULTIGATE

ORE THAN

A

GATE

i

Electronica b.v. Riinkade 15B.
1382 GS Weesp - Holland.
Telephone: (00)31 -2940- 18014. telex 18503 drnl.
D &R

Our foreign dealers:

AUSTRALIA, Audio & Recording. Sydney 0961-26669935, BELGIUM, A S E pvba. Mechelen 0932.15421152. CANADA, J Mar. Toronto, 091 -4164219080. ENGLAND, Studio Spares
London 0944-114854908 FINLAND, Harryn Audio Systems ky. Lahti 0935-18332344. FRANCE, Mettler Audio. Pans. 0933-148782911 ITALY, C E M Elettronica, Varallo Pombia
0939321956754 NORWAY, Jon Vedurn Elektronik. Oslo. 0947-2382170. AUSTRIA, Spectron Electronics, Wien. 0943-222358939. SPAIN, Bosa sa. Madrid. 0934-4050611. SWEDEN,
Workshop Int Trad ab Stockholm. 0946-8430288. U.S.A., W J R Distributors Inc Atlanta 091-4042230108. VENEZUELA, Sound & Power. Caracas. 0958-2223201. W. GERMANY,
Sound Service Brv, n 0n49. 308834262 SWITZERLAND, Isler ag Zurich. 0941-1641444. ISRAEL, Sontroncs. Tel-Aviv. 0903 -442233 GREECE, lorgos Penzikis. Thessalonik, 031-925011
DENMARK, Power Play Music aps. Kopenhagen 09451180165. LUXEMBURG, P L Luxemburg. 09352-12- 448585
.
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DS:4 -8

The DS:4 -8 is a 16 -Bit linear
sampler/sequencer with 8- voice,
8- channel plus MIDI outputs. The
sampling frequency is 44.1 kHz and the
sampling time is 12 seconds. A double
memory model is available with
24 seconds capability.
The host computer is the APPLE II and existing DS:3 owners will
already have the computer and peripherals required. Large capacity disk
drives are available ensuring excellent sound storage facilities.
Software controlled digital delay programs allow the full 16 -bit quality
of the DS:4 to be used in the studio in addition to the very powerful
sampler/sequencer facilities.
a system. Software updates and new programs will ensure
continuous development and progression a. .d will, like the DS:3,
demonstrate Greengaté s commitment to a policy of non -obsolescence.
We do not believe in the concepts of 'Last year's model'.

The DS:4 is

12
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£1,500
£1,750

12 second model:
24 second model:

Complete with computer system
and high capability drives:

12s:

£2.650

24s: £2,900

Call us for a complete brochure and specification.

GREENGATE PRODUCTIONS

LTD

UNIT "D" HAPPY VALLEY INDUSTRIAL PARK
PRIMROSE HILL. KINGS LANGLEY
HERTFORDSHIRE WD4 8HZ
TEL: 1092771 69149 & 69322

Wham goes to
CHINA,

Placido goes to
MILAN,
Frankie goes to
HOLLAND,

Audio FX goes
EVERYWHERE.
At Audio FX we can rent equipment to you anywhere
in the world...fast.
Backed by a team of service engineers and drivers
our office can ship from Singapore to Shepherds Bush
the best in Audio Processing Equipment.
From a 48 Track Digital Multitrack System to a
Dl Box, all our equipment has the latest software and
updates and we understand that when you need it,
you need it now not four hours after the session has
started!
So next time you need to process in Paris or

AUDIO

compress in Camden...
Call

Audio

FX like

everyone else!

Our reputation's built on success
Elizabeth Mews, London NW3 4UH
Telephone 01 -586 9592 (24 hours)
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spent 12 months
listening to other
consoles before
Turnkey showed
me the best
desk I've never
heard"

"I

t/k

rN. PL,_

Hans Zimmer has an affinity for both
instruments and technology. His vast
repertoire includes a Synclavier, a Fairlight
and even an original Moog.
With partner Stanley Myers, Hans has
produced some of the most original and
compelling screen

scores of recent
years. Deer Hunter,
Eureka, Widows and
the Russian Soldier
amongst numerous
others.
Small wonder
then that when the
time came to look for
a new twenty-four
track console, Hans
was more than just a
little particular.
After almost twelve months of listening
to major consoles and manufacturers, Hans
discovered the DDA AMR24 in the pages
of the Turnkey Mix. He called us to find out
more and Jon Ridel took him to Fountain
Television Studios where the first AMR24 is
in constant daily use.
"The integrity of

About the AMR 24
Hans' requirements reflect the new
awareness of noise, crosstalk and signal
distortion.
The immediate future of recording
makes nonsense of analog specifications.
As the clarity and
transparency of
sound become the
goal, consoles have
to offer improved
sonic integrity as
well as more

advanced operational features.
Major console
design has certainly
moved forward in
terms of facilities,
though the overall
performance rarely strives to improve on
what the analog medium can achieve.
Indeed, the signal path often suffers from
ever increasing circuit complexity.
The DDA AMR24 design is somewhat
different. Whilst offering all the facilities
expected from a
major studio console,

painstaking attention
the electronics
has been applied to
impressed me a
optimise each stage
great deal. DDA
in the signal path.
have a number of
consoles placed in
About us
digital classic music
DDA from
environments where
Turnkey is our
purity of sound is
response to these
paramount. I wanted
new demands on
a console that would
performance.
carry signals without
We listen to our
adding colouration."
clients, they know
what kind of studio they want, we know
As you'll have gathered by now, a
mere demonstration was hardly enough for how to help them put it together.
Hans Zimmer. A factory visit was arranged
Call Jon Ridel. We're sure you'll hear
and Hans talked with the DDA team.
what you're looking for.
Customisations were confirmed, we
moved on his old Cadac, arranged finance,
and the new console was installed at Lillie
Brent View Rd. London NW9 7EL. 01 -202 4366
Yard Studios a month or so later.

arg e

NEW PRODUCT PROFILE
T. D.K.CASSETTES

QUAD 522

NEUMAN
TLM 170

32 PAIR
CONNECTRONICS CABLE

AKG 460
BEL BD80

ACOUSTITILE -ADDITIONAL
ECONOMY VERSIONS

BEYER MICROPHONES

Studio Spares. Europes Nol supplier.
Everything is in stock and all orders
processed within the hour
TRADE COUNTER open 8am -12.30 1.30 -5-30
16 Stucley Place, Camden Town, London, NW1 6NS. England.

Telephone: 01-485 4908 Orders 01- 482 1 692 (6 lines)
:
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After more than two years of research and development, SAJE
proud to present a revolutionary concept in sound processing
`SARP' (Trade Mark, patent pending) The Virtual Console.
`Memory'
live sound mixing console is the first product
to incorporate the `SARP' concept.
The reaction of sound engineers at the CTEAP in Paris and
AES in Montrose, to that part of the `SARP' concept released
publicly, was unanimous in applauding "the most advanced user friendly computer controlled sound processing system' yet
introduced.
If you would like more information on the Memory or
indeed the rest of the SAJE range of mixing consoles contact
the address below or visit us at the APRS in London in June.
is

-

-a

-

-

-

-

Rue Verte 95100 Argenteuil France.
Telephone: (1) 39.61.15.62 Telex: 699672F SAJE.
3

Partners in time
From location to studio, Nagra Kudelski set the standards
with their IV -S Time Code and T Audio Time Code machines.

SMPTE / EBU 80 COMPATABILITY

TIMECODE

FILM/VIDEO DUBBING

NAGRA KUDELSIU i TIMECODE

FILM/VIDEO SEPARATE SOUND

NAGRA KUDELSKI i TIMECODE

FILM/VIDEO SOUND FOLLOWER

NAGRA KUDELSKI TIMECODE
i

FILM/VIDEO EDITING

NAGRA KUDELSKI TIMECODE

Please send me information on the Nagra Kudelski IV -S ar
T Audio Time Code Machines.

NAGRA KUDELSKI
Hayden Laboratories Ltd, FREEPOST, Hayden House. Chiltern Hill,
Chalfont St Peter, Bucks SL9 9ßS. Tel. (0753) 888447

NAME
ADDRESS

YOU CAN BUYA DELAY LINE

WHICH ISN'T A DMX15-80S
BUT IT WON'T BE
HALF AS GOOD
2
960

output

ADWIII 117

Economy -priced audio
processors do not guarantee
value for money.
Consider instead, the
DMX15 -80S. Nothing comes
half as close to offering you
similar features and functions.
So when an AMS unit
represents such a modest
proportion of your studio
spend, surely it makes
sound sense to buy the
DMX 15 -80S.
A keyboard controllable,
dual channel /stereo digital
pitch changer with two
channels of sampling ....
and much, much more.
Remember, choosing AMS
means never doing things
by halves.

DMX15.80S
For full details on the DMX15 -80S contact us today.

(_IUU

AMS Industries plc, AMS Industries Park,
Burnley, Lancs. BB11 5ES. England.
Tel: (0282) 57011 Telex: 63108 AMS-G

SOUND
+WITH+

VISION

Harris Sound Inc.(Los Angeles)
For nationwide sales, rental or
service Tel: (800) 233 1580

z. w..........

i.... i

Vala

Advanced Music Systems.
The Queens Award toy Expon Achievement to Edendeck Ltd
In July 1985 EdendecM Lid
became AMS Industries Sc

..lUY :YVi6iJ 2ï...ß:..

You'll be

.',

haringatot more from us.

Whether you're in a studio, on the stage or at a nightspot, you'll be hearing a lot more from Court Acoustics. We've now developed sound systems
for the entire professional audio field, so our sound is turning up in all sorts of places. Keep listening to this space. You'll be hearing from us soon.
The art of being heard. Court Acoustics.
Court Acoustics Sales Ltd 29 Beethoven Street London W10 4LG. Tel. 01 -960 8178 Easylink No 19018075 Telex 946240 CWEASY G Ref 19018075
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FFD Distribute
AZTEC LANSING
Loudspeakers
ATLAS
Microphone Stands & Accessories
AUDIO IMPLEMENTS I,F.B. Ear-Tubes
beyerdynamic ))I)
Microphones. Headphones & Headsets

Alustrwx.

E1BRADY.

CANNON

COHERENT
COLCLENE
i

/

r

DURACELL
EDAC
EMO

In]

FORMULA SOUND
G ENE L EC

Ì1i1

HIRSCHMANN
KEITH MONKS
NEUMANN
NEUTRIK
PREH
RENDAR

RTS SYSTEMS
RUWIDO
RYCOTE

setcnm
SHUíRE
SIFAM

Soundex
llt;

TAM=
TR 1 MM,

CONNECTRONICS LIMITED
Victoria Road New Barnet Hertfordshire EN4 9PF England
Telephone :01-449 3663/ 9942
Telex 8955127 SGAL G

01

482 1692

-

INC.

TUCHEL
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SHUTTLE SOUND

01

ffD

Markers
Cables, Winders & Stage Boxes
Locking Connectors
Time -Code &Video Products
Chemical Products
Wires & Cables
Batteries
516 Series Connectors
Studio Accessories
J & M Series Cables, Attenuators
AudioNideo Jackfields & Patchcords
Studio Equipment
MonitoringLoudspeakers
Hellermann Wiring Aids
4mm Connectors
Microphone Stands & Accessories
Video & Pulse Delays & Filters
Microphones
Audio Connectors
Fish poles.
Locking DIN Connectors
Jack Plugs & Sockets
Communications & Studio Equipment
Faders
Microphone Windshields
Headsets & Radio Accessories
Microphones & Accessories
Audio Meters
Audio Level Measuring Equipment
Recording Equipment
Connectors, Jackfields & Accessories
Monitoring Loudspeakers
Jacks, jackfields, Cords & Tag Blocks
Locking DIN Connectors

Panamic

UK STOCISTS:
STUDIO SPARES

[ID

FUTURE FILMI DEVELOPMENTS

P.O. Box 3DG, 114 Wardour Street, London W1A 3DG, England.
Telephone: 01-434 3344 & 01- 4371892. Telex: 21624 ALOFFD G.

8710966

Cables: Allotrope -London Wl.

TRA
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Amek 2000, 20 -16 mixer
Quad Eight 32 -16 -24 mixer
Neve 8068, 32 in mixer
Neve 81 28, 32 in mixer
Neve Kelso, 10 -2 mixer
Trident 80B, 32 in mixer
Trident 80, 32 in mixer
Helios PS 18 -8 -16 mixer
Alice production mixer, 18 in
MCI 500, 56 in automated
Amek 3000, 36 in automated
Lyrec 532, 24- track, 32 memory, autolocate

3,000
6,500
50,000
50,000
3,500

14,000

12,000
2,800
1,700
65,000
33,000
11,500

E

3M M79, 24 -track
Studer A80 Vu Compact, 24 -track

Studer B67
Studer B62
Studer A80
!tam 1610,

stereo on console
stereo
16 -track
6 -track on 1" remote etc
MCI JH110B, 8 -track on ", mint
Dolby M24H
Dolby M16H
Dolby A301 stereo, overhauled by Dolby
Neumann U87 mics, mint
Neumann U47 mics, mint
1

1

10,500
14,500
1,900
1,000
7,500
4,000
4,750
6,000
4,000
each 450
400
390

The new all -valve E.A.R. Pultec Type EQ's and E.A.R. all -valve Fairchild Type Comp /Lim.
are available ex stock.

Details on application

Export inquiries welcome

World Distribution: Trad Electronics Sales Limited
The above prices do not include V.A.T

TRAD
20
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ELECTRONICS SALES LTD
149b. St. Albans Road, Watford, Herts, WD2 5BB, England
Telex: 262741
Tel: Watford (0923) 47988/9

THE NEW SPEED OF SOUND

ANNOUNCING ELECTRO SOUND 4800
TAPE DUPLICATING SYSTEM.
480 Arrives. Watch what happens
with extraordinary 480 and 240 ips master speeds on the new
Electro Sound 4800. A whole new level of quality is achieved,
even with existing tape libraries. The master tape bin holds 2000
feet of 2.0 mil tape. The slave is the most significant advance
in slave technology yet, with true digital control and more.
The barrier is broken. To see the
most advanced cassette duplicating system in recorded history,
call or write today. Electro Sound, Inc., 160 San Gabriel Drive,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086. Telex 34 -6324.

i)ElectroSound
rr
llrru
ir(irtl Inn

hi-rn

ìin

408- 245 -6600
U.S- exelu:ivelv hv Audiomanc Corporation. 400 IVladtstln Avenue. Suite 1211. New
I080 [Irctro Sound, Inc.
York, NY 10017. 'led 12121 308-(,N(88. Cahlc AtldlOmatrC lcle.v 2-h419.

Distributed outside
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Leading Edge
Sampling Technology.

10

The laboratory standard sampling
equipment illustrated on the right
will not give you 21 seconds of
20 KHz sampling on each stereo
channel, full editing and
triggering, plus delay, pitch
transposition, sound shrinking
and reverberation; all in stereo.

4

The Publison IM 90 Infernal
Machine (notiiiustrated)will do all
these things and more.

p

S

Distributed in the UK By:

v
Scenic Sounds Equipment Limited
Unit 2, 12 William Road, London NW1 3EN
Tel: 01 -387 1262, 01 -734 2812
Telex: 27939 SCENIC G

Publison

18

Avenue de

la

Republique, 92170 Bagnolet. France

ò

,!

ïr

Who wants a stereo digital reverb
with Midi for under £400?

The MIDIVERB from Alesis
At £395 including VAT, you may not believe it, but the
MIDIVERB is a top -class device. So good, it will impress
even the most difficult A &R man. So quiet, it will put the
average mixing console to shame. So powerful, that you
will wonder why people even consider anything else!

-

flexibility is remarkable 63 programmes in full stereo,
everything from plates to massive halls, decay time from
0.2 secs to 20 secs, and nine gated and four reverse room
programmes, so clear, they will astound you.
The

Easily interfaced with most mixing desks, instruments
and home recording studios, the MIDIVERB can be used
stereo in /stereo out or mono in /stereo out. The reverb
programmes in the MIDIVERB can be changed rapidly
either manually on the unit, or from another MIDI
device through any of 16 selectable MIDI channels.
Specifications
Frequency response
Dynamic range
Programmes

Inputs
Outputs
Controls

20Hz to 10kHz
80dB Typical
63, Preset
Stereo & Mono, Phono Jack,
50 Ohms
Stereo, Phono Jack, 600 Ohms

Increment Prog /Midi
Decrement Prog /Midi
Midi channel select
By -pass

Midi Connections

Mix Ion rear)
Midi In, Midi Through

New Digital Reverb Design
All this has been made possible by a new design approach,
borrowed from the most recent trends in computer hardware:
RISC Architecture (Reduced Instruction Set Computer).
RISC designs provide the programmer with a very small set
of possible instructions that execute very quickly as opposed
to more complex machines that offer more apparent power
but operate slowly. RISC machines are simpler and less
expensive and even though at first glance seem to have limited
power, they often out -perform their bulkier counterparts.
The MIDIVERB uses an extremely specialised instruction set
that runs at 3 million instructions per second, much faster
than most systems on the market today.
Contact Sound Technology for your nearest dealer, or send £1 for
demonstration cassette.

a

sound
technology

Sound Technology Limited,
6, Letchworth Business Centre,
Avenue One, Letchworth,
Hertfordshire SG6 2HR.

Telephone: 0462 675675
Telex: 826967

AL.esus
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NEW PRODUCTS
NEW PRODUCTS
Equipment, modifications, options, software

Neve V series console
Neve Electronics has launched
a new range of analogue
recording consoles. Designated
the V series, the new design
incorporates the latest
technology coupled with the
proven mechanics pioneered in
the Neve 51 series. The V
series is a full 48 -bus
multitrack console available
with 36, 48 or 60 channels.
New mic inputs have been
developed and all inputs and
outputs (other than the new
mic inputs) are

transformerless. Other
features include individual
channel dynamics (limiter/
compressor /gate) with external
keying, a unique solo system
and up to eight mono (or four
stereo) cue or reverb sends. A

separate, easy to use but
comprehensive cue system is
provided which according to
Neve will greatly facilitate
overdubbing or post -sync
recording.
The V series is built in
12- channel sections for ease of
installation and re- assembly
and extra 12- channel sections
can be added at a later date if

required.

Neve Electronics
International Ltd,
Cambridge House,

Melbourn, Royston, Herts
SG8 6AU, UK. Tel: 0763
60776. Telex: 81381.
USA: Rupert Neve Inc,
Berkshire Industrial Park,
Bethel, CT 06801. Tel: (203)
744-6230. Telex: 969638.

Otani digital tape machines
Otani has released plans for
several new PD format digital
tape machines designated the
DTR -900 and due later this
year.
Expected in the summer are
1 in 32 -track and 1 in 24/32
(24 -track expandable to 32);
1 in, 16-track machine is
planned later in the year; and
by the end of 1986 a 2 -track
1/4 in version should be
available. Also planned is an
upgradable 16 -track version of
the 24 -track machine.
On show for the very first
time at the Montreux AES
were 16- and 32 -track
prototype machines. These

Crown GLM microphones
Crown has introduced two new
miniature electret condenser
microphones. Known as the
GLM (Great Little
Microphone) series, the GLM
100 is an omnidirectional

version and the GLM 200
hypercardioid.
Designed for both stage and
studio use the GLM can be
taped or clipped to horns,
acoustic guitars, flutes, etc,
allowing the musician greater
freedom of movement. They
can also be attached to drum
rims, suspended over an
orchestra or hidden on stage
or 111m sets for unobtrusive
pick -up of sound.
Both microphones, according
to the manufacturer, have a
frequency response to 20 kHz
with the GLM 200 going down
24
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to 60 Hz and the GLM 100
extending to 20 Hz. Transient
response is claimed to be
excellent with minimal off-axis
colouration and overload level
of 150 dB (SPL peak).

Included in the standard
GLM package is an all- purpose
mounting clip, tie bar, belt
clip and windscreen. Other
optional mounting accessories
for various instruments are
also available.

Crown International Inc,
1718 West Mishawaka Road,
Elkhart, IN 46517, USA. Tel:
(219) 294 -5571. Telex: 810.295
2160.
UK: HHB Hire & Sales, Unit
F, New Crescent Works, Nicoll
Road, London NW10 9AX. Tel:
01 -961 3295. Telex: 923393.

in /s). Reed -Solomon type
coding is used for error
correction. Both machines
feature parallel and serial
control parts (RS -232C and
71/2/15

allowing easy
interface to SMPTE editors,
the SMPTE /EBU control bus.
the CB-120 autolocator or
other synchronisers.
Other features of the
DTR-900 series include ±10%
varispeed control, on board
EC -100 series chase
synchroniser, easier video
interfacing and ultra -smooth
ferrite heads for long life and
gentle tape contact.
UK: Otani Electric (UK) Ltd,
featured standard 16 -bit linear 22 Church Street, Slough, SL I
encoding with switchable
1PT. Tel: 0753 822381.
48/44.1 kHz sampling rates.
USA: Otani Corp, 2 Davis
Tape speed for both machines
Drive, Belmont, CA 94002.
is 30 in /s (2- tracks will be
Tel: (415) 592 -8311.
RS -422)

Mitsubishi X -86 digital 2 -track
synchroniser. The X -86 also
includes built -in locate and
varispeed ( ±57) functions,
14 in reel capacity and
currently records at 15 in /s
although for storage and
archive purposes a 71/2 in /s
version is planned. Full digital
port compatibility with the
X -80 is provided.
UK: Mitsubishi Pro-Audio
Group, Unit 1, Fairway Drive,
Greenford, Middlesex
between 48 and 44.1 kHz and
UB6 8RW. Tel: 01 -578 0957.
the X -86 has RS232 and
USA: Mitsubishi Pro -Audio
RS422 connections and will
group, 225 parkside Drive, San
run with 9.6 kHz external sync Fernando, CA 91340. Tel: (818)
or via any standard
898-2341.

Mitsubishi has announced
preliminary details of the new
/4 in PD format 2 -track digital
mastering machine. Eight data
tracks provide the main stereo
signal with additional tracks
for timecode and a spare data
track suitable for recording
sub-code information for
subsequent transfer to CD.
Conventional analogue is
recorded for cueing and editing.
Sampling is switchable

This much power
in this much amp.

The Amcron tradition of peerless
Reversible forced -air cooling.
performance was established with the introAmcron performance in 31/2"rack space.
duction of the legendary DC300 series in
We believe that these facts, coupled
1967. Now, in 1985, on the back of modern
with Amcron's reputation speak for themtechnology and two decades of experience, selves. But if you wish to know more about
Amcron bring you the Micro Tech 1000
the Micro Tech 1000 and how it can solve
amplifier.
your headroom problems, call HHB Hire &
The Micro-Tech 1000 is the amp we've all Sales at: Unit F New Crescent Works,

been waiting for - lightweight, compact,

and with more than enough punch to suit the
increased power requirements of the digital
age. These are the facts:
400 watts RMS perchannel into 4 ohms.
500 watts RMS per channel into 2 ohms.
1000 watts RMS into 4 ohms - bridged mono.
E Safe operation at high power to ohm.

Nicoll Rd, London NW10 9AX.Tel:
Telex: 923393.

01- 9613295.

Q Amcron

1

DENMARK, AVIDAN 02- 179591. FRANCE, SCV AUDIO 01- 8632211. ITALY, AUDIUM 02- 2537853. HOLLAND, IEMKE ROOS 020 -972121. SPAIN, AUPROSA 03- 3517011.
SWITZERLAND, MUSICA 01- 2524952. WEST GERMANY, MUSIK PRODUCTIV 05451 -140612.
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Soundcraft Saturn

Lyrec multitrack

Soundcraft chose the Montreux keys that may be used to store
complex transport functions as
AES to launch the Saturn, a
well as monitor switching.
completely new multitrack
Remote facilities include full
tape machine which makes
extensive use of digital control transport controls, multifunction 10- memory
technology. Advance
autolocate, 32 -key sequence
information available at the
time of writing states that the programmable function keys
with edit facility, full control
machine is available in 16and 24 -track formats with the over signal electronics, three
heart of the machine being the tape speeds, three EQ settings,
Total Remote unit. It employs one octave varispeed range,
many of the features found in four tape type alignment
memories, LCD display
the series 20-channel
information and alignment
electronics alignment by
pushbuttons and the storage of oscillator.
numerous alignment
Soundcraft Electronics Ltd,
configurations which may be
Unit 2, Borehamwood
selected from the remote
Industrial Park, Rowley
control.
Lane, Borehamwood, Herts
The remote holds an optional WD6 5PZ, UK. Tel: 01 -207
full set of VU meters enabling 5050. Telex: 21198.
alignment without reference to
machine.
USA: Soundcraft Electronics
Additionally within the
USA, 1517 20th Street, Santa
autolocator section, there are
Monica, CA 90404. Tel: (213)
four programmable function
453 -4591. Telex: 664923.

The Lyrec TR533 is a further servo-controlled solenoids,
development of the established phase compensated record
amplifiers as standard and
TR532 multitrack machine.
self-aligning servo -guide
The most significant physical
change is the ability to handle rollers.
14 in reels in addition to there Lyrec Manufacturing A /S,
being a choice of two metering Box 199, Hollandsvej 12,
DK -2800 Lyngby, Denmark.
options with the standard
model having the meter
Tel: 02-876322. Telex: 37568.
housing built into the
UK: Scenic Sounds
Equipment, Unit 2, Comtech,
mainframe although the
penthouse version will also be William Road, London NW1
3EN. Tel: 01 -387 1262. Telex:
available. The major areas of
27939.
improvement are the use of

One of the most talked about
topics at the Montreux AES
Convention was the
demonstration of Dolby
Spectral Recording (SR) and
the impact it will have on all
users of analogue tape
machines. SR is a signal
processing system that is used
in an encode/decode format

around a tape machine and
can be used with any
professional analogue recorder
running at any standard
speed. Dolby describe SR as
exploiting the spectral
diversity of audio signals to
enable an improvement in the
information carrying capacity
of analogue recording. A
powerful new coding algorithm
is employed that is sensitive to
variations in signal spectrum
as well as level changes.
Additionally SR has a linear
26
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Dolby Spectral Recording
transfer characteristic with
very high recorded levels
having reduced spurious high
order harmonics and
intermodulation components
due to tape saturation, leading
to better sounding transients
and better overload
characteristics. The generated
increased headroom will allow
greater freedom for the

a capability of producing
recordings equal or superior to
16 -bit PCM.

The demonstration that
Dolby prepared for Montreux
was a selection of special
recorded items of all types
including those types of signal
that usually give noise

reduction /signal processing
systems particular trouble.
Based on the replay
recording engineer.
demonstration of these
In more practical terms
recordings from a standard
Dolby claims that SR will
Studer A820 running at
deliver an extremely large
15 in/s and monitored through
dynamic range, reduce
a pair of JBL monitors within
modulation below audibility,
a typical hotel conference room
maintain signal purity at all
environment, the results were
levels with no hard clipping
very impressive with no
and a non -critical reaction to
typical tape machine level and audible side effects and a
frequency response variations- technical audio ability that

one normally associates with
digital audio. The true test
will of course be when
channels are available for
evaluation towards the end of
May.
The cost of the system is
currently estimated at £500
UK /$750 US per channel and
it will be available in Cat 22
replacement form (Cat 280) and
slightly later, the cards for the
SP/XP series (Cat 431). These
will retrofit standard Dolby

racks although the M series
will need a slight modification
to fit the 280 modules.
Dolby Laboratories, 346

Clapham Road, London

SW9 9AP, UK. Tel: 01 -720
1111. Telex: 919109.
Dolby Laboratories, 731

Sansome Street, San
Francisco, CA 94111, USA.
Tel: (415) 392-0300.

Low- cost digital audio
comes of age.
The Sony PCM series has now been available policy towards these products. Accordingly they
for several years. In this time recording and broad- have upgraded them from the domestic catacast organisations, government, educational
logue, and, realising the need for professional
and industrial establishments, as well as individual support and all that that entails, have appointed
users have all acknowledged the unique value
HHB as specialist dealers to represent them in
of these units, and made them a new standard. the pro -audio market.
It is the superlative quality of Sony PCM digital,
We are proud to announce this appointment,
coupled with extremely low cost that has brought and happy to assure our customers of continued
about this professional acceptance of the range.
availability of the PCM range. The re- instatement
This is borne out by the number of new ancilliary of the PCM production line has been very largely
products from other manufacturers, that have
due to pressure from end - users, who are after all
further increased the flexibility and versatility of the motivating force in the audio world. So if you
the range. Examples of these products are the
are involved with audio recording and are still
'CLUE' logging and editing system from HHB, as unfamiliar with Sony digital, then you owe it to yourwell as various interfaces which allow digital com- self to call HHB - the No.1 name in Digital Audio.
munication with the PCM 1610.
Sony has acknowledged that this acceptance
FROM
by professional users necessitates a change of

SONY

HHB HIRE

&

HIM

SALES, UNIT F NEW CRESCENT WORKS, NICOLL ROAD, LONDON NW10 9AX. TELEPHONE: 01-9613295. TELEX: 923393.
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DCS DAP -1 digital audio

processor

The DCS DAP-1 is part of a
sophisticated, computer- based,
effects system using both
hardware and software options.

Preliminary details indicate
the availability of three
hardware configurations: the
standard DAP-1 with front
panel controls and
simultaneous processing of four
independent channels, a
Remote Control version for use
in fixed installations with front

audio channels being processed
simultaneously.
Preliminary software
packages include an Effects
Editor and Assembler for
creating and developing new
effects in conjunction with an
Apple Macintosh or IBM PC
(and compatible) computer.
The DAP -1 has a 20 kHz
bandwidth, easy to use LCD
display and features `effects

Court studio monitors

chaining', ie serial running of
panel controls contained within individual effects. Presets
SJ Court & Associates has
the remote control unit and an include plate reverb, noise
introduced two new high power
add -on Slave unit providing
gating, loop editing, chorus and soft dome monitors. Designed
four additional input /output
various digital filters.
for small control rooms,
channels and additional
DCS Audio Products Inc,
mobiles and broadcasting
memory and processing
studios, the SN300 is a 3 -way
335 East 21st Street, Suite
sections. The DAP -1 can
monitor using a 15 in bass unit
2D, New York, NY 10010,
control 15 Slave units with 64
with a high compliant roll
USA. Tel: (212) 982 -3654.
surround in a reflex ducted
port enclosure. The cabinet is
high density fibreboard. Mid
range is provided by a 6 in
plastic cone ultra linear driver
in a separate sub enclosure,
high frequencies are handled
by a 1 in soft dome unit in a
double chamber acoustic
transformer. This according to
the manufacturer provides the
ultimate in directivity by
acting as a dispersion system
rather than a horn.

Alesis Midiverb
The new Alesis Midiverb has
Sixteen MIDI channels are
already created a great amount available. These are switchable
of interest. Essentially it is a
manually or via an external
digital reverb packaged in an
MIDI device. Visual indication
innovative and unconventional that the unit is in the bypass
way. The unit is roughly 6 in
position is provided by two bars
square and about 1 in in depth on the numerical display. The
and is supplied with a remote
only other indicators are two
power supply. There are no
LEDs showing -12 and 0 input
user adjustable controls for the level.
programs: each of the 63
The Midiverb uses a RISC
individual stereo effects are
(Reduced Instruction Set
simply called up via their
Computer) chip to enable fast
individual numbers on a
processing (3 million
Up/Down touch pad.
instructions /second) and
All the programs are listed
simpler internal construction
on the top of the unit and the
which enables the unit to be
range includes 50 individual
very competitively priced.
combinations of small, medium
Alesis, PO Box 3908, Los
and large rooms with `dark',
Angeles, CA 90078, USA. Tel:
`warm' or `bright'
(213) 467 -8000.
characteristics. These provide
delays between 200 ms and
UK: Sound Technology Ltd, 6
20 s. In addition there are a
Letchworth Business Centre,
further nine gated effects (100
Avenue One, Letchworth,
to 600 ms) and four reverse
Herts SG6 2HR. Tel: 0462
effects (300 to 600 ms).
675675.
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A 500 Hz/3500 Hz ultra
linear high power crossover
with minimal insertion loss is
used. Frequency response for
the SN300 is claimed to be

35 Hz to 20 kHz, efficiency

96 dB 1W/m, amplifier
requirements 50 to 300 W (8 fi).
The SN600 is identical to the

SN300 but uses two high power
bass units increasing the low
frequency power handling to
400 W. A biamp access panel at
the rear of the speaker allows
the connectioin of a second
amplifier via a 250 to 500 Hz
electronic crossover. Frequency
response of the SN600 is down
to 30 Hz and efficiency up 3 dB
to 99 dB 1 W/m.
Also available is an extension

unit for the SN300 bringing it
up to the SN600 specs. The

SN300 Monitoring Extension
enables a studio to update at
any time and to locate the bass
extension unit wherever is
convenient.

J Court & Associates, 3
Primrose Hill Studios,
Oppidans Road, London
S

NW3 3AG, UK. Tel: 01 -586
5139/5130.

Numark CD9000 CD player
Numark Electronics has

provided.

introduced the CD9000, a
variable speed compact disc
player with obvious pro
applications. In addition to
variable pitch (x10%1c) the
CD9000 features slide -in CD
carriers to ease disc handling.
The unit is housed in a
standard EIA 19 in rack
mountable chassis and a
remote control unit is also
-

Other features include track
display, memory, playback,
forward and reverse search
modes and a start /stop control.
A special indicator alerts the
user when a selection has 30 s
playing time remaining.

Numark Electronics Corp,
503 Raritan Center, PO Box
493, Edison, NJ 08818, USA.
Tel: (201) 225 -3222.

available in limited quantities
only. Configured 24/8 with
four additional aux, including
Fane Acoustics: has
one stereo mix ... FM
introduced an optional white
Acoustics: has introduced the
protective steel grille for their
loudspeakers in addition to the FM 236/4 linear -phase electronic
existing black and silver
crossover. All the original FM
options. Grille sizes range from 236 features are included with
5 to 18 in diameter. Edge trims
the addition of limiters for
can now be ordered in
each band (either at the time
luminescent blue, red, green,
of ordering or as a subsequent
yellow or white in addition to
update) and peak and signal
the original black finish. They
present LEDs. Special circuits
are available in separate
avoiding VCAs and ICs in the
limiter signal path have been
individual packs and are
used ...Timeline: has updated
quickly and easily self -fitted.
the Lynx synchroniser with a
Grilles with coloured edge
trims as an original fitment are new Lynx1VSI video systems
interface which allows control
available to OEM users and
large quantity trade buyers
of audio machines from
standard video editing
only. Fane Acoustics Ltd, 286
systems. Also new is the
Bradford Road, Batley, West
Dataline, an automated studio
Yorkshire WF17 5PW, UK.
Tel: 0924 476431 ... West
management package for IBM
compatible systems equipped
Hyde: has announced the
introduction of a large range of with Winchester drives.
19 in enclosures. The Internorm Features include GL /AR/AP;
scheduling; flexible client
range is moulded in a new
rates; tape library database;
material to provide a strong,
invoicing; inventory and
lightweight case. Cases are
available in half, three -quarter flexible management
reports ... By The Numbers:
or full width versions in
heights from 3U upwards. West has developed a new 4- channel
Hyde Developments Ltd, 9-10
16 -bit portable digital
recording system known as
Park St Industrial Estate,
Aylesbury, Bucks HP20 lET.
Colossus. The system uses a
standard U -matic VCR for
Tel: 0296 20441
programme storage and
Wireworks: You Configure It
editing. The bandwidth is
Out For Yourself is the title of
claimed to be well in excess of
a new audio systems design kit
20 kHz and no data reduction
created to provide an
informative overview of the
or compression of any kind is
used. Dynamic range is
Wireworks Mix-and -Match
components. Included in the kit greater than 90 dB and the
sampling frequency is 50 kHz.
are a system specification
Frequency response is
worksheet and a peel off
4 Hz -20 kHz ( +0, -0.4 dB)...
system components sheet.
Wireworks Corporation, 380
ILES Enterprises: has
Hillside Avenue, Hillside, NJ
announced the UK
availability of the hand made
07205, USA. Tel: (201)
Speiden stereo ribbon
686 -7400 ... Omniphonics
microphone. For further
Research: has recently
details contact, The Casals
released two new power
Room, Copseview, Wrotham
amplifiers -the lU high
Road, Meopham Green, Kent
OR -240 (40 WRMS/channel)
and the 2U high OR -2100 (100 DA13 OQB, UK. Tel: 0622
59867 or 0474 813851...
WRMS /channel). Omniphonics
Martin Audio: has launched
Research Ltd, White Cross,
three new loudspeaker
Lancaster LA1 4XH, UK. Tel:
0524 67323.... John Hornby systems. The VRS-800 is a
fully horn loaded bi- or tri -amp
Skewes: has announced the
system using `delay line'
UK introduction of the Teczon
porting techniques for
4C4 multitrack cassette
recorder featuring Dolby C and enhanced LF punch. The BSX
simultaneous 4 -track recording. is a compact sub -bass system
for use with all Martin
JHS, Salem House, Garforth,
Leeds LS25 1PX, UK. Tel: 0532 products in the near to
medium throw range and the
865381... Meyer Sound
CX-3 is a 600 W dual driver
Laboratories and its
Japanese distributor Acoustic version of the CX-2. The added
12 in bass driver provides a
Technical Laboratory have
6 dB increase in low frequency
announced a high quality
stage monitor console which is output.
t>

hob
nobbing

In brief

.

Get a grip on the finest, most extensive, most adaptable
and best looking knobs in the industry.
Collet knobs, push -on knobs, slider knobs, pushbuttons.
There are over 1,250,000 different permutations
of sizes, colours, accessory and marking options in Sifam's
standard range of matt- finished collet knobs alone,
from 1Omm to 38 mm diameter in black, grey or red.
If you can't find what you need among these, we'll make
to your specification in any shape or colour.
Printing on knobs?
Sifam are unbeatable for high -definition printing

of the

finest detail.

When you want that distinctive touch, hob nob

;
SIAM LIMITED

6.417
SIFAM

FREEPOST

Woodland Road, Torquay TQ2 7XB
Tel: Torquay

(0803) 63822 Telex: 42864

rComplete and clip the coupon, send it FREEPOST (no stamp needed)
to Sifam at the address, above, and we'll send you our literature on
knobs and pushbuttons without obligation.

-

Name

ICompany
LAddress

Position

'

NEW PRODUCTS
NEW PRODUCTS
Equipment, modifications, options, software

EMS Filterbank B1
and absence of noise when
faders are in the closed position
is a feature of the Bl.
equaliser with long throw
faders and selective massive
The 4U high unit has centre
attentuation for use in
frequencies at 250, 500, 1k, 2k,
removing hum, unwanted tones 3k, 4k, 6k and 8k with the low
pass filter set at 125 Hz and
and hiss. The unit has also
been designed to allow
the high pass at 12.4 kHz.
simulation of hearing damage Input sensitivity is claimed to
curves. According to the
be -15 to +25 dBm with a
manufacturer the filters have
maximum output voltage of
extremely steep roll off slopes. +10 dBm.
Elektronik Musik Studio,
The low and high pass filters
are claimed to be better than
Finkenstrasse 4, 7257
Ditzingen 3, Heimerdingen
40 dB /octave and the eight
bandpass filters better than
bei Stuttgart, West Germany. Ursa Major has announced the
50 dB /octave. Complete muting Tel: 07152 -53273.
ADR -68K Aurora digital reverb
and effects unit. Based on the
new 68000 computer chip the
manufacturer claims the unit is
sophisticated enough to
implement all algorithms
currently in use or anticipated.
The unit uses 16 bit A/D
converters and 32 bit internal
processing. Reverb, sampling,
special effects and EQ are all
The EMS Filterbank B1 is a
wide range 10- filter graphic

Ursa Major Aurora effects
reverb

Turbosound phase checker
Turbosound has introduced a
new phaser checker system.
The TPC -1151 is a two -piece
pocket size system designed for
use in the alignment of
multiple loudspeaker arrays.
The system includes the PG-11
pulse generator and the PD-51
pulse checker and can also be
used for a variety of other
audio functions including
electronic polarity testing,
cable continuity, line location
in multi- conductor snake
systems and signal flow
verification through other
components in the audio signal
path.
The PG-11 is a full range
pulse generator and can be
30
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connected directly into a power
amplifier, electronic crossover
or console via a customised
extended male XLR connector.
The PD-51 pulse detector
includes a condenser mic for
measuring acoustic phase and a
female XLR connector for
electronic polarity testing. In
phase and out of phase
conditions are indicated by
green and red LEDs.

Turbosound Sales Ltd,
202 -208 New North Road,
London N1 7BL, UK. Tel:
01 -226 0099.

USA: Turbosound Inc, 611
Broadway 0-841, New York, NY
10012. Tel: (212) 460 -9940.

A full function remote is
provided with `soft labelled'
display slide controls, rapid
access to standard and user
stored presets and a help
facility. Removable RAM
cartridge effectively doubles
the parameter memory and
provides the user with a
portable storage medium for
unique sound effects that can
be put in your pocket and
taken away with you.
possible.
The programme dependent
The Aurora is completely
software -based and the
bandwidth is switchable
between 15 and 20 kHz. The 2 manufacturer intends to
in /4 out design features full
generate new programs and
MIDI implementation
sounds on an ongoing basis. A
including register recall and
special Aurora magazine will
parameter control. Sounds up
be sent to all users at no charge
to 8 s can be triggered
sharing ideas and applications.
independently or
Ursa Major Inc, Box 28, New
simultaneously via MIDI or
Town Branch, Boston, MA
trigger inputs. The ADR -68K
02258, USA. Tel: (617)
can also run two different
924 -7697.
programs at the same time
with, for example, bass and
UK: Industrial Tape
snare drum going into the unit Applications, 1 Felgate Mews,
and returning with reverb from Studland Street, London W6
9JT. Tel: 01 -748 9009.
two different rooms.
-

Distech Sound -Sorber panels
Discrete Technology has a
range of acoustic moulded foam
sound absorber panels which
according to the manufacturer
provide a total noise reduction
factor of .90, will break up
standing waves when corner
mounted and when used in rear
wall applications will act as a

diffuser. Absorption is specified
between 125 Hz and 4 kHz and
claimed to go down to 100 Hz.
Sound-Sorber panels are
available in nine colours.

Discrete Technology, 2911
Oceanside Road, Oceanside,
NY 11572, USA. Tel: (516)
764 -1121.

The MG1212 Recorder /Mixer - the complete
recording system from Akai - offers
unparalleled flexibility for all your recording
needs. So compact, it's as much at home in
your front room, when you're putting songs
together or trying out an arrangement, as it in
the studio, when you're working on masters.
Whatever your application, the Akai
MG1212 Recorder /Mixer's got the edge over
the competition. If you were limited by 8 -track
before, now look at this: the MG1212 has 12
audio tracks plus a special sync track - ideal
for synchronising your MIDI sequencer to tape
for overdubs with a small instrument set -up. If
you hated the hassle of wiring between
machine and mixer - finding enough leads
that worked every time you wanted to put
down an idea - the MG1212 has the answer to
that too: it's a combined mixer and recorder,
and both sections of the MG1212 have the
flexibility, versatility and professional quality

you expect from a company like Akai. At a
price you can afford.
The mixer section features XLR inputs,
insert points, LED bargraph metering, and a
full 3-band sweep EQ. A centralised routing
matrix deals simply and quickly with the task
of getting the right sounds to the right tracks.
Akai's unique 1/2" cassette system is at the
heart of a recorder section that's crammed
with the features you need: an autolocator
with pinpoint accuracy; dbx noise reduction;
and much more. It's as simple to use as a home
video recorder.
And talking of video, the MG1212 has all
the facilities you need for synchronising a
video recorder with SMPTE time code.
What you won't find is a load of gimmicks
that slow you down. The Akai MG1212 is
desired to get top -quality results. Quickly.
Easily. The way you want.

AKAI
professional

Akai (UK) Limited - Electronic Music Division, Haslemere Heathrow Estate, Silver Jubilee Way, Parkway, Hounslow, Middlesex TW4 6NQ. Tel: 01 -897 6388 Telex: 892555 AKAIUK G.
Scotland Sound Control Tel: 0383- 733353 Newcastle Rock City Music Tel: 0783 -78058 London Syco Systems Tel: 01 -724 2451 London Chromatix Tel: 01 -567 3623
London Turnkey Tel: 01 -202 4366 Surrey Juice Music Tel: 97 -48454

MUSIC PAGE
MUSIC PAGE
Mark Jenkins with a report from the Frankfurt Music Fair

Several trends in instrument design have
become clear at this year's Frankfurt
Fair.
MIDI interfacing for keyboards,
computers, digital effects units,
sequencers, guitars and less conventional
instruments such as harmonicas and
accordions.
Rack -mounting modular options for
synthesisers, pianos and sampling units,
coupled with voiceless mother keyboards
with increasing MIDI control capabilities.
Rapid adoption of new micro- computers
for MIDI control applications.
Simpler and cheaper digital effects
units largely based on software rather
than hardware.

Quark LRM -2
LRM-2 is a 19 in rack -mounting 1 U high
unit allowing MIDI signals to be
transmitted over standard balanced lines
for at least 200 m. Conventional MIDI
cables are likely to become unreliable
over 15 m range, which would make them
unsuitable for stage or even large studio
applications. It can send and receive two
independent sets of MIDI information
using screened twisted pair cables with
XLR connectors, the unit converting
MIDI to the RS432 computer
communication standard. Two sets of In,
Out and Thru sockets on the back and
front panel give a choice of long-term or
quick access use; 240 or 120 V mains can
be used, and a DI version, studio MIDI
ring -main version and modular MIDI
patchfield will become available at a later
date.

Quark Ltd,

16-24

Brewery Rd, London

N7 9NH. Tel: 01 -609 8282.

MIDI software
Sound Designer 2000 from Digidesign
runs on the Apple Macintosh and displays
the waveform of samples for the
Sequential Prophet 2000. Three sounds
can be displayed at once, re-arranged and
spliced together with a smoothing
function to avoid glitches, edited with a
cursor to remove unwanted clicks, looped,
digitally EQ'd, or combined with
synthesised waveforms. We understand
that the package is also capable of
transferring samples files between the
Sequential Prophet 2000, the Ensoniq
Mirage and the E -Mu Emulator II.
MidiTrack III from Hybrid Arts runs on
the new Atari 130XE micro using a
MIDIMate interface. The package is a
16- channel polyphonic composition system
with 10,500 note capacity, overdub, copy
and paste, looping and chaining, variable
MIDI channels, delay, combination and
de- combination of tracks, mute and solo
and full synchronisation to tape or MIDI
with Song Pointer information.
Steinberg Software has introduced V2.3
AX of their Pro 16 composer package for
the Commodore 64. The new revision
includes an improved filter for unwanted
32
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Quark LRM -2 long range MIDI signal transmitter
MIDI information, MIDI Thru, improved
announce an optional MIDI control
delay functions for compensation or
keyboard in mid -1986.
ADI /repeat effects, Song Pointer functions
Ensoniq Corp, 263 Great Valley
and MIDI status transmission.
Parkway, Malvern, PA 19355, USA.
Also new for Frankfurt from Steinberg
UK: Ensoniq UK, 35 Piccadilly, London
were the Atari 520ST 24- channel
W1.
composer; the Apple 11 version of the Pro
Europe: Ensoniq 65 Ave De Stalingrad,
16 package; an Ensoniq Mirage editor for
1000 Brussels, Belgium. Tel: 2 512 7712.
the Commodore 64/128; and hardware in
Korg USA, 89 Frost St, Westbury, NY
the form of a 4/8 MIDI matrix and
11590. Tel: (516) 333 -9100.
EPROM version of the Pro 16, with the
Korg UK: Rose -Morris, 32 -34 Gordon
optional TNS note editor /score writer.
House Road, London NW5 1NE. Tel:
Digidesign, 920 Commercial Street,
01 -267 5151.
Palo Alto, CA 94303, USA. Tel: (415)
Greengate Productions, Unit 4, Happy
494 -8811.
Valley Industrial Park, King's
Hybrid Arts Inc, 11920 West Olympic
Langley, Herts. Tel: 09277 69322.
Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90064,
USA. Tel: (213) 826 -4288.

Steinberg Research, TSI GmbH,
Neustr 12, 5481 Waldorf, West
Germany.
Steinberg UK: OSC, Flat 5, Gladstone
Court, Gladstone Road, Headington,
Oxford OX3 3LN. Tel: 08675 5277.

Sampling
Two sampled electronic pianos are now on
the market, or will be in the near future:

The Ensoniq piano has 12 sounds
(grand, bright and detuned pianos;
electric and chorused electric pianos;
mariba and chorused marimba; upright
and electric basses; vibes, percussive
keyboard and mallet keyboard), 76
weighted keys, stereo outputs, MIDI,
transpose and sustain /sostenuto pedals.
The Korg SG-1 Sampling Grand has a
76 -key wooden weighted keyboard and
four on -board sounds: Acoustic Piano I
and II; Electric Piano I and II. Further
sounds can be loaded via a ROM card, and
various pre-programmed cards will be
made available.
Three -band EQ, digital chorus with
stereo output, transpose and velocity are
active on the piano; the SG-1 also has
pitchbend, modulation and pressure
sensitivity for transmission to other MIDI
units only.
The DS: 4-8 Sampler /Sequencer from
Greengate has been previewed and now
features a full 16 -bit design with CDquality sampling up to 12 s (24 s with
2 Mbit memory expansion), eight voices,
SMPTE and MIDI. It's available as an
expansion for the existing Apple II-based
DS :3 sampler and has jack or optional
XLR individual voice outputs, headphone
socket, MIDI interface, SMPTE real- and
step -time sequence recording, 12,000 note
capacity, keyboard splitting, digital delay
software and harmonic synthesis.
Production versions will be 19 in rack mountable and Greengate hope to

Master keyboards

Bit has launched the MMK MIDI
MasterKeyboard, which features a
4- channel polyphonic sequencer, velocity
and pressure sensitivity, upper, mid and
lower split zones and programmable MIDI

transmission channels.
Siel's DK700 Master Synthesiser has a
basic analogue polyphonic synthesiser
onboard but also has various mother
keyboard functions. Oberheim's Xk
mother keyboard is unusually compact
and has give MIDI control `zones', attack
and release velocity and pressure
sensitivity and three performance
controls. Yamaha has launched the KX76,
a 76 -key version of the KX88 and
featuring its wooden weighted keyboard.
The KX76 is not to be released in the UK.
Roland has released the MKB200
Mother Keyboard; this model is more
compact that the previous MKB1000 and
MKB300 models, having a plastic rather
than wooden keyboard but introducing
pressure sensitivity.
Italian company Fatar have an 88 -key
MIDI controller, but it's uncertain
whether this is available for export;
Akai's 6- octave MX73 Master Keyboard
will be available in the UK and USA
shortly.
Bit, Crumar SpA, 60022 Castelfidardo
(Ancona), Contrada Montecamillone

26, Italy. Tel: 71 781033.
UK: Chase, 58 Oldham Street,
Manchester M4 ILE. Tel: 061 236 6794.
Siel UK: Siel (UK) Ltd, Ahed Depot,
Reigate Road, Hoodwood, Horley, Surrey
RH6 OAY. Tel: 01 -934 76153.
Roland UK: Roland (UK) Ltd, Great
West Trading Estate, 983 Great West
Road, Brentford, Middlesex TW8 9DN,
UK. Tel: 01 -568 4578.
Roland USA: Roland Corp US, 7200
Downsview Crescent, Los Angeles, CA
90040 -3647. Tel: (213) 685 -5141
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DIARY
DIARY
People, events, services

Address changes
Limey Sound (UK) Ltd has

partnership with Nite Lites

Hunters Road, Weldon North
Industrial Estate, Corby,
Northants NN17 1JE, UK. Tel:

and Sounds of Newcastle upon
Tyne and are now located at
United 7A, West Chirton
Industrial Estate,
Westmoreland Road, North
Shields NE29 7TY, UK. Tel:
0632 580134. Limey Sound in
the US is now based at 2805
Lera Jones Drive, Antioch, TN
37013. Tel: (615) 367 -0312.
All departments of Peavey
Electronics (UK) Ltd are now
located at Hatton House,

0536 69029.
Due to legal complications
San Francisco Sound Recorders
have changed their name to
City Sound Recording.
The previous address and
telephone number remain
unchanged.
Tom Hidley is now located at
Route de Glion 24, Residence
Panorama 6 -B, CH -1820,
Montreux, Switzerland. Tel: 41
21 63 77 61. Telex: 453321.

announced

a

new business

AES digital seminar
The AES British Section will
be holding a digital audio
seminar in London on May 13.
The afternoon session will
present papers on digital

followed by an evening session
of introductory papers. Full
details: AES Secretariat, Lent
Rise Road, Burnham, Slough
SL1 7NY. Tel: 06286 63725.

Agencies
Stirling Audio Systems has
been appointed to market and
sell the Tom Hidley studio
design concept in the UK.
Regentport Ltd has
appointed Musimex as sales
agents for Canary mixers and
power amplifiers in the UK,

It was recently announced that
a National Discography
recordings information service

Glossary
ADT: A refreshing and
relaxing brew made from

alive;
a

common Jamaican 'erb.
Cans: Part of the talkback
system, between which a piece
of string is stretched.
Capstan: A man's cigarette.
(Note: this only applies to the
full strength version, the
medium is for wimps and
poseurs.)

Cardioid:

Punch in /out: See clipping.
Reduction: What the producer
asks for when you finish
mixing his album 2 hours
before the end of his six week

booking.

that doesn't
work back to front.
Clipping: The first form of
discipline applied to errant
A mic

tape ops.

Double tracking: Recording
on top of another track because
the tape op forgot to note the
earlier track on the cue sheet.
Foldback: What you do to the
tape op's fingers on discovering
double tracking (qv) or zero
level (qv).

Motion sensing: A primitive
method of detecting if a
musician or producer is still

Europe and Scandinavia.
North London hire and sales
company, HHB has become the
first UK pro-audio dealer to be
appointed by Sony Broadcast.
HHB already supply Sony UK
Ltd consumer products.

a more sophisticated
method is to place a mirror
under his nostrils.
Multicore: An exotic herbal
cocktail in cigarette form.

Literature
UK Health

The
and Safety
Executive has issued a free
booklet entitled Working with
VDUs. The 10 -page pamphlet,
in a question and answer

National Discography
inception

Talkback:

The most common

cause of clipping (qv).
Tape op: (1) Teaboy,

messenger and general
dogsbody. (2) Assistant
engineer who can be blamed for
all the engineer's mistakes.
Wet sound: The most dreaded
sound in the business, that of
beer or coffee spilling into the
mixer. Usually followed by a
brief silence and an explosion
of sound.
Zero level: What you discover
on trying to play back that
perfect take.

format, looks at general health
and safety aspects of working
with computer screens. Copies
can be obtained from any area
HSE office.

if there were a legal
requirement to do so. There is
currently such a legal
has been set up, jointly
requirement to deposit any
financed and administered by
books which are published and
the Mechanical Copyright
the extent to which all the
commercially available will be although the library does
Protection Society (MCPS) and details will be included is still
catalogued in the discography
advocate such measures for ND
the British Library National
a matter for discussion. It is
but, they said, it may be more
it is early days. Once they are
Sound Archive (NSA).
likely, however, that it will
accurate and up to date quicker more established and know
The discography will be run
include not only details of the
than you think. They simply
exactly how to proceed they
by National Discography Ltd
music but also performers,
intend to get on with it and
will take steps to try and have
a subsidiary of MCPS. So far
writers, titles, producers,
complete the project as quickly such a scheme introduced.
the project has been well
arrangers, lyricists, music
as possible. Starting with all
Benny Green, who introduced
received within the record
publishers and distributors.
new releases they will
the press announcement, was
industry and it is hoped that
MCPS runs its production
gradually list all currently
very excited at the prospect of
the discography will be able to
computer systems on a DEC
available recordings and then
being able to locate recordings
rely heavily on record
VAX11 /780 8 Mbyte memory,
start into the back catalogue
of such gems as You Stole My
companies for donations of
with a similar machine used
archive material. It is their
Wife You Horse Thief and !fHe
copies of all their recorded
for development and backup.
intention to list all commercial Can Fight Like He Makes Love,
material including 7, 10 and 12 The two machines are linked
releases in this country in
God Help The Germans!
via Dec -net and share an onin singles, picture discs, EPs,
addition to those imports which
Probable users of the
LPs, cassettes, CDs and music
line disk capacity of 3.3 Gbytes. are brought in in large
National Discography are chart
videos. These will supplement
There are 75 terminals on -line
quantities.
compilers, record retailers,
the National Sound Archive's
which run under the VMS
Initially it will be restricted radio and television producers,
version 4.2 operating system.
already vast collection of discs
to the UK but, since there is no advertising and PR agencies,
and tape.
Most of the data is under the
other discography like it in
film and video producers,
The information will be
control of ADABAS database
existence it may well take on a record libraries, music colleges,
compiled on the computer
management system software.
more international flavour.
musicians, composers, actors,
systems which MCPS already
The organisers appeared to be
Although it is likely that
journalists, critics, clubs and
operate but full details have
unsure as to how long it is
most sources of recorded
societies.
not been finally decided upon.
going to take to have the
material, ie record companies,
Further information is
There are differences in the
will supply the discography
discography up and running.
available from Malcolm Tibber
way and type of information
They estimate that in
with whatever goods and
at National Discography Ltd,
which the NSA and MCPS each approximately three years time information they require, it
tel: 01 677 5141.
all recordings which are
would be a simpler job for ND
catalogue for themselves and
Janet Angus

-
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People
Hellerman Electric, the
Plymouth based cable marking
and protection specialists has
announced the promotion of
Terry Brigstock to UK sales
manager.
Adrian Bailey has been
appointed the new sales and
marketing director of DEC Ltd,
which is perhaps more
commonly known as the
Mitsubishi Pro -Audio Group.
Other Mitsubishi appointments
include Karl Walters, formerly
of Neve, who will be
responsible for installation,

acceptance testing and
servicing. Karl Chapman has
been appointed sales engineer

and will be responsible for the
sales of pro -audio products in
the UK and Europe and Simon
Bradbury, previously with
Rank Film Laboratories and
Jacobs Studios also joins the
Technical Services team.
Altec Lansing has appointed
Allen McAlister as district
sales manager for southern
California, southern Nevada,
New Mexico, Hawaii, and
western Texas.
Sony Professional Audio
Division, New Jersey has
promoted Michael J Feniello to
manager of marketing
administration.

Correction
Audix has

supplied the BBC
and not one as stated in
with 10 MXT1200 desks for the Contracts, in March issue's
1986 Commonwealth Games
Diary section.

Contracts
Audio Link

of Milan,
Turbosound's Italian
distributor, has recently won a
contract to supply the 50,000
seat Udine Stadium in north
eastern Italy with 18 TMS-4
enclosures. Other recent
installations include the Circus
Building, Denmark; The
Metropole, Vienna.
Paul Samuelson of Sam
Therapy Studios, London has
recently taken delivery of a
Fairlight CMI series III.
Soho Studios, London has
recently purchased a
42- channel fully automated
MCI series 542 console
(capable of 88 inputs on remix)
and fitted tri -amped Quested
monitors. Further expansion is
due shortly with additional
audio visual and film
soundtracking facilities.
An `automation ready'
32-channel Soundcraft TS24
interfaced with an Otari
MTR90 has been supplied to
Palladium Recording Studio by
Stirling Audio Systems. The
studio, based in Edinburgh,
was originally equipped with a
Soundcraft 1624 console.
Gnome Studio in Detroit has
completed a major update.
New equipment includes a
Soundcraft TS24 console, Otari
MTR90 with EC-101 SMPTE
synchroniser card and UREI
809 monitors. New MIDI
equipment includes the
Prophet T8 and the Roland
GR -700 guitar synth.
London's CTS Studios has

opened a new electronic music
recording, mixing and
overdubbing facility. The new
Studio Four has been designed
by Eastlake Audio and
includes an isolation room and
a large control room with an
extensive range of

permanently installed
synthesisers. Among these are
a Fairlight CMI with
MIDI /SMPTE, Linn 9000,
Prophet T8, Wave 2.3,

Oberheim and Yamaha.
Stirling Audio Systems has
supplied MTR-90 24 -track
machines to Advision (their
third), Music Lab Hire and
producer Gary Stevenson.
Soundcraft Electronics has
recently supplied to Island
Music a 16-track Soundcraft
producer's package and
Skratch Music producer Nigel
Wright a Soundcraft 1600 and
24 -track for a second home
facility.
New River Studios in Fort
Lauderdale has recently added
to its processing equipment a
Lexicon 224X digital reverb
with 8.2 software, Drawmer
DS201 noise gates, API 550A
equalisers and an original
RCA BA -6A tube limiter.
Andre Perry Video has
completed a $3m production
centre joined with its
recording facility Le Studio
Morin Heights, which includes
a 45 x 30 ft command centre a
2- and 3 -D computer graphics
department and a 37 x 30 ft
shooting stage.

"IF YOU LISTEN CAREFULLY,YODU
BE ABLE TO HEAR ABSOLUTELY
NOTHING" CONFIDED ARCHIE.
Everyone who gives the Telcom C4D
fair hearing is as impressed as we are
by this most effective noise reduction

a

system.
It's advantages over other systems
are it's greater noise reduction and
simplicity of alignment. It is in fact the
noise reduction system you don't hear!
Telcom C4D interfaces with all
standard rack systems to produce a
result we think is comparable with the
vastly more expensive digital systems,
yet produces a more detailed musical
quality of sound. Enjoy hearing less of
what you don't want, and more of what
you do.
We can supply all your audio needs
from a noise gate to a complete multitrack recording package.
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Some studios thrive because
they are in the heart of the
film and music business.
Others because they are next
door to an advertising agency.
Sentinal Records? Because it is
almost completely surrounded
by the sea.
Picture the scene: its
Christmas, a ferocious force 10
gale has whipped Mounts Bay
into a bowl of steaming froth
and white water. Gigantic
waves encouraged by 90 mph
gusts of wind angrily lash the
coastline. There is a power cut.
Fishermen and other locals are
in the pub, drink in one hand
and hot pasty in another, sit
out the storm in the candlelit
bar thankful to be on dry land.
In celebration of life the
fishermen sing carols and
hymns. This is the stuff of
Sentinal Records.
Started by Job and Irene
Morris in 1971, their first
premises were at the back of a
hi -fi shop next door to the first
pub that any fisherman is
likely to see after landing a
catch at Newlyn Fish Market,
Penzance. And surrounded by
the hustle and bustle of the
busy fishing village Job began
to make recordings of the
sounds around him. A fish
market auction, or the choirs
whose voices echo out from
Wesleyan chapels and around
the cobbled, twisting streets
where once smugglers'
packhorses carried contraband
brandy and French lace.
All these sounds were
collated on to a first album,
The Sounds of Cornwall, which
found immediate popularity
with not only the locals but
also tourists seeking a
reminder of their Cornish
experience. Nine albums later
Sentinal Records, or `The sound
of Cornwall', had outgrown its
humble beginnings. Their
catalogue now contained local
folk singers and choirs and

Although as Solid Bond, this
London facility is a relative
newcomer to the studio
market, its history under
another name goes back many
years. The studio actually
opened in 1959 under the
Philips flag and has had a
varied history under the
auspices of the Philips/
Phonogram/PolyGram
companies ever since. Until
1983 that is, when Paul
Weller, then of the Jam, now
of Style Council jumped in feet
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Sentinal, Cornwall

STC 4038, AKG and Neumann
hanging just above the heads of
the vocalists. Figure -of -eight
mics capture both voices and

reverb from the room and loft
space above.
A piano and church organ are
available for accompaniment,
the latter to facilitate the many
hymn- singing Wesleyan choirs
that record there.
Above the separation booths
is a gallery to accommodate
more performers if necessary or
simply double as an area where
those waiting to record may sit
and relax. Consequently, the
tendency for the control room
to become overcrowded is
avoided.
Like the studio the control
room is tailor -made to the more
or less specific requirements of

Main recording area

brass bands and was being
distributed throughout the
shops of Cornwall and also via
mail to expatriates in Australia
and Canada and forces
personnel. Foreign tourists
were also taking records home.
Education cutbacks had
closed a local village school
situated in a dominating
position overlooking the
Mounts Bay area and with far
ranging views to the English
Channel and the Atlantic
ocean. The building consisted
primarily of two long and high
halls side by side which, being
very reverberant, were ideal for
the recording of choral and
brass works. The building
presented Job with the perfect
opportunity to design and
install a studio, tailor-made to
his requirements. One hall was
retained as the recording
studio and the other divided
into two storeys for a main
office above and post

production, cassette
duplicating, record and cassette
storage, and reception areas,
below.

The recording `hall' needed
very little acoustic treatment,
other than double glazing; the
wooden floor, hard plaster
walls and high vaulted roof
offering the `ideal' acoustic.
Dry, vocal, drum and piano
booths were installed to allow
soloists total separation from
the main choir or to double as a
smaller recording studio area
for musical groups not
requiring a `live' acoustic.
As the studio has to cater for
large numbers of vocalists or
players are any one time, often
in a `formal' layout as an
orchestra would be, favoured
microphone supports have been
mounts suspended from the
roof beams. Thus the floor area
is always clear, not only of
Sentinal Records, Paul,
stands but also cables, etc.
Penzance, Cornwall, UK.
Microphones used are
Tel: 0736 731246.

Solid Bond Recording Studios,
London
first after rumours that
PolyGram would be putting it
on the market. It was one of
the first of that record
company's studio facilities to
go and, sadily the others
slowly followed suit.
One of the many PolyGram
legacies was the typically
custom -built PolyGram console
which, although of excellent

the Sentinal catalogue.
Because the majority of
recordings are made in only a
few takes, a large multitrack
facility is unnecessary and this
philosophy is applied right
down the line in the selection
of control room equipment.
Monitoring is through
Tannoy Golds in Lockwood
cabinets and Otari 8 -track 1 in
and '/a in mastering machines
sit side by side next to a
customised 24/8 mixing
console. Signal processing and
effects equipment, such as is
needed, include the usual
comp /exp/lims, etc, and digital
delay units. The latter mainly
for folk groups and artists, or
local rock groups making
demos either out of their own
pockets or after winning free
recording time in a local rock
group competition.
Now, with other 80 albums in
their catalogue the reputation
of Sentinal Records studio
attracts many choirs from other
areas to record there.
David Hastilow

quality, in this day and age
has proved a little unwieldly
with the result that the studio
recently installed an SSL
console, at the same time
giving the control room a new
lease of life with a slight
acoustic and visual
adjustment. Not many studios
can say that an SSL is
actually smaller than their

previous desk!
The studio location is in very
spacious basement premises
near the historic Marble Arch.
(It is in fact at `The Garden'
level with only a few of the
offices having the appearance
of a basement. The studio
itself is at ground level with,
as they rightly say, the garden
outside.) As engineer Jeremy
Wakefield pointed out, it is a
great place to have a studio
simply because it is so central,
let alone the fact that there is N
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Control room Solid Bond
a garden, daylight in the
control room and lots of shops

and other facilities nearby.
The studio is managed by
Paul's father John Weller who
operates all the other Style
Council related companies
from the same premises. Brian
Robson is the chief engineer
and is also a legacy from
PolyGram days, having started
out in the Chappell's studio
and moving to PolyGram when
that facility was closed in
1979/80. Jeremy has been
working at the studio for 11/2
years now, and the technical
team is backed up by freelance
maintenance engineer Ian
Wilkinson. It was pointed out,
however, in no uncertain
terms, that it is really
caretaker Arthur Ball who
rules the roost -cross him if
you dare. I didn't.
The main reason for
changing console and giving
the control room a facelift was
really to attract outside work.
For a long time Paul had had
almost exclusive use of the
facility but now it was time
for it to pay its way. A more
contemporary console was
required and, work wise as
well as facilities wise, SSL
4000E with Total Recall was
considered the answer.
The rooms which Paul
purchased were original
Eastlakes -the control room
dating back to 1979 and the
studio to 1977. The only major
change to the acoustics of the
control room was effected by

installing a wooden floor
surface under the console

(which for some reason has got
an extra leg: "Nobody knows
why it's there or where it
came from-the guy from SSL
said he had never seen one
like that before! "); other
changes were purely cosmetic.

Apart, that is, from the little
matter of the secret room.
When the refurbishment was
carried out a hollow room was
discovered behind the
multitrack machine recess
which had been bass
resonating. Well it won't be
doing that again in a hurry; it
is now full of Rockwool held in
by wooden battens.
The desk did change the
acoustics slightly because,
being smaller and a different
shape than its predecessor, it
is less reflective. The room is
approximately 20x18 ft with
the console facing the control
room window through to the
studio. The equipment is
recessed in typical Eastlake
style with staggered brickwork
dispersing the sound on the
rear part of each side wall.
The back wall is trapped, as is
the ceiling over the console
and the area underneath the
monitors mounted either side
of the control room window.
The timber used on the floor is
an attractive oak and there is
a token amount of cork
shielding the sound from the
main door. The overall effect
of the refurbishment is to
make the room feel brighter,
following the current trend of
thinking in control room
acoustics and environment.
The atmosphere is assisted by
a series of coloured and white
recessed spotlights mounted in
the ceiling. The wood cladding
on the walls is light coloured
elm since Eastlake generally
make a point of co- ordinating
and matching their timbers.
The tape machines are
Studer A80s: one 24 -track and
three 2- tracks. Outboard
equipment is racked in a
custom -built console at right
angles to the desk. The
extensive effects list includes D

C ,i

ALBERT WAS KNOWN TO GO

TO EXTREME LENGTHS
TO GAIN THE RIGHT ACOUSTICS
Britannia Row offers a total
Audio Hire service from a complete
customised 24 track recording
package through the range of our
extensive analogue and digital
recorders to any individual studio
effect you may require.
The equipment is cased and
delivered by our professional and
efficient staff to anywhere in the UK
or overseas.
Our technical engineers will fully
install the equipment and leave it
assured of a smooth recording
session with 24 hour back -up
guaranteed
Even Albert will be
.

happy.
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MXR Pitch Shift Doubler, two
Eventide Instant Flangers, two

Eventide 1745M digital
delay/Harmonizers, AMS
RMX16 digital reverb, 15 -80S
digital delay line/pitch shifter
with keyboard interface and
Tape Phase Simulator,
Yamaha R1000 digital reverb,
Roland Chorus Echo,
Audio +Design Panscan, Korg
SDD 3000 delay line,
Drawmer noise gates, Orban
de- esser, Klark -Teknik DM360
stereo 27 -band graphic
equaliser, four PolyGram
limiter /compressor /de- essers a
stereo limiter/compressor and
eight noise gates, four EMT
plates (augmented with a
natural echo chamber) and
Dolby/dbx 24 -track and stereo
noise reduction. For digital
there is a Sony F1.
The main monitors are JBL
4350s and there are also
Tannoy Little Red in both the
control room and studio, and
Visonik David in the control
room. The power amps are
M900 MOSFETs with JBL
crossover and Klark -Teknik
DN27 equaliser. The Tannoys
are powered by Harrison
X1800s and foldback by Quads.
The Solid Bond microphone
complement is suitably varied
and includes from Neumann

Solid Bond, continued

Above drum kit set up in the 'live end', below the more absorbent
wall of the main studio area

rock and the dead by Hidley
trapping covered over with
floor to ceiling curtains. (The
carpet is new giving a slightly

different audio and visual
effect.) The room is lit with
87 and 84, AKG 414, 224,
recessed spotlights which give
C12, C24, D12, D20 and D25,
a bright atmosphere.
Shure SM69, STC 4038
Being an Eastlake room
ribbon microphones, Electrothere is a small drum booth to
Voice RE20 and REIO and the the left by the control room
Tandy PZM. "They're great
window which, Jeremy
those Tandys. They work
explained, doubles as a vocal
really well and they are very
booth for shy vocalists. Plans
cheap compared to some of the are afoot to make it also work
other PZMs on the market,"
as a separate isolation booth
quoth Brian, seconded by
by the installation of overhead
Jeremy.
flaps which will come down
Access to the recording area and fill in the top half of the
is via a small (minute ?)
walls completely. Next to this,
passageway which is
under the window there is a
apparently excellent for
bass trap. The grand piano is
recording double basses which a Yamaha, and demonstration
Paul Weller uses quite often
proved it to be a very nice
on the fair few jazz -type tracks bright instrument.
which he does. This is also
At the point of entry to the
where the window to the
studio, if you were to choose
outside world is positioned
the right hand door you would
strategically so that it is
find yourself in a more than
viewed through the glass
adequately furnished copy
control room door.
facility with an abundance of
The studio itself is very
tape machines of all
large -roughly 35 x20 ft. At
descriptions. Admittedly it was
the far end is the live area
in a bit of a turmoil at the
with its marble floor and
time of the interview due to
mirrored back wall and the
the fact that it had had to
ceiling sloping up to
yield up part of its space to
approximately 14 ft. The main the building of a room for the
area is carpeted with one live SSL computer and air
and one absorbent wall. The
conditioning. Especially
liveness is created with Hidley attractive about this room is
40
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the fact that there are large
windows on to the corner
garden making it a very
pleasant place to work.
The new wall is covered in
cork tiles. Otherwise, the
arrangement of the room was

there are rooms dedicated to
tape library, echo plates and
maintenance workshop as well
as the `canteen' as they called
it (lounge' as the brochure
calls it!) with its own Espresso
coffee machine and plenty of
things to lounge around on.
Amusement-wise there is
video, video games and TV.
If you put your coat on, go
for a hike to the rear of this
massive building, descend a
flight of broken steps and (if
you've got the key) you can
discover the echo chamber.
Covered in white tiles this
room has had all the parallel
surfaces eliminated to avoid
flutter and is of a very fair
size. There is a Leslie cabinet
permanently wired in
alongside a real antique
humidifier to keep it moist.
This chamber is tie-lined all
over the building, as are most
of the rooms. Brian: "We used
to record in the Gents until
they put a false ceiling in and

spoilt it."
There is a story about the
echo chamber: a house
engineer (now well known
producer who shall remain
nameless) for some reason
known only to himself decided
to do without the key. He
somehow calculated where the
chamber was in relation to the
rest of the building and
hurtled himself through the
ceiling. Decidedly odd
behaviour even in this
business. Evidence exists that
the incident is not a figment
of imagination although this
method of access clearly was
not popular because the hole
has been filled in!
Well if that tale doesn't grab
you, maybe the one about the
ghost will. Many people claim
to have seen it, not just the
staff. It appears to be a clumsy
sort of soul because it goes
round dropping things and
making people jump and
interfering with work. Strange
how many London studios
seem to be haunted -maybe
they are all frustrated artists.
Despite all this the
atmosphere seemed to be very
calm, with none of the
intensity you so often find
especially in the big studios.

still being deliberated so there
is not much point in going
into enormous detail here. The
console is an "ancient Neve -I
think it's the oldest in the
world, but the EQ is
absolutely perfect for cassette
copies. It is 8/2 with four echo
sends tie -lined two to the echo
plates and two to PolyGram
compressors. There were two
lots of monitors, although
probably one will disappear in
the long term: Tannoy Little
Red and a pair of KEF LS/5.
The various tape machines
are Revox B790, an old valve
Philips Pro 50 2- track, Studer
A80 2 -track and 8- tracks, a
4 -track ATR100 Ampex and,
for real -time copying, 11 Sony
FX1010 cassette machines.
Outboard includes Drawmer
dual compressor and Dolby
noise reduction. There was a
massive Philips/PhonoGram
patchbay which, because
nothing was normalled on it,
Janet Angus
was in the process of being
SBS Recording Studios,
replaced. This facility is used
by many of the nearby record
Stanhope House, Garden
companies and smaller studios Entrance, Stanhope Place,
London W2. Tel: 01-402
including PRT.
Within the warren of offices 6121/2.

32 Channel Digital

Mitsubishi

X-850.

45 Tracks
Cut -and- Splice Edit
Fully Compatible
RS- 232 /RS- 422 /Parallel Interface
Sync to 9.6/8 kHz 60/50/59.94 Hz
Composite Video
SMPTE /EBU Non-drop/ Drop
Varispeed

For
World-Class
Studios.

CORPORATION

MITSUBISHI PRO AUDIO GROUP
DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT

Headquarters: 225 Parkside Drive. San Fernando, CA 91340 Phone (818) 898 -2341 Telex 311786
New York: Suite 1530, 555 W. 57th Street, New York, NY 10019 Phone (212) 713 -1600 Telex 703547
Nashville. 2200 Hillsboro Road, Nashville, TN 37212 Phone (615) 298 -6613
Canada. 363 Adelaide Street E., Toronto, ONT. M5A 1N3 Phone (416) 865-1899
United Kingdom 1 Fairway Drive, Greenford, MIDDX UB6 8PW Phone (01) 578-0957 Telex 923003

MIXING CONSOLE TECHNOLOGY
THE AMEK VIEW

Amek APC console with GML computer as shown at the Montreux AES Convention

Over the last year we have been looking at the
development of mixing consoles and the way that
future designs will be far more than just another
permutation on channel strip layout. In this article
Nick Franks and Graham Langley of Amek Systems
& Controls present their personal philosophy and
introduce the new APC console
The rapid changes in

technology which have
taken place since the
advent of multitrack
recording in the late
'60s and the great
increase in the market
for audio production work of
all types, have brought about
continual developments in
methods of sound creation and
manipulation. The introduction
of digital techniques has, above
all, been the motor for a readjustment in recording
methods since, for the first
time in musical history, the
quality and texture of sound
have been divorced from the
limitations of both
instrumental skill and acoustic
possibility. A large proportion
of all recordings, whether
intended for records or
soundtracks, now contain
sounds which exist only as a
result of electronic processing,
and which cannot be found or
created in the natural
environment using nonelectronic means.
Traditionally, sound
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recording was based on a
combination of excellence of
microphone placement
techniques used to capture
musical performance, and
faithful registration on tape of
the signals received. This
situation has changed
radically, and nowadays many
recordings are principally
assembled from a wide range of
exactly repeatable signals
produced from a variety of
`non -performing'
programmable machinery such
as synthesisers, sampling
devices, and digital sound
effects units.
In addition, through the
development of video
technology and with overall
increases in production and
programming, there has been
considerable growth in both the
post -production and television
sound sectors. This has
generated a demand for sound
mixing consoles which can be
operated in synchronisation
with timecode.
These new situations have
created a need for a fresh

approach to mixing console
design. The following general
points have to be considered
within future console
development:
Multitrack recording: The
traditional technique was a
2 -stage process of recording
signals on to multitrack tape
and then remixing to stereo,
adding sound effects processing
during mixdown. Effectively,
the final result was obtained
only towards the end of the
recording process. Consoles
incorporated elaborate
monitoring facilities which
constituted a `mixer within the
mixer', allowing submixes to be
created to guide the engineer
and the musicians as the tracks
were filled. Once the tape was
full, the monitor mix was
largely forgotten and the `real'
mixing began. Developments in
computer techniques allowed a
degree of mixing to precede and
assist the actual mixdown
process.
Two rival types of console
monitoring systems have been
favoured; the 'in -line'

('American') system and the
`split' (`British') system. The
principles of `in -line' and `split'
monitoring were laid out at the
beginning of the 1970s and
there have been no
fundamental changes since -at
least as far as console
manufacturers are concerned.
A different situation has
prevailed in the studio, where
four main tendencies have
become apparent: the use of a
larger number of tracks -48
and heading for 64; the use of
synthesisers and drum
machines with multiple
outputs; the use of very large
quantities of external signal
processing equipment; and the
abandonment of the monitoring
system provided with the
console as being unsuitable for
what might be called `virtual
mixing' recording techniques.
The essence of `virtual
mixing' is that the producer
and engineer attempt to work
from the onset with the sounds
and sound sources that will be
used in the final mix. As the
recording process continues the
layers of effects increase and
must be exactly repeated with
each pass of the tape. Overdubs
are made not within the
context of raw microphone
signals replayed from tape but
as part of the overall
conceptualisation of the piece
of music, and must be
accompanied therefore by the
finished product at whatever
stage it has reached. The
engineer, producer and
musicians all need to hear
identical signals.
The end result is that there is
no longer any significant
division between the `monitor'
mix and the `stereo' mix. The
target has always been the
stereo mix and the present-day
approach to it is to `mix as you
go'; to create the end product
from the commencement of
recording.
The practice of `virtual
mixing', therefore, combined
with the increased requirement
for inputs, has suggested a new
approach to console design in
which a separate monitoring
section of whichever format is
excluded from the mixer.
Instead, a large number of
identical inputs should be
provided, each dedicated to a
particular signal, be it tape
output, effects device, or
source. These signals are then
mixed to a common stereo bus,
with multiple outputs available

from stereo (stereo bus and
stereo monitor) according to the
needs of the moment. Since the
full range of input facilities

-

equalisation, inserts, auxiliary
sends, automation, etc, are now
used on most signals, these
multiple inputs effectively need
to be standard input channels
with all normal functions
except for a monitor mix
section.
This approach makes the
console basically simpler since
the confusing division between
monitoring and mixing is large
removed. A further result is

that the increased number of

inputs is compensated for by a
reduction in complexity of the
console making the engineer's
task proportionately simpler at
the point when he has to focus
his attention on a greater
number of signals.
Reduction in console size for
increased ergonomics: adding
more inputs to a console makes
it wider. This in turn leads to
ergonomic and operational
problems, since the console

premium in mobile recording
and video production (EFP)
trucks, where many inputs are
often needed, especially as
video shoots and live coverage
increases in size and scope.
Hence, the reduction in console
size again is ideally suited to
broadcast and video production
requirements. Similar
comments apply to recording
studios in which existing
consoles need to be replaced by
much `larger' ones (in terms of
inputs) in order to keep up with
the number of inputs required
by contemporary technology,
preferably without engaging in
the expenses of tearing the
control room apart.
Instant repeatability is
required: the introduction of
computer- assisted mixing has
given the engineer critical
control over both levels and
mutes and the use of timecodebased synchronisation has
allowed the memorised events
to be repeated in sequence with
multiples of audio and video
recorders locked together.
Mixing is often interrupted by
time constraints on studio
availability and thus a need to
include memorisation of control
settings in the computer
system became apparent to
allow engineers and producers
to return to the point where
they had left off at the previous

becomes excessively long and
unwieldy; it becomes `user
hostile' in a very real physical
sense.
As it is, module length (front
to back) has tended to become
uncomfortably long, since in
addition to the monitor mix
section, extensive routing and
close of work.
dynamics facilities have been
added to the channel strip. The
The development of recall
shortening of the module by
systems for console
removal of the monitor mix and potentiometer and individual
routing sections increases
channel configuration has
operator comfort and helps
made a step towards
reduce console depth; shrinking repeatability but only through
the module width (to 30 mm,
relatively slow manual re1.18 in, in the APC1000
loading of the memorised
console) whilst retaining all
positions using elaborate
normal facilities, allows a
graphics -based prompts.
drastic reduction in console
A longer term aim is the
width.
ability to completely reset an
The console occupies less
entire console from memory
space: not only does the console within a very short time span
become much more
(typically less than one SMPTE
manoeuvrable -user friendly in time frame) but at this
the very physical sense noted
intermediate point a
above-it also occupies less
combination of reset and recall
space in the control room. The
facilities is practical and cost
initial importance of this is
effective. Switch settings can
that although very large
be stored and reset easily and
consoles are undoubtedly
simplified recall information
impressive to look at, they are
entry procedures can be
recognised as being the
devised. Thus archives of
primary disturber of the
console settings can be stored
acoustic environment in the
and to some extent, dynamic
control room. Thus a better
reset can be accomplished
acoustic performance becomes
during mixing; or alternative
feasible with a smaller console. console set -up configurations
In video and teleproduction
can be addressed by different
applications, space is often at a engineers merely by paging to
premium and audio facilities
a different memory number
generally come a poor second to allowing immediate selection of
video. In many cases a new
a preferred routing and
audio desk must be fitted into
switching set -up.
existing space originally
A further advantage is that
designated for much less
electromechanical components,
sophisticated sound equipment. a major long-term source of
Thus whilst complex consoles
console downtime through wear
are now often required, not
and tear, can in some part be
much room is allocated for
eliminated.
them. Space is similarly at a
Audio Follows Video: in
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video post -production and

teleproduction facilities a
direct interface between the
console and video equipment is
required for remote control
of levels and mutes. This
is known as Audio Follow
Video (AFV). Inevitably,
operators will look to extend
AFV further into the console
for remote control of many
other switching functions. Thus
in -depth computer control is
envisioned.
The `virtual console'
approaches: since channel
configuration may be brought
under software control, the cost
and time constrictions
presented by changing
hardware are somewhat
mitigated. Many custom
specifications require changes
in input and output
configurations; in the `soft'
console, modifications can be
made relatively easily,
especially when compared with
the traditional 'hard' console.
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Large
Architecture
Console
The

APC central assignment panel showing separate keyboards for individual module configuration, re -call and memory

management

are the possibility of having a
very large number of inputs,
and the abandoning of the
monitor mix section. The

IM
A1A

-increased reliability through
the removal of many

electromechanical elements;
-a semi -`virtual' or (semi-soft)
console which allows easier reconfiguration to user
requirements during
manufacture;
-simplification of the console
signal flow path by elimination
of the monitor mix circuits;
-placement of all signals in
identical input modules giving
greater overall control;
-simplified recall techniques
to speed data re- loading
procedures for memorised
rotary controls;
-AFV ports for remote control
of levels and mutes from video
equipment;
-increased amounts of output
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console size, allowing more
inputs in less overall space (16
inputs per 19 in) and
potentially better control room

of
console configuration
confi g
by paging
P g g
through memory;

HFB

!E j
-

-a consequent reduction in

-instant repeatability

LINE

O

to 30.125 mm;

performance;
-in -depth computer control,
allowing automation to be
brought deeper into the
console -particularly into areas
such as auxiliary send
muting -and the use of
advanced mixing systems such
as the GML (George
Massenburg Laboratories)
moving fader system;
-Dynamic Reset giving
immediate reloading of
archived console configuration;
-Synchronous Reset allowing
some console configuration to
reloaded at preselected
timecode prompts;

.)

RECALL

APC1000 (Assignable
Production Console) is neither
an in-line nor a split monitor
console, these being the two
traditional console types as
noted above. Instead, the
APC1000 -LAC embodies many
of the features outlined in the
preamble, namely:
-the central assignment of

channel switching functions
using a keyboard, with simple
master display functions
allowing rapid identification of
routing selections;
-a reduction in module width

o

O

The Large Architecture Console
(LAC) is the generic term
Amek have chosen for our new
approach to console design. The
two principal characteristics
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afewquietwords
from Hilton Sound..

Some people are fighting a rearguard action to save
analog recording systems. They talk about cost and
convenience. About the sonic characteristics of analog. Its
trouble free use. They even say that it's a good idea to record
on analog and mix down on digital. They'll say anything, in
fact, to avoid the inevitable conclusion
that digital is the way the industry ,v.:0'
is going. The ostrich and his
reaction to danger is far sighted

r

by comparison.

IiIEI'ON
SOIJXTI)

10 Steedman Street, London SE17
EMAIL REF:
HILTON -SOUND -UK. DGS1311

01-708

0483

We at Hilton Sound lead the field in the new
era of digital recording. We were the first with
the Mitsubishi X850 that has been such a
revelation to the industry. If you've ever
witnessed the X850's ability to decode a

X850

mangled tape and reconstruct missing
passages, you'll know why the new PD format
dashes the hopes of all it's rivals.

Mitsubishi philosophy is to design a system notjustto do
this year's job, but to be capable of handling the demands of
the year 2000 and beyond. Can anybody else say that?
Watch this space for Mitsubishi's X86 which will do for
2 -track recorders what the X850 did for multitrack.

Hilton Sound, the first for Mitsubishi.

MIXING CONSOLE TECHNOLOGY
buses (up to 64) facilitating
assignment to multitrack
recorders and stereo machines;
-use of the buses as extra
auxliary send outputs when
using multiple effects devices;
-simplification of servicing
routines through diagnostic
programmes.

Introducing Amek
APC IOOO

The APC1000 uses novel
techniques to simplify what
have become increasingly
complex operational
requirements and to satisfy

extremely varied demands. The
flexible chassis system allows
many different input
configurations to be created
easily; the central keyboard
control for assigning module
switching functions allows
multiples of console routing
and switching setups to be
recalled either as snapshots or
as dynamic routing
adjustments in real -time
synchronised to timecode; and
a `Recall' of rotary knob
positions using novel and
simplified setting up
procedures is provided. The
console is fitted with AFV ports
as standard; and two levels of
fader automation are available
as part of the sophisticated
systems control technology.
The console may have up to
128 computer -controlled
modules.
With the extensive features
now required on broadcast and
video production consoles,
conventional consoles are
becoming increasingly
unwieldy and confusing owing
to the sheer density of controls.
Many switch functions are
virtually unused from day to
day, or are `presets' which
when set up are not touched
during operation. Furthermore,
as has been noted, switches are
electro- mechanical devices and
inevitably suffer from wear and
tear, which decreases
reliability.
The assignable system allows
a narrower module width to be
used -and for compactness of
size to be retained.
Many problems of size,
ergonomics and general
difficulty of operation, together
with those of supplying
consoles in various
configurations, are overcome by
using an assignable system.
The central assignment
section is comprised of separate
keyboards for Recall, or
individual module
configuration and for memory
management.
Almost all the switch
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display compares the actual
and memorised position. Recall
is displayed by function and
not by channel. For example,
Recall the high pass filter and
the segment displays
immediately show all high pass
filter settings for the console.
A flexible chassis system has
been designed which will
accommodate various
configurations of console and
also to include jackfields. The
width of individual channel
modules is 30.125 mm, which
means that a large number of
inputs will fit into a much
smaller area than at present,
eliminating the need for a
in/out;
separate effects returns panel.
-up to 48 routing buses and
For example, 48 channels will
eight stereo buses;
fit into a width of 1830 mm
-characteristics of the
(6 ft). The addition of a
(optional) dynamics section.
jackfield and wooden trim
To access the keyboard from
panels (if required) will of
an input module, an INT
course lengthen the console but
(Interrogate) button on the
offboard jackfields for
module is pressed. The
mounting in a separate rack
configuration keyboard will
are a standard option.
then illuminate, showing which
Dynamics modules which are
functions have already been
the same width as the channels
selected. If these selections are may be located in the meter
to be changed, the appropriate
hood.
switches on the keyboard are
All channels have a separate
pressed and the new set -up is
horizontal fader section at the
stored in RAM.
front. Various different types of
When the engineer has
fader units are available,
configured all the input
including, as standard, a VCAchannels and track selection,
fader with digital grouping
the set -up positions may be
which may be interfaced to the
stored as a Page in the memory Audio Kinetics Mastermix
for long -term Reset usage.
computer and a motor -driven
Thus if the console is used by
fader which is linked to the
different engineers and in
GML computer.
several applications, the
A central 300 mm (11.8 in)
various set up configurations
chassis section has a minimum
may be stored as pages in the
of six module positions occupied
RAM and reset as each new
by the central assignment
engineer begins work.
section. Master monitor output
A quick visual check of the
and auxiliary send modules
configuration and selection of
also located in this section.
switches, buses, etc, can be
The 48 buses may be
made using the keyboard and
configured for 48 -track
is displayed by a large LED
recording, as 48 mono
located in the meter hood
subgroups, as 24 stereo
behind each input module
subgroups, etc as required; the
strip. Should the engineer want console may, of course, be set
to check, for example, which
up with less than the full
channels are selected EQ In, he amount of buses and in
simply puts the keyboard to
principle could even be
Display mode and presses the
supplied as a 6/1, or 12/2. The
EQ button. The LED behind all general configuration of the
those channels selected EQ In
APC1000 console' is (n) inputs
will then illuminate. This
with routing up to 48 buses and
simple procedure can be
eight independent stereo buses
followed for all keyboardfrom each input. The maximum
assigned functions.
amount of computer controlled
Banks of assignment LEDs
modules which may be used in
are not fitted to individual
any one console is 128. Within
input channels, since research
this framework almost any
has shown that this display
variant is possible.
method does not enhance
When used as a large
operational convenience.
multitrack console, the
Recall of input channel
APC1000 should be configured
rotary control positions is
with a number of input
enabled using the Recall
modules suitably greater than
keyboard together with the
the number of tracks being
segment displays located
used to provide adequate
behind each module. Each
amounts of channels for

functions are removed from the
individual modules and
reloaded to a master
assignment panel. Several
other functions also retain
individual local switches for
preview or effects use. The
removal of the switches.also
makes the rotary controls
clearer.
Switch functions controlled
from the keyboard include:
-channel input selection, with
+48 V, phase, etc;
-equalisation in /out, including
pass filters selectable
separately;
-auxiliary output bus
selection, with pre /post and

sources and effects. For
example, 88 inputs could be a
suitable number for a large
production studio with 48 -track
facilities, using 48 for tape
returns and 40 for effects and
sources. A multi- function Trim
pot is incorporated into each
input module allowing for a
secondary signal path to be set
up for dual -channel operation
or as an additional auxiliary
send with output to the
multitrack routing.

The GML Moving
Fader System

The GML computer is a VMEbus system using two Motorola
68000 off-the -shelf processors
with the Idris (UNIX
compatible) software control
system. The keyboard is a
standard QWERTY keyboard
with an alphanumeric plasma
display mounted into the
meterhood. A hard disk is
fitted as standard with a
minimum 500k RAM for online operations, giving the
system exceptional expansion
capabilities. Mix information
can be stored to floppy disk for
archiving. This combination of
general-purpose hardware and
software provides a complete
super micro -computer including
areas of functionality beyond
console automation.
The moving fader system is
entirely non -VCA and thus
allows a smooth and
transparent performance
comparable with existing
conductive plastic faders. The
extreme speed and accuracy of
the system avoid the timing
degradation inherent in
existing systems, the GML
system can read both NECAM
and SSL fader and muting
information.
The extremely powerful
capabilities of the GML
computer facilitate automated
mixing processes through
sophisticated on- and off-line
editing and merging routines.
The GML computer is used in
an extended interface with the
APC1000 console allowing
control of auxiliary send mutes,
EQ, in /out, and filters in/out in
real SMPTE time.
This brief article serves as an
introduction to a new approach
to console technology,
developed in the light of actual
changes in recording
techniques. We feel that the
APC1000 meets the demands of
contemporary production
-

requirements.

The terms Large Architecture Console.
Dynamic Reset and Svnchrnnous Reset are
jointly-owned trademarks
claimed
Amek ys tems and Controls
Ltd (Amek Massenburg Laboratories Ltdi.
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Everyone Bays They're Better

We Prove It!
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Time Delay

Reverberation
Crossovers
Tape Noise Reduction

Compressor/ Limiters
Expanders
Spectrum Analyzers
Parametric EQ

Before you purchase another piece of signal processing gear for Studio or
Performance use, you would be Wise to listen to our Demo Album. Instead of
merely "Saying" we're Better, we Prove it in side by side comparisons with the
competition. You really can pay Less and get a Better product through our factory
direct sales!
We're out to set new standards for Quality and Performance as well as dollar
value. We want you to choose us for our Quality more than our Prices. Our 15 day
Satisfaction Guarantee and Two Year Warranty on our Crossovers, Time Delays,
Reverberation, Compressor/Limiters, Expanders, Parametric EQ, and Tape Noise
Reduction, allow you to purchase with Confidence.
The Demo Album is both fun and Educational. Examples are drawn from the
master tapes of Top 40 Hits and show some of the most sophisticated effects ever
devised. You will hear our phenomenal MICROPLATE' Reverb with over 18 KHz
bandwidth in side by side comparisons with the $7,000 EMT( Plate on percussion
and vocals. No other spring reverb would dare attempt such a comparison! The
cost is incredible too, under $600 mono and $1,200 in stereo!

Write or call for a free 24 page Brochure and Demo Album.
LT Sound, Dept. S -2, P.O. Box 338,Stone Mountain, GA 30086
Telex: 5101013193
Phone: (404) 493 -1258

Sound
We Make A Better Product
LT

International literature requests are normally sent by surface, For air mail, send $5 US to cover costs.

Syco, we're never satisfied. Even after discovering Fairlight we
needed to find other musical instruments that would capture a

At

professional musician's imagination.
We found three machines that were exceptional. From California,
Linn's Sequencer and E -mu's Emulator SP12. From Berlin, Friend
Chip's SRC2.
Of the many sequencers available today, few are as musical as the
Linn Sequencer. Indeed many destroy ideas rather than capture them. The
Linn Sequencer is designed to allow you to compose, record and edit
while devoting your undivided attention to your music, to enhance rather
than interfere with the creative process. The 32 track MIDI recorder is
operated via familiar tape machine -type controls and offers optional
SMPTE synchronisation, 3.5" disc and remote control. Other features such
as real -time erase, real -time transpose and auto repeat have been
included for maximum creativity.
The SP -12 is not the first
drum system from E -mu, but
certainly represents a
considerable leap forward from
the last, bringing the power of 12
bit user sampling to the world of
the programmable rhythm
machine. SMPTE synchronisation
is provided and an optional disc
may be attached for the storage of
rhythm patterns and sounds.
Programmable tuning, decay and

mix level, touch -sensitive buttons and a unique multiparameter mode are included
amongst many other new features.
The SRC 2 from Friend Chip is the smaller brother to that industry standard the
SRC (SMPTE Reading Clock). Intended fora smaller budget and a less complex application
the SRC2 offers many of the features that have made the SRC so essential in the electronic
music environment. Two independently selectable click outputs, MIDI and Roland clock
outputs, programmable cues, tempo changes and start /stop outputs make the SRC2
invaluable in any situation where instruments from different manufacturers are to be
synchronised together, and where it
is necessary to drop in with rhythm
machines and sequencers rather
than running the track from the top.
Three excellent new
inventions from three established
and respected manufacturers. Of
course, if you have need of a drum
machine, a sequencer and a synch20 CONDUIT PLACE. LONDON W2 TEL
-724 2451
TELEX 22278 SYCO G. FAX -262 6081
roniser, they will work together.
01
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GUIDE TO

ANALOGUE TAPE MACHINES

ABE (West Germany)
ABE Becker GmbH & Co, Rob Bosch Str
18, D -7750 Konstanz. Tel: 07531 65632.
MTR Series: 1/4 in mono, stereo and
2- track.

ACCURATE SOUND (USA)
Accurate Sound Corp, 114 5th Avenue,
Redwood City, CA 94063. Tel: (415)
365 -2843. Telex: 348327.
AS 2600: 16 -, 24 -track on 2 in, 16 -track
on 1 in, 1/4 and 1/2 in formats available.

ACES (UK)
Aces (UK) Ltd, Featherbed Lane,
Shrewsbury, Shropshire, SY1 4NJ.
Tel: 0743 66671/2. Telex: 35188.

USA: Professional Audio Services, 619
South Glenwood Place, Burbank,
CA 91506. Tel: (818) 843 -6420.
MT16 series: 16 -track on 2 in.
MT24 series: 24 -track on 2 in.

Tape recorder: full stereo and 2 -track on
1/4 in, 4- and 8 -track on 1 in.

ENERTEC /SCHLUMBERGER
(France)
Enertec SA, Dept Audio Professional,
1 Rue Nieuport (BP 54), 78141 Velizy
Villacoublay, Cedex. Tel: 946.96.50.
Telex: 697430.
UK: PRECO, 21 Summerstown, London
SW17 OBQ. Tel: 01 -946 8774.
Telex: 8954667.
F462: full, stereo and 2 -track on 1/4 in.
F500: mono, mono /stereo compatible
(0.75 and 2mm) 2- track, sync play,
Neopilot, Synchrotone and Nagrasync

available.

FERROGRAPH (UK)
Audio Video Marketing Ltd, Unit 20/21
Royal Industrial Estate, Jarrow, Tyne &
Wear NE32 3HR. Tel: 091 -489
3092/6233. Telex: 537227.

ASC (West Germany)
Audio System Componenten GmbH &
Co, Seibelstrasse 4, D-8752 Hosbach. Tel:

Series 77:
versions.

0 60 21 53021. Telex: 04188571.
UK: Uher Sales & Service Ltd, Unit Q1,

FOSTEX (Japan)

Cherrycourt Way, Leighton Buzzard,

Bedfordshire LU7 8UH. Tel: 0525
383277. Telex: 826717.
AS 6000 series: 1/4 in 2- track, optional
1/4 -track headback.

AUDIO SYSTEMS COMPONENTS
(UK)
Audio Systems Components Ltd, 4a King
Street, Mortimer, Reading RG7 3RS.
Tel: 0734 333100.

Revox PR99: customised broadcast

version.

CEI (Australia)
Consolidated Electronic Group, PO Box
21, Anderson Road, Thornbury, Victoria
3071. Tel: 44 07 91. Telex: 32463.
Cuemaster 77 Mk VC: full and 2 -track
on 1A in, 4 -track also available.
Cuemaster 77 Mk Vl: 10 1/2 in reel
version of VC model.

ELECTRO SOUND (USA)

Electro Sound, 160 San Gabriel Drive,
PO Box 60639, Sunnyvale, CA 94088.
Tel: (408) 245 -6600. Telex: 346324.
Lyrec FRED editing machine

1/4

in mono, stereo and 1/2-track

Fostex Corp, 512 Miyazawacho,
Akishima, Tokyo. Tel: 0425 -45 -6111.
Telex: 2842 -203.
USA: Fostex Corporation of America,
15431 Blackburn Ave, Norwalk,
CA 90650. Tel: (213) 921 -1112.
Telex: 674918.
UK: Atlantex, Brent View Road, London
NW9 7EL. Tel: 01 -202 4155.
Telex: 25769.
A80: 8- track, 1/4 in.
A20: 1/4 in, stereo with centre timecode.
B16: 1/2 in, 16- track.
E22: 1/2 in, 2- track.
E2: 1/4 in, 2- track.

LEVERS -RICH (UK)
UK: PRECO, 21 Summerstown, London
SW17 OBQ. Tel: 01 -946 8774.
Telex: 8954667.

Proline 2000TC:
Proline 1000 /SC:

1/4
1/4

in mono or stereo.
in mono or stereo.

LYREC (Denmark)
Lyrec Manufacturing A /S, Hollandsvej
12, DK -2800, Lyngby. Tel: 02 -87 63 22.

Telex: 37568.

USA: Rupert Neve Inc, Berkshire
Industrial Park, Bethel, CT 06801.
Tel: (203) 744 -6230. Telex: 969638.
UK: Scenic Sounds Equipment
Marketing, Unit 2, 8 -14 William Road,
London NW1 3EN. Tel: 01 -387 1262.
Telex: 27939.
TR533: 16 -, 24 -track on 2 in.
TR55: 1/4 or 1/2 in versions, 2- or 4- tracks.
FRED: mono/stereo 1/4 in edit machine.

MECHLABOR (Hungary)
Electroimpex, PO Box 296, H -1392
Budapest. Tel: 321330. Telex: 225771.
STM -600 Series: mono, stereo, 2- track.
NAGRA (Switzerland)
Kudelski SA, CH -1033 Cheseaux -surLausanne. Tel: 021 91.21.21.
Telex: 459302.
USA: Nagra Magnetic Recorders Inc, 19
W 44th Street, New York, NY 10036.
Tel: (212) 840 -0999. Telex: 960 252.
UK: Hayden Laboratories Ltd, Hayden
House, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St. Peter,
Bucks SL9 9UG. Tel: 0753 888447.
Telex: 849469.
1V -S: 2 -track with Nagrasync on 1/4 in.
1V -TC: 1 V-S with timecode.
4.2: 1 -track with Neopilot on 1/4 in.
E: 1 -track on 1/4 in.

SN: 1- track, with or without pilot tone,
on 0.15 in.
SNS: 1/2- track.
T -1: 4- channel on 1/8 in.
T- Audio: 2- or 4 -track on 1/4 in.
NTA -2TA: T-Audio with timecode.
T -RVR: 1- or 2 -track with timecode on
1/4 in.
IS: full track with optional Neopilot.

OTARI (Japan)
Otani Electric Co Ltd, 4 -29 -18 Minami
Ogikubo, Suginami -ku, Tokyo 167.
Tel: 03 333 -9631. Telex: J26604.

USA: Otani Corp, 2 Davis Drive,
Belmont, CA 94002. Tel: (415) 592 -8311.
Telex: 910 376 -4890.
UK: Otani Electric (UK) Ltd, 22 Church
Street, Slough, Berks SL1 1PT. Tel: 0753
822381. Telex: 849453.
MX 5050 series: 2 -, 4 -track on 1/4 in, 48-track on 1/2 in.
MTR -10: 2 -track on 1/4 in.
MTR -20: 1/4 in stereo, full- track, 2 -track
and timecode versions, 1/2 in 2- and

4- track.

MTR- 90 -11: 8 -track on 1 in, 16 -, 24-track,
on 2 in.
MTR -12 Series 11: 1/4 or 1/2 in.
BTR 5: 1/4 in broadcast recorder.
MX -70: 8 -, 16 -track on 1 in.

SONY (Japan)
Sony Corporation, Communication
Products, International Marketing Dept,
PO Box 10, Tokyo AP, Tokyo 149.
Tel: 03 448 -2111. Telex: J22262.
USA: Sony Corporation of America,
Professional Audio Division, Sony Drive,
Park Ridge, NJ 07656. Tel (201)
930 -1000.
50
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THE FUTURE IS... SOUND
Sound is present everywhere we go, in
everything we do. And the pacesetter for
audio reproduction is Altec Lansing, a
company whose strength has always
been found in its ability to anticipate
and meet customers needs. Were committed to sound systems designed and

built exclusively for fixed installations.
It is this commitment that's made us the
choice of professional sound contractors
who demand uncompromised quality and
dependability coupled with the most extensive factory support available. Altec
Lansing emerged as a company single minded in its resolve to serve a specific
industry by combining a reputation for
innovation based on solid engineering
and our unique total system concept. Not
involved in consumer, portable or patchwork multiple vendor systems, we've
molded 50 years of expertise into performance. This enables us to stand alone
as the premier supplier for the fixed
installation market. Our total dedication
to this market and to our worldwide
dealer network is now backed by Gulton
Industries, our new parent company, and
a mandate to continue building a sound
future as the preeminent force in our field.

AlLTEC

Altec Lansing Takes The Words,
The Emotions, The Music Of Man And
Projects Them To Mankind.

LANSI NJ G°
a

P.O. Box 26105

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73126 USA
405 -324 -5311
European Office: 6 Market Hill, Royston, Herts SG8 9JL
England

gulban company

Telex 160 -396
Tele: 0763 47722

North America
Telex: 818757 Altec G

Europe

Asia

West Yorkshire LS11 8JG. Tel: 0532
774844.

GUIDE TO

ANALOGUE TAPE MACHINES
STELLAVOX (Switzerland)
Stellavox, Jardillets 18, CH -2068
Hauterive. Tel: 038 33.42.33.

UK: Sony Broadcast Ltd, City Wall,
Basing View, Basingstoke, Hants,
RG21 2LA. Tel: 0256 55011. Telex:
858424.
APR 5000 Series: mono, 2 -track and
2 -track with timecode versions on 1/4 in.
APR -2003: portable 1/4 in 2-track recorder
with timecode.
JH -110C Series: 4 -track 1/2 in, 4 -, 8- track,
1 in versions.
JH -24: 8 -, 16 -, and 24- track, 1 or 2 in.

SOUNDCRAFT (UK)
Soundcraft Magnetics, Ltd, Unit 2,
Borehamwood Industrial Park, Rowley
Lane, Borehamwood, Herts WD6 5PZ.
Tel: 01 -207 5050. Telex: 21198.
USA: Soundcraft USA, 1517 20th Street,
Santa Monica CA 90404. Tel: (213)
453 -4591. Telex: 664923.
SCM 381 Series: 8 -, 16 -track on 1 in.
SCM 760: 16 -, 24 -track 2 in.
Series 20: 1/a in and 1/2 in, 2- track.
Saturn: 16 -, 24- track, 2 in.

STEPHENS (USA)
Stephens Electronics Inc, 3513 Pacific
Avenue, Burbank CA 91505. Tel: (213)
842 -5116.

Series 821B: 16-, 24 -, 32- or 40 -track on
in, 2 -track 1/2 in.
821B- 104A -24: portable 24- track, 2 in.
Studer A812

2

Telex: 952 783.
USA: ADB Alnaco, 6630 Tailor Road,
Box 108, Blacklick, Columbus, OH.
UK: Future Film Developments, 114
Wardour Street, London W1A 3DG.
Tel: 01 -434 3344.
TD 9: 1/4 and 1/2 in mono, stereo, 4 -track

including various timecode options.
TD 88: 1/4 and 1/2 in stereo.
S series: '/4 and 1/2 in, mono, stereo,
4-track including various timecode
options.

STUDER /REVOX (Switzerland)
Studer International AG, Althardstrasse
150, CH -8105 Regensdorf.
Tel: 01 840.29.60. Telex: 58489.

USA: Studer Revox America Inc, 1425
Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37210.
Tel: (615) 254 -5651. Telex: 68-23006.
UK: FWO Bauch, 49 Theobald Street,
Borehamwood, Herts WD6 4RZ.
Tel: 01 -953 0091. Telex: 27502.
A80/VU Mk 1V: 2 -, 4 -track '/zin, 2 -, 4and 8 -track 1 in, 16- and 24 -track 2 in.
A800 Mk 111: 8 -track 1 in, 16 -, 24 -track
2 in and timecode options.
A810: full track, stereo and 2- track, 1/4 in
timecode available.
A820: 1/4 and 1/2 in stereo with or without
timecode.
B67 Mk 11: 1/4 in full track, stereo and
2-track.

PR99 Mk 11: 1/4 in full track, stereo and
wide range of options.
A807: 1/4 in, wide range of formats.
A812: 1/4 in, wide range of formats
including 2 -track with centre timecode.
2 -track

STUDIO (UK)
Studio Magnetics Ltd, Featherbed Lane,
Shrewsbury, Shropshire SY1 4NJ.
Tel: 0743 66671/2. Telex: 35188.
SML 1216: 16-track on

'/z

in.

TANDBERG (Norway)
Tandberg A /S, Fetveien 1, PO Box 53,
N -2007 Kjeller. Tel: 02 -71 68 20.

Telex: 71886.
USA: Tandberg of America Inc, Labriola
Court, Armonk, NY 10504. Tel: (914)
273 -9150. Telex: 137357.
UK: Tandberg Ltd, Unit 1, Revie Road
Industrial Estate, Elland Road, Leeds,

Saturn the new analogue multitrack tape machine from Soundcraft

TD20ASE:

1/2

in,

1/2

and

1/4

track.

TEAC /TASCAM (Japan)
Teac Corporation, 15 -30 Shimorenjaku,
4- chome, Mitaka, Tokyo. Tel: 0422
45 -7741.

USA: Teac Corporation of America, 7733
Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640.
Tel: (213) 726 -0303.
UK: Harman (Audio) UK Ltd, Mill
Street, Slough, Berkshire SL2 5DD.
Tel: 0753 76911. Telex: 849069.
ATR 60 Series: 1/4 in 2 -track optional
timecode, 2-, 4- and 8 -track 1/2 in.
MS -16: 16 -track 1 in.
Series 20: 1/4 in 2- and 4- track.
Series 30: 1/4 in 2- and 4- track, 1/2 in
8- track.

Series 40:
8- track.
Series 50:

'A

in 2- and 4- track,

1/4

in 2- track,

1/2

1/2in

in 8- track.

TELEFUNKEN (West Germany)
AEG Aktiengesellschaft,
Informationstechnik, Studio
Magnetbandgeräte, Bücklestrasse 1 -5,
D -7750 Konstanz. Tel: (7531) 86 -2370.
-

Telex: 733233.
USA: AEG Corporation, PO Box 3800,
Somerville, NJ 08876. Tel: (201)
722 -9800.
UK: Hayden Laboratories Ltd, Hayden
House, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St. Peter,
Bucks SL9 9UG. Tel: 0753 888447.
Telex: 849469.
M -15: 8 -track 1 in, 16 -, 24- and 32 -track
2 in.
M -20: 1/4 and 1/2 in, timecode optional.
M -21: 1/4 in mono, stereo and 2- track.

TELEX (USA)
Telex Communications Inc, 9600 Aldrich
Ave South, Minneapolis, MN55420.
Tel: (612) 884 -4051. Telex: 29 -7053.
Europe: Le Bonaparte, Office 711,
Centre Affaires, Paris -Nord 93153, Le
Blanc -Mesnil, France. Tel: 865 5045.
Telex: 230 -793.

3000 Series: 1/4- or 1/2-track mono, 2- and
4 -track 1/4 in.
1400 Series: mono or stereo 1/4- or
1/2-track 1/4 in.

TRIDENT (UK)
Trident Audio Developments Ltd, Trident
House, Rodd Industrial Estate, Govett
Ave, Shepperton, Middlesex. Tel: 0932
224665. Telex: 8813982.
USA: Trident USA, 308 North Stanley
Ave, Los Angeles, CA 90036. Tel: (213)
933 -7555. Telex: 255 -510 6000019.
New 2in, 24 -track under development.

UHER (West Germany)
Uher Werke Munchen GmbH,
Nordkanalstrasse 46, D-2000, Hamburg
Telex: 02163961.
USA: Minehoff Electronics Inc, 946
Downing Road, Valley Stream,
1. Tel: 040 232 111.

NY 11580.
UK: Uher Sales & Service Ltd, Unit Q1,
Cherrycourt Way, Leighton Buzzard,
Bedfordshire LU7 8UH. Tel: 0525
383277. Telex: 826717.
4000 Series: portable 1/4 in, 1/2- and 1/4track and Dia Pilot option.
1200 Report Synch 10: full track plus
pilot track, 1/4 in.
SG 562: 1/4 in, 1/4- and 1/2 -track stereo.
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Pick-n -Mix

MXP'2000

MODULES FOR THE MXP 2000

The choice
is yours

FRAMES

II
Find ou' mo,e about
the MXP- 2000 ver

atiH',

by

-omplet nq the coupon

-

Name

Company
Position

Address

The MXP -2000 is unique.
It is unique because you can
choose and mix your own configuration
of modules to suit your own personal
requirements in minutes.
A customised console for a standard

-

console price...

Sony Pro-Audio

SS/5/86

soNY)

Broadcast

Sony Broadcast Ltd.
Betgrave House
Basing View, Basingstoke
Hampshire RG21 2LA
United Kingdom

Telephone (0256) 55 011
International +44 256 55 0 11
Telex 85 84 24
Fax G2/G3 (0256) 4745 85

GU DE O AUD O APE

This listing only includes tapes suitable for professional analogue or
digital mastering purposes. Audio tapes for cassette duplication, audio
cartridges and hi-fi applications are excluded
Manufacturers and agents

Tape widths

Type

Larger reels

Additional information

to (10'/2 in reels)
1/4

AGFA-GEVAERT (West Germany)
Agfa-Gevaert AG, Kaiser-WilhelmAllee, D -5090, Leverkusen-Bayerwerk.
UK: Agfa- Gevaert Ltd, 27 Great West
Road, Brentford, Middlesex TW8 9AX.
Tel: 01 -560 2131. Telex: 28154.
USA: Agfa- Gevaert Inc, 275 North Street,
Teterboro, NJ 07608.
Tel: (201) 288 -4100. Telex: 0134410.

BASF (West Germany)
BASF AG, Gottlieb -Daimler-Strasse
10, D-6800,

Mannheim

1.

1/2

in

1

in

2 in

121/2

PEM 468
PEM 469
PEM 428

'/2

in

in

14 in
2

in

2,500 ft length
Long play version of PEM
468
Long play on 5 or 7 in reels
for portable recorders
Digital tape

2 in

PER 368
PEM 297D

AMPEX (USA)
Ampex Corp, 401 Broadway, Redwood 406
City, CA 94063. Tel: (415) 367-3809.
Telex: 348464.
UK: Ampex Corp Magnetic Tape,
International Division, Acre Road,
Reading RG2 OQR. Tel: 0734 875200.
Telex: 847611.

in

407
456

14, 1/2, 1

/a, '/2,

& 2 in

& 2

1/4, 1/2

in

1

in
Long play equivalent of 406

1/4, 1/2, 1

& 2 in

457
467

911
930

v2, 1

in

1/4, '/2

in

1/2, 1

in

2 in

UK: BASF UK Ltd, BASF House, 151
Wembley Park Drive, Wembley, Middx
HA9 8JG. Tel: 01 -908 3188.
Telex: 269451.
USA: BASF Systems Inc, Crosby Drive,
Bedford, MA 01730. Tel: (617) 271 -4000.
Telex: 951856.

MAXELL (Japan)
UK: Maxell UK Ltd, 3a High Street,
Rickmansworth, Herts WD3 1HR.
Tel: 0923 777171. Telex: 893667.
USA: Maxell Corp of America, 60 Oxford
Drive, Moonachie, NJ 07074.
Tel: (201) 440 -8020.

SONY (Japan)
UK: Sony Broadcast Ltd, Pro -Audio Dept,
City Wall House, Basing View,
Basingstoke, Hants RG21 2LA.
Tel: 0256 55011. Telex: 858424.
USA: Sony Corp of America, Sony
Broadcast Prods, 677 River Oak,
Parkways, San Jose, CA 95134, USA.
Tel: (408) 946 -9090.

'Grand Master'

Long play (for Fostex)
Digital tape

'Studio Master'
'Digital Master' for DASH
format, 4,800 ft on 10'/2 in
Larger reels to be available
soon

2,500 ft length
Long play version of UD 50
2,500 ft length
Long play version of XLI 50

UD 50 -120B
UD 35 -180
XLI 50 -120B
XLI 35 -180B

D -1/2-1460
D -1/2-2920
D -1/4-1460
D -1/4-4730
D -'/4 -2190

1/2

in

4,800 ft (digital for DASH)
9,600 ft (format PCM -3324)

1/4

in

1/4 in digital for PCM -3102
and PCM -3302

'/4

in

TDK (Japan)
UK: TDK UK Ltd, Pembroke House,
Wellesley Road, Croydon CR0 9XW.
Tel: 01 -680 0023. Telex: 946727.
USA: TDK Electronics Corp, 12 Harbour
Park Drive, Port Washington, NY 11050.
Tel: (516) 625 -0100.
3M (USA)
3M Audio /Video Products Division,
3M Center, St Paul, MN 55144. Tel:
(612) 736-2549.
UK: 3M UK Ltd, PO Box 1, 3M House,
Bracknell, Berks RG12 1JU. Tel: 0344
426726. Telex: 849371.

ZONAL (UK)
Zonal Ltd, Holmethorpe Avenue,
Redhill, Surrey RH1 2NX.
Tel: 0737 67171.
Telex: 946520.
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Suffix M for metal reel
Suffix B for back treated
Long play version of LX 50,
suffixes as above
Only available back treated
Long play version of GX 50

SA35 -180M
LX 50 -120BM
LX 35 -180M
LX 35 -180BM
GX 50 -120BM
GX 35 -180BM
226
275

1, 2 in
'/2

&

1

in

2,500/5,000 ft length
Digital for 3M DMS,
7,200 ft on 121/2 in reel

845

Long, double and triple play

610
611
675
676

versions
Mainly for broadcast studios
Long play version of 610
Back treated
Long play version of 675

The Studer Standard.
The Studer A820 has created a new
audio standard by which all other tape
machines are to be judged. Studer's
new generation of phase compensated
audio electronics takes the A820 far
ahead of tape recorders made just a few
years ago. With its transformerless
inputs and outputs, recordings on the
1/2"stereo A820 have been favourably
compared to the best digital recordings
heard to date.
The A820 also sets new standards
in ease of control -it is designed to meet
the demands of tomorrovls computer
controlled audio production facilities.
Multiple on -board microprocessors
control all operating sub systems
including capstan drive, spooling
motors and audio parameter settings.

Other features include:
14" spool capacity.
ILI Soft keys can be programmed to suit

L
L

operational requirements
(40 +function internal library).
Storage of audio line up information
for different tape types.
Automatic adjustment of audio
parameters between 1/4' and 1/2"
Shuttle control cue for fine control of
tape position.
Just write or phone for full technical

details.

TUDER

<< fl`I_I:

CH-8105 Regensdorf Telephone (01) 840 29 60

STUDER REVOX AMERICA INC Nashville Telephone (615) 329 -9576
STUDER REVOX SARL Paris Telephone 533 5858
STUDER REVOX CANADA LTD Toronto Telephone (416) 423 -2831

FWD. Bauch Limited
49 Theobald Street, Borehar ri Wood, Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ
Teephon 01-95:3 0091, Telex 27502 Fax 01- 2075970

IN PERSPECTIVE
IN PERSPECTIVE
Comment from Martin Polon, our US columnist

The rush towards providing the world's

television consumers with yet another
bells and whistles audio/video plaything
has compelled the world's broadcasters
and consumer electronic equipment
makers to undertake three separate and
non -compatible systems of stereo
broadcasting and stereo home television
receiving in four different countries:
Japan with its FM-FM system since 1978,
West Germany with Sweden using a non
symmetrical difference signal since 1980,
and the United States (with the United
Kingdom not far behind with its own non compatible digital audio system). All the
systems are analogue except for the stereo
TV direction indicated for Great Britain
by the BBC (who is currently negotiating
for this digital TV audio standard with
the Home Office and the IBA).
The Zenith -dbx MTS (Multichannel
Television Sound) system adopted for the
US has the largest potential for growth
and programme production impact on the
market place based on the roughly 80
million TV homes that could purchase the
new service in some fashion. Since the
United States produces a large percentage
of the television programming used
worldwide and American television is
composed of nearly 1200 independently
run TV stations and 6200 cable TV
systems, the impact of the American
stereo TV `experiment' will be felt by
viewers on six continents. Unfortunately,
the lack of stereo TV standards seems to
be a curse, spreading inside the US as
well, and threatens to diminish the
potential impact of stereo TV on all
phases of the audio business. One recent
study indicated that stereo TV if fully
accepted by the public could virtually
double the sales of professional audio
equipment to the television broadcast and
programme production market places and
equally double audio related employment.
It seems likely that there would be the
same effect for the sales of consumer
audio equipment and relevision receivers,
VCRs, etc. The stakes are high but it
seems that many of the players in the
stereo TV gamble are playing at separate
tables.
At the virtual onset of stereo television
programming, stereo is being added only
by those producers willing to take the
gamble that it will pay off in syndication
or by networks willing to underwrite the
cost. NBC is broadcasting in excess of 20
hours in stereo per week; ABC only
occasional specials and specific episodes;
CBS is not committed to stereo
broadcasting regularly until 1988. It is
contemplated within the industry that the
stereo will, in some cases, be post
produced from monaural original
recording. That brings up the practice of
`panpotting' stereo from the original
source material. The complexity of
recording stereo audio on location or in
the film /video studio is a real and costly
problem to programme producers. Many
favour adding the stereo in the often
-
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Stereo television
a progress report?

elaborate audio post production process
already engendered for such shows as Hill
Street Blues and the stereo TV pioneer
Miami Vice. Broadcast industry experts
still feel that the chicken and egg
limitation of poor home TV audio
prevents them from delivering the
dynamic range or frequency response they
would like to. These experts point to the
small percentages of total TV set
production equipped for quality audio in
the home (while the TV manufacturers
point to poor TV programme audio
quality).
The transfer and transmission of
theatrical movies encoded with the
spectacular and successful Dolby
surround medium has often taken place
as though these were any other kind of
television or film programming: with a
double system film becoming 1 in video
tape. The stereo signal still exists if
desired but there are many opinions in
contemplation of the survival of its
surround information. Some
movie studio types and network staff have
actually proposed `re- working' of such
signals. The justification for such a
`necessary simplification' of the stereo
information, is the necessity of the
inevitable transfer process of film to 1 in
video tape (actually the medium of choice
for display of theatrical movies on US TV
or via cable). In addition to confusion of
when and how to matrix the stereo signal,
the question of noise reduction pops up.
Some networks will use Dolby on tape
machines, some have indicated interest on
programme line usage and others are still
planning to do nothing. All acknowledge
that the dbx encoding scheme approved as
part of MTS will be applied as part of the

transmitting process. Many local
broadcast plants and nearly all cable
operations in the United States are
struggling just to provide quality
2- channel audio capacity in- house; what
with monaural wiring and older VTRs not
configured properly for stereo audio.
Concerns about keeping phase integrity
during most transfer or transmission
activities in the US are far down the list
for industry managers trying to provide
two discrete channels safe for the transfer
of audio information. Although there is
positive motion from programme makers
towards utilisation of the third channel
available with the MTS system for
surround audio, most observers fear that
the broadcast industry will see it as
another cash cow for second or minority
language follow -on to the programming
being aired or isolated for stock market
quotations.
The impact of domestic decisions
involving stereo TV in the US could have
worldwide consequences since it is
unlikely that Hollywood would do one
thing domestically and not attempt to

apply it as a standard; at least in terms of
cost basing. Obviously, the customer will
get what he pays for from the Hollywood
studios but pay he will for special
configurations. The situation does
illustrate the dilemma of having a
number of different standards for stereo
TV programme material. It is possible to
foresee a situation where for a small
percentage of the European market, ie
UK and West Germany, there would be at
least two standards. With other European
uses and with a diversity of domestic
applications in the United States, a
programme provider could be faced with a
multiplicity of scanning rates and stereo
audio requirements that could be a mind
boggling excess in the order of 10 to 15
combinations.
For the broadcaster worldwide there
seems to be several problems difficult to
surmount. Firstly, the cost and the time
to convert the television plant is no small
factor. Most local TV plants are not
compatible for stereo with monaural
distribution and worse still monaural
programme switching. Audio follow video
switchers pose major financial burdens if
they have to be re- equipped for stereo
routing or require major modification or
even replacement to accommodate stereo
TV in the broadcast plant. It also seems
likely that the forthcoming advent of the
digital broadcast quality VTR will bring
multichannel digital audio but at a high
price. Most current C- format 1 in helical
VTRs can accommodate a second channel
with Dolby or dbx encoding at an
affordable cost. Originating in stereo is a
different issue completely. The entire
accoustical layout of one or more studios
has to be dealt with; the given is that
most television studios possess acoustics
and space more suitable for the assembly
of cruise missiles than television
programmes. Similarly, audio control
boards often fall into the same category of
`set and forget' electronics as other
fixtures in news origination operations.
Most remote audio equipment has never
had either the fidelity or the flexibility for
stereo. The production equipment changes
have required the expenditure on average
of $37,500 to $75,000 for television
stations already broadcasting in stereo.
It is also a given that transmitter sites
will undergo exciter and antenna
changes, require the purchase of a stereo
signal processor/limiter and often need
modifications to the STL (studio to
transmitter link -usually microwave).
These changes have cost already- stereoequipped TV stations between $30,000
and $60,000. It has not been unusual for
stations to spend in excess of $100,000 to
re -equip and some engineers opted that
might not be all since many conversions
have not included major production
capabilities. Nevertheless, better than
two -thirds of US television broadcasters
expect to be equipped for TV stereo by the
end of 1987.
Audio processing apparatus represents

IN PERSPECT VE
IN PERSPECTIVE
potentially (and actually) the weakest
link in providing acceptable signal
quality for stereo television. Many stereo
i miters/compressors /processors/companders on the market have included some
kind of synthesis capability. In various
highly competitive TV markets many
stations have to 'be up' in stereo to justify
their advertising rates now- before
adequate supplies of stereo programmes
are available. The answer for most US
broadcasters has been to use synthesisers.
More than 70% of all stations surveyed in
a recent poll conducted by Broadcasting
Magazine in the US stated that they
would use synthesis to fill programme
time with stereo signals. The units
themselves vary wildly in the quality of
the 'churned' stereo they produce but
some are rather good. Unfortunately,
most units are not automatic. They sit in
the circuit until someone switches the
synthesis out. With automated
transmitter sites now a reality, the
potential for turning out 'audio mishmash' is high.
One old chief engineer told this story
about a competitor. "I turned him on and
the stereo sounded like cross -modulated
quad overlaid on voice quality telephone
lines. I hooked up the scope and the audio
signal looked like the last message sent
by Mister Spock from space before he
turned into a tree. So I had lunch there
the next day and discovered my colleague
had entrusted the process to one of his
'trusted' juniors. It seems the fellow had a
synthesiser on the limiter feeding the
microwave studio -to- transmitter link,
another synthesising processor at the
transmitter and the network was
experimenting with a synthesiser on its
feed to the station. If a consumer was
using one of the new audio /video receivers
capable of synthesis, there could have
been four synthesisers on to that signal!"
Cable television also presents a major
stumbling block to public acceptance of
stereo television. In America the stereo
TV issue has caused US cable systems
operators to band together and force the
whole issue of legal 'Must Carry' back to
the courts and out of the hands of the US
Federal Communications Commission
(FCC). Many of the current audio
transmission practices in use for cable
television in the US do have the potential
to be incompatible with phase and signal
accuracy if not causing outright signal
distortion of several kinds with improper
operation. For one example, the
impending scrambling of Pay -TV cable
signals sent via satellite feeders could
pose a substantial problem to signal
integrity. Many of the multiple channel
cable systems that crowded out the cable
bandwagon in the late 1970s and early
'80s have such limited bandwidth that
even the basic MTS stereo signal of on -air
TV broadcasters cannot be accommodated
properly. But most cable operators would
prefer to handle stereo TV as they already
handle stereo cable programming such as
1
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movies and Music Television via the cable
supplied FM band. This would also enable
them to charge extra for such services.
However, the creation of enough new slots
in the already crowded FM spectrum
seems unlikely.
For the most part public experiences
with these cable modulated FM stereo
transmissions have ranged from fair to
terrible. The effect of FM re- transmission
on MTS modulated and demodulated
stereo television signals is not likely to
improve signal quality to say the least.
Some cable operators even intend to
multiplex the stereo audio from MTS
broadcasts on upper limits of their
systems where they have unused cable
channels. They would supply special
converters providing a demodulated
stereo audio output at a premium price.
The reaction of the consumer to a newly
purchased stereo television device
incompatible with a cable system sending
mangled stereo television out on the FM
band or elsewhere is not likely to improve
the public's impression of the electronics
industry or of stereo television either.
Even with the approval and acceptance
of the MTS stereo television system; most
TV manufacturers still feel that the
consuming public does not want quality
sound with the set due to cost and/or lack
of interest, as evidenced by the large
number of models in each set makers'
1985 line without stereo TV features. A
recent Electronic Industry Association
study indicated that 30% of the set buying
population was interested in TV stereo
although other studies have placed the
figure higher. Manufacturers cite
problems of set placement, the effect of
speaker magnets on the picture tube, etc.
That leaves the old reliable RCA pin jacks
delivering a demodulated line level signal
for home audio system usage as the most
likely alternative. Many of the current
TV receivers are using off-the -shelf parts
for these line level stereo TV audio
circuits. Some manufacturers are
innovating with state -of- the -art chips but
many TV makers are looking at stereo TV
as a 'more of the same' feature. TV sets
for 1986 promise to be a more complete
integration of audio and video and will
encompass more of the manufacturer's
lines. Meanwhile, VCRs are being sold
with complete stereo TV tuning and
demodulation facilities. Many AM -FM
stereo receivers sold over the last several
years have also added stereo TV tuners;
accounting for nearly 2.5% of all audio
sales to US homes according to industry
figures. These receiver and companion
stereo TV VCR sales are difficult to

analyse because the purchase of a unit
may have been in spite of- rather than
because of-the peripheral stereo features.
One wag has called stereo TV the
'World Audio Industry Fair Employment
Act'. That stereo TV could revolutionise
audio with vision in production of
programming (software) and bring new
technologies to the forefront in consumer

and professional audio (hardware) has
been established both in print, via
surveys and at such professional meetings
as AES conventions and the twice
annual Consumer Electronics Shows. The
commitment to the stereo TV market
place has been dramatic; especially from
such vital contributors as the Ministry of
International Trade and Industry (MITI)
in Japan, who has kept the Japanese out
of the home computer market in the US
while obviously condoning Japanese
participation with stereo television. One
still has to ask if it were really necessary
to move ahead so quickly. In the United
States, critics of the EIA (Electronic
Industries Association) and the FCC
abound in terms of the selection of what
many see as a system difficult to
implement and so technically complicated
that it cannot stand up to the vagaries of
less- than -perfect broadcast conditions.
Other critics in Europe wonder why the
Germans could not wait for a European
standard. But all these complaints ignore
the fact that television is rapidly
becoming a digital medium at all levels
and the audio systems in use will, of
necessity, have to mutate.
The current prognosis for stereo
television seems to best illustrate that old
saying, 'United we stand, divided we sell
used cars'. Several actions need to take
place; both for the domestic scene in the
US and on a worldwide scale. First, there
needs to be international agreement on
the placement and matrixing of stereo TV
audio signals. These agreed, standards
should operate regardless of whether
stereo audio is involved in TV programme
production, transmission, transfer or
distribution. The standards should also
cover theatrical film distributed via
professional videotape, music videos and
other programming comprising the stock
of stereo television software. It appears
that adherence to and agreement with the
cinematic standard of three discrete front
channels may be one viable solution;
especially in terms of dialogue location.
Secondly, US experts and technical
representatives from the American
broadcast organisations and television
networks should attend specific
international meetings on stereo TV
standardisation. One European EBU
member commented, "It has become a
standing joke that EBU actions become
CCIR (and therefore international)
actions without significant North
American involvement."
Ultimately, the world's consumers will
decide if stereo television works in the
home. These early experiences with TV
stereo can be the basis for current and
future standards and professionalism or
the direction that stereo TV might
stumble towards. That will be the
measure of whether stereo television
hardware is a real service or just another
bell and whistle. And that will set the
direction for the quality of programming
in the new medium to come.

Make a name
ISO SSSISS for yourself
FROM ACES

without
paling frane
There's plenty of recording equipment
around that's got a big name. And a big
price tag to match.
But take a look at the MT Series from
Aces. The name may not be too familiar,
but compare this range with some big name machines and you'll soon see we've
got it taped!
The MT Series offers recording studios
and musicians the reliability, flexibility
and performance that is often beyond
their budgets.
Ideal for the mobile studio or
permanent arrangement, these machines
are easy to service and line -up and will
produce the high quality master tapes you
demand. So it was for good reasons that
recording artist Jezz Woodroffe specified
the MT 24 multitrack recorder from Aces
for his own studio.
If you're aiming to make a name for
yourself, you'll also fmd Aces is a name
well worth remembering! So contact us for
more details on the MT Series now.
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Aces (UK) Limited, Featherbed Lane, Shrewsbury, Shropshire. SY1 4NJ.
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IT MAY SEEM JUST
A DETAILTO YOU,

BUT OUR REPUTATION
HINGES ON IT.

Otari Electric Co. Ltd.
Otari Corporation
2 Davis Drive,
Belmont, California 94002
Telephone: (415)592-8311
Telefax: (415) 591 -3377
Telex: 910 -376 -4890 OTARICORP BLMT

4 -29 -18 Minami-Ogikubo,

Suginami-ku,
- bkyo167
Telephone: (03) 333-9631
Telefax: (03) 331-5802
Telex: J26604 OTRDENKI

Otari Singapore Pte. Ltd.
625 Aljunied Road,

# 07-05 Aljunied Ind.,
Complex Singapore 1438
Telephone: 743-7711
Telefax: (743) 6430
Telex: RS36935 OTARI

Otari Electric (UK) Ltd.
22 Church Street,
Otari Electric Deutschland GmbH

Slough,

Gielen Strasse 9,
4040 Nuess 1
Telephone: 02101-274011

SL11PT
Berkshire
Telephone: (0753) 822381
Telefax: (0753) 823707
Telex: 849453 OTARI G

Télefax:(02101)222478
Telex: 8517691 OTEL D

This panel protects the mother board at
the heart of the Otari MTR 12. And it's hinged
to allow easier access.
The MTh 12's power supply is fully
modular, too, for fast diagnosis and repair.
Even the transport assembly is hinged, for
total accessibility.
In fact, every area of the MTR 12 shows
that Otari did more than design a recorder with
superlative performance. They also made it
easier for you to keep it that way.
All of which goes some way towards
explaining what makes the MTR 12 the most
professional of 1/4" or 1/2" two -track mastering
and production recorders.
Otari's advantage can be summed up in
one word.

Detail.
A passionate attention to those things that
make a professional's life that little bit easier.
Naturally, because it's Otari, the
technology is true state-of -the -art. It's the only
recorder of its type to offer 75,15 and 30 i.p.s.
And the only design that lets you incorporate
IEC format centre -track timecode, with the
capacity to resolve mono and stereo pilotones,
all in the same machine.
Other than these features, you'll find very
few options on the MTR 12. For the very
simple reason that the MTR 12's standard
specification makes it one of the most complete
professional recorders you can buy.
But Otari's attitude can best be shown by
the way they build a 24-hour a day mastering
recorder to the utmost standards of reliability.
And then make it as accessible as they can, for
maintenance.
After all, Otari reason, just because they
have bent over backwards to make the MTR 12
more reliable, there's no reason why you
should have to do the same to keep it that way.
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For more information on the MTR 12 or other Otari products. contact
Industrial Tape Applications, t Felgate Mews, Studland Street. London W6 9JT Telephone. 01-748 9009.
Stirling Audio Systems Ltd, 1 Canfield Place, London NW6 311T. Telephone. 01-625 4515.

MUSIC FOR FILM
one time the big
film studios ran
their own 'music
scoring stages' but
with changes in the
industry many of
these have been
sold off or closed. Also there
has been a trend towards rock
music film scores and bands
prefer to work in rock music
studios. As a result more and
more recording studios are
becoming involved in the
preparation of music for film
soundtracks. Add to this a
growing number of cinemas
equipped for stereo sound and
an ever increasing number of
film productions opting for
stereo soundtracks, and we
have an interesting situation.
We also have a slight
complication.
Now, stereo sound is left
channel -right channel -no
problem. In the cinema it is
not quite like that. The width
At

More and more studios are looking
to diversify in their recording
work and music for film is one
such area. In this article Ron
Pender of Dolby Laboratories
outlines the basic principles of
music recording for Dolby Stereo
film sound. Tim Leigh Smith
provides the film sound

roll of to be 6 dB down at
6 kHz and about 25 dB down
at 10 kHz. This got rid of the
noise but it is not much use
for stereo and is less than one
might hope from film running
at about 45.7 cm/s (18 in /s).
In the 1950s the cinema

began making determined
efforts to out -spectacle
television with wide- screen
colour pictures and
stereophonic sound. Most
spectacular but fairly
impractical, were Cinerama
(from 1952) and Cinemiracle
(once in 1958) which required
a curved screen with pictures
probably been watching too
when the film got damaged
from three projectors, and up
many old movies on TV. In
any frames removed had to be to eight audio channels from
the worse cases these may be
replaced by exactly the same
sepmag film. 1953 saw the
16 mm copies running at about number of blank frames to
first 35 mm CinemaScope
19 cm /s (71/z in /s) with the
maintain sync.
prints with 4- channel sound
soundtrack heavily compressed
Optical sound was much
(L- C- R- surround) carried on
to overcome the noise of
easier for the cinemas and the four 1.25 mm (0.05 in)
racketty old projectors when
new standard speed of 24
magnetic stripes alongside the
they are shown in village halls frames /s gave it a chance of
sprocket holes at the edges of
out in the sticks. Modern
reasonable quality. The track
the film. This was followed in
of the auditorium means that
35 mm optical soundtrack still
1955 by 70 mm prints with six
had to occupy one edge of the
much of the audience would
has limitations but it can be
picture width so the
1.25 mm magnetic tracks for
not get a clear 'phantom
very much better than some
photographers gave up about
left/inner-left/centre/innercentre' from 2- channel stereo. early examples might suggest. 10% -2.5 mm (0.1 in). The
right/right/surround.
Since the earliest days
The vinyl disc also has its
height of the picture was also
Only plush picture houses iri
(Fantasia in 1940) cinema
limitations but these are
reduced to maintain the aspect the cities were equipped to
stereo has used at least three
second nature to recording
ratio. Old silent films shown
handle 70 mm prints although
main channels -left /centre/
engineers and are rarely
using the sound standards give some local houses could run
right (L -C -R)-with the
the impression that all the
35 mm with magnetic tracks.
thought of as limitations -it's
speakers concealed behind the just the way things are.
captions are slightly off-centre Most shows continued to use
usual perforated screen. These Fortunately working on Dolby and that everything moved
standard 35 mm with mono
would often be supplemented
Stereo optical soundtrack need rather faster in the first
optical soundtrack. There was
by extra channels feeding off
quarter of this century.
not mean having to learn a
a major cost advantage.
screen speakers to surround
whole new set of parameters.
Magnetic tracks require
the audience with sound.
Dolby Labs offer a matrix
Early optical soundtracks additional time and expense
The typical system now uses simulator which is inserted on
had to contend with
for striping, recording and
four channels: L -C -R plus a
imperfections in the
checking. Optical track can be
the studio monitoring so
'surround' channel which is
recording system, film
printed along with the picture
engineers can hear exactly
fed to a number of small
what effect the matrix system
in a single high speed process.
stock, film printing
speakers around the rear half has on their balance.
process and repro
The Academy curve has
of the auditorium to carry
35 mm film originally had
system which
remained the standard for
occasional off- screen voices and some 25 mm (1 in) available
mono optical track for almost
contributed varying amounts
effects for ambience. Film
of distortion and noise.
for the picture width, and an
50 years although there are
dubbing mixers will do their
apect ratio of 4:3 which meant Random noise caused initially thoughts of changing it to take
best to make a 2- channel mix
by film grain, and
account of improvements over
each frame was 19 mm 04 in)
sound good on the 4- channel
high. The nominal silent
subsequently by dirt and
the years. Dubbing theatres
system but it is obviously
damage, was a major reason
used the curve in their
running speed of 16 frames/s
monitoring so that they knew
easier for the music recording was rather neatly 12 in /s in
for the Academy curve -a late
studio to create a proper
what they were up against
1930s attempt at noise
imperial terms (about
4- channel balance from a
reduction using the simple
and could boost the HF
30.5 cm /s) but it suffered from
multitrack master. There is
accordingly but that brought
flicker and many silent films
expedient of hefty top cut.
also the consideration that
were shot for projection at
the risk of distortion. This was
The American Academy of
many stereo films are now
where Dolby came into the
higher speeds. The
Motion Picture Arts and
made with the Dolby Stereo
introduction of sound meant
picture. After some experience
Sciences in 1938 defined the
in the early 1970s with Dolby
system which has matrix
that projection speed had to be typical performance expected
A noise reduction on mono
encoded 4- channel sound (L -C- standardised.
of optical repro systems at
R and 'surround') on a
that time -flat to about 6 kHz optical tracks and
In the first few years some
2- channel optical soundtrack.
multichannel magnetic tracks
then rolling off quite rapidly
studios used sound on disc.
2 -track Dolby Stereo optical
If your heart sinks at the
and suggested that after
The film and disc, driven by
idea of your beautiful
system was developed with
the same motor, had to be set equalisation the sound
recordings being squashed on
Eastman Kodak and RCA.
up on sync start marks like
reaching the audience should
Tim Leigh Smith
to film soundtrack you've
sepmag tracks. Problems arose be flat to about 2 kHz then

background
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-
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a client has rung up was done by measuring the
and wants to use your limitations at each step of the
chain, eg microphones, optical
studio to record the
recorders, projectors,
music for a feature
loudspeakers, etc, and then as
film, you haven't
far as possible make
recorded film music
everybody's systems match. As
before but it's not
much different to recording
you can imagine this tends to
reduce everything to the
music for videos only the
lowest common denominator
sound quality from film isn't
this became known as the
very good is it?
academy characteristic. The
Well, film sound is different
resultant frequency response is
from video and depending on
where and when you last went reasonably flat to 2 kHz then
starts to rolloff to 5 kHz where
to see a film you may already
it approximates the white
know that there has been a
vast improvement in film
cliffs of Dover, being some
20 dB down at 9 kHz. The
sound over the last 15 years.
situation hadn't changed much
The improvement is so large
in the intervening period up to
because the sound had been
the '70s, improvements in any
bad and there had been little
improvement since its
part of the chain were simply
offset by adding a filter to
introduction nearly 60 years
maintain the status quo.
ago. To give some idea of the
magnitude of the change, just
Dolby Laboratories
think how new technology has
became aware of the
improved recording quality for
problem, and started
records in the last 15 years,
film sound has made even
to investigate. The
first thing they
greater improvements.
found was that most
After the pioneering work
of the various links
done in the late '20s to go
in the chain were in fact
from silent movies to talkies,
capable of high quality. After.
the Hollywood film studios
all, microphones and
settled down to making all
amplifiers had improved
their films with sound,
eventually it occurred to them considerably and the
improvement in film stock and
that when a film was played
optical recorders meant a flat
in various cinemas or studios
frequency response well in
it would sound very different.
excess of 10 kHz was now
(As it happens this point of
easily obtainable, and only
view is often expressed these
small changes were needed to
days as engineers take their
projectors to match that
recordings from one studio to
response on replay. The
another.) However, the film
remaining limitations were the
studios took a pretty radical
approach to the problem -they loudspeakers and, of course,
that filter. The latter could be
decided to standardise. This
The Dolby Stereo Matrix Encoder 4 -2

removed and the loudspeakers
could be equalised or changed
for more modern designs.
The one advantage of the
existing system with its steep
HF rolloff was the reduction in
print noise particularly
scratches and dirt picked up
on a used print. Dolby had a
ready -made answer to noise
with their A type noise
reduction system. Experiments
were conducted with excellent
results; the multi -band low
level operation of A type noise
reduction effectively removed
the noise without any side
effects. A linear compander
would have been unable to
cope with this due to the
impulse character of most of
the noise. A special unit, the
364 was developed for cinema
use. This had noise reduction
decoding for prints encoded
with A type NR. It also had
provision for playing
conventional prints. An
additional unit, the E2 was
also developed. This was an
equaliser for use with the
cinema loudspeakers to
improve their frequency
response. A substantial
number of cinemas were
equipped this way and a
number of films were released
in this format.
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Along with the equipment,
studios are entitled to the
services of Dolby Sound
Consultants. These include
Chris David, Film Projects
Manager, and Tony Spath,
Studio Projects Manager, who
are based in London and are
former studio engineers.
Chris David: "Possibly the
greatest problem with regard
to music recording is the
width -it tends to pull in to
the centre. There are lots of
things you can do in the music
studio to make it wider and
that's why we provide the
simulation. Because you're

(

hearing exactly the way that
the matrix will steer
everything on a playback in a
cinema."
CD: "You need a centre
channel speaker of the same
quality and the same
equalisation as the left and
right. That ISO curve which

Dolby Stereo optical film

soundtrack, showing
different modulation of the
left and right tracks

't's normally right in good

studios. If they have speakers
built into the walls it's
generally difficult to get a
centre speaker of the same
calibre, so what people are
doing is bringing in three free
standing speakers.
CD: "I think anyone who
wants to do a Dolby Stereo
rolls off above 2 kHz is
film now without monitoring
designed for cinemas. In a
on four channels is not being
music studio you're reading
serious about it, because they
much more direct sound and
are not able to monitor what
much less reflected sound so
you equalise to a much flatter they're doing. It beats me how
casual some people can be
curve. So we're not asking
people to roll off all their HF, about film mixing when
but the centre speaker should they're so particular about
their record mixing. If people
be to the same curve as the
listening through the matrix
do it right it can sound really
left and right."
you can mix everything
TS: "When we go into music good. It's just two things:
wider."
getting the monitoring right
Tony Spath: "It means you studios we don't generally
and understanding the optical
have to put up a centre
equalise their speakers. We
speaker, and a couple of hi -fi have a look but we accept that medium.
"There's no point in putting
speakers for the surround, to studio engineers know what
monitor through the matrix- their speakers sound like, and a lot of 16 k on a cymbal when

So after 40 years high
quality film sound was at last
possible. Although successful,
by this time the public had a
high awareness of stereo
through the use of hi -fi at
home so Dolby Laboratories
having proved the basic
soundness (sic) of optical
sound, started a research
programme in conjunction
with Eastman and RCA to
develop a stereo optical
system. It should be noted at
this point that stereo had been
available in cinemas for over
15 years through the use of

not much 16 k comes back ott
optical -what it does do is it
mucks everything else up
because it doesn't allow you
the room for everything else.
On the other hand there are
people who think optical isn't
capable of handling anything
beyond 6 k. But it is flat to
12 k, and there's still some
there at 16 k. I can't hear any
more than that, and neither
can the rest of them, so it is
flat over pretty much all of

the audible spectrum."
TS: "One of the wonderful
things about cinema is that
engineers can get their rocks
off with the bottom end. You
can put all this bass on that
you can't get on to record
because it brings the level
down. You can start using the
30 Hz which you can hear in
cinemas -you can feel it in
cinemas and it's exciting.

"
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35 mm and 70 mm

centre channel and decode it to
the centre loudspeaker and not
to the left and right
loudspeakers. Similarly
depending on the relative
If you have a sequence with
keep the reverberàtion down
phase and level of the various
loud effects and music -a
instead of bringing the music
battle or that sort of thing
level down. With reverberation elements of the mix some
music will come out of
the percussive stuff will tend you tend to get a build up of
surround. This may have been
to come through but the
sustained-type material that
unintentional but as with any
just becomes a wash -you
sustained stuff just becomes
s the soundtrack
matrix system some crosstalk
roar
don't
really
it
part
of
the
general
and
hear
amongst
dimensions on
is unavoidable and in practice
it
muddies
clatter.
If
you
keep
them
everything
else
but
prints are governed
it is usually found that when
separate it enables the film
things. Also cinemas are
by international
played in a cinema you're not
mixer
to
adjust
the
balance
considerably
more
reverberant
standards, a stereo
aware of the music on
and
get
the
music
to
come
than
music
studios,
so if you
track had to fit in
surround unless the surround
while
through,
allowing
the
put
a
lot
of
reverberation
on
the same area as a
channel is suddenly turned off
effects their place."
your music mix it's going to
mono track. This had the
and then the music sounds
Wayne's
musical
version
sound
even
more
reverberant
Jeff
advantage that stereo prints
very flat and lifeless.
in
That's
not
to
War
of
the
Worlds
used
this
the
cinema.
of
would be usable in mono
Whilst still on the subject of
say
you
use
idea
as
only
the
strings
shouldn't
sort of
cinemas. It was recognised
loudspeakers,
monitor levels
were dipped during Richard
reverberation but a good adage
that three channels would be
should be considered as this
would
be:
'If
in
doubt
-don't
driving
Burton's
narration;
the
needed for the screen, this is
will have a marked effect on
put it on.' In those instances
beat continued unabated. A
because most of the important
the mix. Various
when
with
it's
fighting
action in the picture is kept to similar technique can be used
investigations by Dolby
if
it's
a
higher
levels
dialogue
and
effects,
to
allow
music
at
the centre of the screen and
Laboratories into film sound
drier
track
they'll
be
able
to
under
dialogue.
the various sounds particularly
revealed that average dialogue
have
the
music
at
a
higher
Chris
David:
"If
the
dialogue should match that
levels in cinemas gave a sound
ambience is separate you can level.
action. If only two channels
pressure level (SPL) of 85 dBC
are used centre panned sounds important for dialogue which
could reasonably predict the
(C- weighted) therefore when
are fine for people sitting in
must appear to come from the sort of results they would get setting the different
the middle of the cinema but
screen. As with all matrix
but as more recordings were
parameters for Dolby Stereo
for those sitting near the
systems separation is not quite made in non -specialist studios the monitor level for each of
edges the image would shift
as good as a discrete system
Dolby Laboratories decided to the four channels was fixed at
and this would spoil the
which brings us back to our
make a matrix simulator.
85 dBC, which corresponds to
illusion. A third loudspeaker
main theme, recording music
The DS4 -2-4 studio monitor
50 %r on optical. If the monitor
in the centre fed with a mix
for film.
unit comprises a matrix
level is raised, dialogue is still
from the left and right
encoder and decoder and is
mixed at the same level but
channels helps but still doesn't
This is the one area
intended to be put into the
the effects and music will be
stop some image shift unless
where the slight
studio monitor chain. It is
raised in level to suit the peak
played at such a high level
reduction in
available to studios who are
operating level, consequently
that the stereo ends up almost
separation is
recording and mixing music
resulting in a wider dynamic
mono, so a separate centre
noticeable,
for films which are to be
range and dialogue
channel is needed. It was also
particularly where a
released in Dolby Stereo. The intelligibility problems. Of
decided to have a fourth
stereo record mix is
studio will also need three
course, these are problems
channel for the auditorium.
used in a film and it is
front loudspeakers and a
that largely affect the dubbing
This surround channel was to
expected it will sound like the couple of smaller loudspeakers theatre, nevertheless it does
help give greater depth and
record. It won't! A lot of
for surround. The
have a bearing upon the music
involvement with the action
records are mixed to give a
arrangements for the front
mix. It is not simply a case of
on the screen. After
coherent soundfield on fairly
loudspeakers will vary from
saying, `if I mix at a bit
investigating various ways of
widely spaced loudspeakers in one studio to another, the
higher level it will not change
getting four channels in a
a near field situation which
important thing is that the
much when played at 85 dBC'
standard soundtrack area the
gives a good image spread but loudspeakers match. For
for much of the film the music
method decided upon was four not necessarily a very wide
studios with free standing
will be played at a much lower
channels matrix encoded to
stereo which sounds
loudspeakers this can be
level as underscore to dialogue
two tracks on the film. No
marvellous in the control room achieved quite easily by
and effects and the apparent
doubt many people who
or in most homes. However
bringing in a third
balance of the mix will change
remember the poor results
when played in the cinema
loudspeaker of the same type
quite dramatically.
that accompanied some of the
through the matrix and where as the existing ones for the
quadrophony matrix systems
the angle between the
Until now we have
centre. In studios with built in
of the late '60s and early '70s
loudspeakers is relatively
loudspeakers it will be much
referred to a
may be concerned to see the
narrow for most of the
more difficult to arrange a
conventional stereo
use of such a system.
audience, that marvellous mix matching centre loudspeaker
music mix. This is
However, the requirements for suddenly doesn't sound so good and in this instance it would
the least preferred
cinema usé are very different
and is little more than wide
be wiser to bring in three
format for mixing
from the idea of a loudspeaker mono, this is because the
loudspeakers of a reasonable
music for film.
at each corner of the living
optimisation of left -right and
Depending on the musical
size and quality.
room.
centre -surround separation
Unfortunately for this sort of content the final mix should
The matrix has two axes:
results in a slightly lower
work, however good they may
be at least a 3 -track mix and
left -right and centre -surround.
separation between left- centre be, nearfield hi -fi loudspeakers in some cases 4- or 6- track.
It is optimised for maximum
and right- centre. So what is
are not suitable. It is
For instance most underscore
separation along these axes
the answer? Well the obvious
important to have a good bass music will be fine mixed to
particularly the centre thing is to make a separate
3 -track but if it's a musical
response as cinema
surround axis. The enhanced
with solo singer, choir, etc, it
mix for film but short of
loudspeakers have a fairly
separation is achieved by
mixing down in a totally
solid extended bottom end and would be better to mix the
using logic steering and a
strange film dubbing studio
orchestra on three-tracks and
you should have some idea of
delay line in the decoder. The
the singers on another three.
how will you know if your mix what bass you are putting on.
delay line is in the surround
is OK? Of course until fairly
Why three front
It may seem that this gives
output and makes use of the
loudspeakers when you are
the dubbing mixers more
recently most film music was
Haas effect where the ear will recorded and mixed in a few
mixing stereo? This is because chance to `ruin' your mix but
respond to the first sound
specialist studios where
the matrix decoder will regard remember that unlike records,
arriving for its directional
yours is not the last link in
engineers got used to mixing
a signal panned centre as
information, this is very
the mixing chain and while
for Dolby Stereo films and
though it were a separate
magnetically- striped prints,
although these were very
expensive and tended to vary
in quality. The attractiveness
of a stereo optical print is that
it is a lot more consistent in
quality and doesn't cost
anymore than a mono print.
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Just when you thought the future
Introducing the Lexicon PCM 70,
couldn't shock you any more.
our extraordinary new digital
effects processor with dynamic
MIDI. Designed, creatively
speaking, to thrust you into the
future.
To begin with, the PCM 70

gives you access to the same
astonishing Lexicon digital
effects used by the world's
top artists and studios. With
complete, variable parameter
control, and registers that let
you create and store your own
programs.

Now, about dynamic MIDI.

With this pioneering Lexicon
development, you can vary any
PCM 70 parameter through a
MIDI keyboard while you're

actually playing. Just imagine
being able to vary the wet -dry
mix, for example, through finger
pressure on the keys. Or by your
choice of other controls, like the
modulation wheel. Or even by
a computer.

There's more. The Lexicon
PCM 70 digital effects processor
is also a full- fledged digital
reverb, with a complete selection
of Lexicon reverb programs. And
the price? Shockingly reasonable.

You'll want our detailed PCM 70 brochure. At your Lexicon dealer,
or contact us. Lexicon Inc., 60 Turner Street, Waltham, MA 02154,
USA. (617) 891 -6790. Telex: 923468. Lexicon International,
P.O. Box 122, 8105 Regensdorf, Switzerland. Telex: 59222.

Come to the future.
SCENIC SOUNDS EQUIPMENT LIMITED
Unit 2, 12 William Road, London NW1 3EN.
.Tel 01

Telex:

387 1262, 01 -734 2812

27939 SCENIC

G

AUDIO EXPORT,
Badstr 14, 7100 Heilbronn,
Germany,
Tel 07131 82275

the dubbing mixer is only too
happy to mix with all the
tracks level, he is mixing
other effects and dialogue for
example, and the ability to
make small changes to the
music balance to avoid a
singer becoming obscured by
some effects can be very
worthwhile. An alternative
format would be to keep the
percussive sounds separated
from the sustained sounds
such as strings because when
the music is mixed with
dialogue the percussive sounds
can be left at a higher level
than the sustained sounds
without obscuring the
dialogue.
Dolby Laboratories have
several sound consultants who
work with the film production
companies to help them with
all aspects of the sound side of
film -making. It is always a
good idea to have a music
production meeting with the
director, composer, music
editor, dubbing mixer, music
mixer and Dolby consultant to
discuss the various
requirements and to decide on
the format for the music
recording. One of the factors to
take account of is that quite
often the music from a. film
will also be released on record.
With most recordings made
24 -track this allows sufficient
flexibility for both the film
and record mixes.
At what stage should the
DS4 -2 -4 be used? Although it
could be used just for the
mixdown it is preferable to use
it throughout the recording
sessons for two reasons, first
having spent some time
listening to the mix building
up while recording, putting
the DS4 -2-4 in can be quite a
surprise and a little
unnerving. Secondly when
using the DS4-2 -4 throughout
it is possible to make small
changes when recording such
as controlling the ambience by
changing mic position
particularly for things like
drums where several mics will
be used, or by changing the
programmes on stereo
synthesisers, as any stereo
source will be affected by the
matrix to some degree. With
the DS4 -2-4 in use from the
outset these changes are
automatic and will make the
final mixdown easier.
With most films it will be
necessary to have picture
available in the studio either
projected or from video tape,
with the latter you will need
monitor televisions in the
studio and the control room.
Whilst music such as front
and end title music can
normally be recorded without
picture, a lot of the music in
between is scored to fit very
tightly to the action often to
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MUSIC FOR FILM
MUSIC STUDIO
MULTITRACK
RECORDER

mixdown.
The most common point
raised about mic technique is,
`should stereo pairs be used?'
This is particularly relevant to
orchestral sessions. Like most
things it is governed by the
sort of score the composer has

MUSIC MIX
DOLBY STEREO
STUDIO MONITOR
ENCODE - DECODE

4- TRACK
MUSIC MIX

4
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35 mm MAG
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D54 ENCODE
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MUSIC
DIALOGUE

- FILM MIX
EFFECTS

2T DOLBY STEREO

PRINTING MASTER
351ylm MAGNETIC

OPTICAL TRANSFER
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CINEMA
DOLBY STEREO
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PRINT

Q
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FROM MUSIC RECORDING TO CINEMA, A FLOW DIAGRAM FOR DOLBY
STEREO FILM PRODUCTION

one sprocket hole ie ' /96 s. The
music editor will produce a
click track for each piece of
music to help the conductor
keep time with the picture,
this means the conductor and
some if not all of the
musicians will require
headphones.
Unlike pop videos, film
music is recorded to match the
picture. The one exception is
for musicals where the songs
are recorded so that the film
can be shot to a music
playback on the set.
If you don't have a film
recorder to mixdown on, the
best solution will be to mix on
to an 8 -track tape machine as
this means you can mix up to
six- tracks and have timecode
as well. This tape will then go
to one of the film mixing
studios for transfer to 35 mm
sprocketed tape which will
then be cut to match the film
by the music editor.
It is quite normal to use the
signal processors that most
studios have such as limiters,
compressors, delays and

reverberation units but
remember the matrix is phase
sensitive and delays and
reverbs are likely to result in
some signal appearing on
surround, although having the

the instruments. If recordings
are made with many overdubs
or using instruments and
synthesisers which are direct
injected, then separation will
of course be excellent and will
allow more flexibility on the

DS4 -2-4 in the monitor means

you will be able to judge the
effects of these devices. With
reverb it is usually better to
use a little less than you
would for a record as cinemas
have a much longer

written. Certainly, stereo pairs
can be used at times and as
coincident pairs are phase
coherent the amount of signal
going to surround will be less
than spaced omnis. Also it can
be controlled by the choice of
polar characteristic, cardioids,
giving less surround than
figure -of- eights. On the other
hand the latter will give à
wider stereo when their angle
is opened up to 110° to 120°
instead of the conventional 90°
although this might leave a
hole in the middle on the
record mix and a centre fill
will be needed. The alternative
technique using M(sum) and
S(difference) stereo pairs has
produced some excellent
results as the width can be
controlled by varying the
relative gain of the M and S
channels, also by changing the
M(sum) mic from omni to
cardioid the amount of
surround signal can be varied.
In general very few problems

are likely to arise and those

that

do will become

immediately apparent when
mixing with the DS4-2-4 in
the monitor. A recent problem
occurred when a composer
wrote the music for two
separate bands, one to play on
reverberation time than
the left and the other on the
control rooms and of course
right, unfortunately one band
this adds to the reverb in the
started before the other and
mix. It is difficult to judge how when the second band started
much reverb to use but err on the image of the first band
the dry side, after all if it is
shifted towards the centre
found to be too dry when in
somewhat because the logic
the dubbing theatre there is
steering in the decoder had
no problem in adding a little
been hard to one side and was
extra, on the other hand it is
then opened up by the second
rather more difficult to remove signal. There didn't seem to be
if there is too much.
an easy solution until it was
found out from the sound
Dolby consultants are
editor that the bands would be
sometimes asked
playing in the middle of a
whether different mic huge battle with lots of effects,
techniques or studio these would keep the matrix
layouts should be
wide open and solve the
used for stereo films. problem. Fortunately such
Due to the
problems are few and far
large differences between
between but this emphasises
studios and between the music the need to use the DS4 -2-4,
requirements of different films and if you have any worries or
any advice can only be very
problems ask the Dolby
general. In the first place
consultant who is there to help
studio layouts which give good you and the production
results for records will
company got the best possible
probably work fine for film
results. When it's all finished
although it will be helpful for take an evening off, go to your
the mixdown to try and keep
local Dolby- equipped cinema
reasonable separation between and enjoy the film.

excellent for the price"

Although own the Good Earth Studios here in London equipped
with all the latest high cost technology, start many of my projects
I

I

at my private studio in my home and transfer them to Good Earth
for completion. So it is a bit more than just a home studio. When
equipping this my fourth private studio, purchased the
Soundtracs desk with computer routing because it suited my
needs and is truly excellent for the price."
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BUSINESS
Barry Fox investigates the facts behind the industry news

Surround with mono
If you are passing through Milton
Keynes new town this winter, try to stop
off to visit the new cinema complex.
With seating capacity of 2,000 The Point
is 10 cinemas under oné roof, all with
fully automated projection and all with
Dolby Stereo.
There are three projection rooms, two
of which serve four cinemas at the same
time. All the Cinemeccanica projectors
use CNR platters or 'cake stands'. Up to
8,000 m of film is wound on a single
platter, looking rather like a pancake of
tape. The film pulls out from the centre
of the platter, runs through the projector
and then winds on to the centre of an
identical platter. At the end of the
performance the projectionist swaps
platters and re -laces by pulling film from
the centre of the second platter. If the
queues outside the cinema show that one
film is especially popular, the
projectionist can run the single print
through two, three or all four of the
projectors. The film runs round the
projection room like a snake.
Each cinema has a Dolby CP55, four
Cinemeccanica C200 power amplifiers,
three JBL 4760A speakers behind the
screen and eight JBL 4401 surround
speakers. Each cinema also has sub
woofers fed from the Cat 241 card in the
Dolby CP55, and a 300 W amplifier
made by Smart Systems of Atlanta,
Georgia.
The news is that each cinema also has
a gadget called a Smart 1130B stereo
surround synthesiser. The idea of this is
to trick up mono prints into stereo with
surround. Here's how it works.
The Smart has a comb filter which
splits the mono signal into 20 narrow
frequency bands, with one half of the
comb routed to the left and the other to
the right. It also generates a hard centre
channel which leads the side channels by
11 ms and must be set 6 dB louder than
the sides. At the same time the Smart
detects special effects from the mono
track and routes them to surround
speakers. How on earth does it do this?
The Smart data sheets suggest that it
works like a noise gate. It is, and I
quote, " ...only on during special
dramatic effects in the film ...a logic
system `votes' between dialog and effects

...a voltage controlled
amplifier circuit quickly fades the
surround in and out rather than
chopping it on and off ". The surround
channel also has time delay to mask
bleed through from the front.
The set -up manual explains how the
"surround detect sensitivity" pot must be
pre- adjusted so that special effects on the
track trigger the surround system but
dialogue doesn't. What Smart calls a
"truth table" explains how the surround
will turn on and off.
For voice only, surround is off; for soft
music, it's off; for effects, it's on; for soft
on the soundtrack
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effect and voice, it's off; for loud effects
and voice, it's on; for loud music, it's on.

Personally I have always thought that
mono should be left as mono, rather than
tricked up to become pseudo stereo. The
idea of tricking it even further to become
pseudo surround and stereo, sounds
pretty worrying. But it's unfair to prejudge. That's why I suggest that anyone
passing through Milton Keynes might
like to stop off and get an earful of The
Point, especially if one of the 10 cinemas
is showing a mono print.

Simulcast sound
Don't blame Channel 4 or Capital Radio
for the rather odd -sounding simulcast
which was transmitted in the London
area on New Year's Day. Capital
broadcast the stereo soundtrack of Blue
Suede Shoes, a rock show shot at
Limehouse and featuring Carl Perkins,
George Harrison, Eric Clapton and Ringo
Starr. But it sounded more like mono.
On this occasion it was a case of never
mind the width, feel the quality.
Channel 4 ran a 1 in C- format video
tape of pictures and stereo sound. A
mono mix was broadcast as a Channel 4
soundtrack and the stereo feed sent via
the BT Tower to Capital for retransmission on VHF FM. The
commercial breaks came from Thames
Studios, next door to Capital. As Thames
normally uses an automated system of
2 in video tape cartridges with mono
track, the two minute stereo commercial
for A Chorus Line was sourced from 1 in
video tape at Thames.
Everyone agrees that 'Suede Shoes'
was ideal material for a simulcast; it
sounds like a radio programme without
pictures. Everyone agrees that people in
the London area who tuned into VHF
FM heard higher quality sound through
their hi-fi system than those who had to
listen through a grotty TV set. Channel
4 and Capital want to repeat the
experiment. But privately their
engineers make no bones about the fact
that they were very disappointed with
the `Suede Shoes' sound. The music was
like spread mono; the applause was even
narrower. Anyone who tried running the
signal through a surround sound decoder
got zilch from the rear channels.
The reason was beyond the control of
Channel 4 and Capital. Dave Edmunds
mixed the sound from a Limehouse
multitrack and took a deliberate, policy
decision not to go for wide stereo. He
wanted a sound in keeping with the era
of the original music. There was talk of
a re -mix for the simulcast but it was
vetoed. So what went out was as near as
makes no difference mono.
Under the circumstances it was
probably a good thing that Channel 4
failed miserably to advertise the
simulcast in advance. Let's hope that
next time Channel 4 and Capital get

together they will be able to find
something with a bit of width.

Stereo

reincarnations
When researching the story on Brad
Kay's stereo recreation (using separate
old disc masters for the left and right
channels) I phoned EMI in London. In
fact I phoned several people inside EMI.
It got pretty wearing, explaining the
whole story from beginning to end on
each occasion. I found no -one inside EMI
who had heard of the Brad Kay
experiments or who had ever thought
about the possibility of using separate
master discs to recreate stereo.
The reaction from EMI people ranged
from sceptical to open- minded. Some EMI
engineers were very helpful but no -one
seemed convinced that Kay's theories
were sound. `Very plausible' was the
nearest I got. That's understandable.
When I started researching the story I
thought it was a hoax or an innocent

mistake.
My talks with EMI were back at the
beginning of October. Just before
Christmas an interesting piece of news
filtered through the grapevine from
Abbey Road. After hearing my copy of
Kay's taped examples EMI engineers had
pulled out matched takes of old
recordings from the archives and were
blending them together into stereo. It
now looks as if EMI will issue some
matched pair stereo, probably early
Elgar, but not describe it as such. EMI
will then see what the critics have to say
about the recordings. If reaction is good,
there will be more recreations and more
reissues. I asked EMI for official
comment. There was none. I shall watch
with interest to see how the EMI
publicity people handle this. Will they
give due credit to Brad Kay for the
original discovery, or will they dress it
up as an EMI innovation?
There is already a whole lot of
politickin' going on inside EMI. Some
people still think it's all a mistake. They
worry about EMI getting egg on face.
Some worry about other companies
getting in first. `Tip of the iceberg' is one
phrase being bandied around. First
researches show that the contract deals
on some disc record pairs may be split
between EMI and RCA Victor in the US
and even between different EMI
companies. The EMI empire has been
through a string of splits and mergers
since the old HMV days. Burrowing
through the '20s paperwork is going to
take as much time as matching disc
pairs and syncing them up.
Meanwhile Michael Gerzon of
Ambisonics et al is, as usual, one step
ahead of everyone else. Is there any
chance that three discs were made on
some sessions, he wonders. If so they
could be the basis of UHJ from the '20s.

TWO DEFINITIONS OF
THE PERFECT ECLIPSE
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LIVINGSTON'S
Livingston Studios are looking ahead.
They've just bought their third Otani MTR90,
using the Otani EC 101 synchroniser to create a
flexible, high quality 48 -track facility in their SSL
studio.
Studio Manager Jerry Boys came straight to us
for the upgrade.
"There's no point in looking around because we
wouldn't get the back -up.
"It's not just the way Stirling do business, and the
product they sell; it's what follows too like having
Rod Thear looking after your machines, and so on.
"Yet at the end of the day they're still totally
competitive."
With clients like Bronski Beat, King, Depeche
Mode and Mike Scott and the Waterboys behind
them, the move was a natural step forward.

-
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NINETEEN INCHES.
Besides supplying complete studio systems,
we've a huge range of effects hence our presence
in Air in the sunnier climes of Montserrat.

-

Their criteria for choosing a dealer were the
same as Livingston's.
Competitive prices, professional advice and
excellent back -up.
So they called us first for effects from Drawmer,
Yamaha, Lexicon and dBx, and microphones from
AKG and Shure.
And they know that if they have a problem
we're a phone call away. (As if we'd need an excuse to
go to Montserrat.)

THE CHOICE IS YOURS.
Have a look at our range.
Alessis, AKG, AMS, Aphex, BEL, BSS, Drawmer,
o

AIL

Lexicon, Neumann, Orban, Publison, Quad,
Soundcraft, Studio Technologies, Symmetrix, Trident,
U.S. Audio, Valley People, Yamaha.
Plus

our exclusives

- Lynx synchronisers,

Sanken,

Westlake.

And finally,

little tip.
Make sure you're on the mailing list to get
a

FORTY- EIGHT
Grapevine, our new, regular Newsletter. It's designed
to keep you up to date on all the new moves in studio
technology.
Because we've more than enough to keep you
going from strength to strength. Or from nineteen
inches, to forty eight tracks.

Stirlìng
A UDIO SYSTEMS LTD

UNIQUE SOLUTIONS FOR UNIQUE STUDIOS

I

Canfield Place London NW6 3BT

Tel. 01- 6254515 Telex

946240 CWEASY G Ref No.

190 14280
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REVIEW
A

user report by Keith Spencer-Allen

BROOKE SIREN SYSTEMS
DPR 402
The Brooke Siren Systems
DPR402 is a multiple function

contains all the front panel settings to
provide the correct scaling to the voltage
controlled attenuator. Both of these side
chains can be accessed. The wide range of
effects possible will be covered later.

dynamics processor which the
manufacturer describes as a
compressor, de -esser and peak
limiter. In practical terms the
DPR402 is far more versatile
than that. In fact its versatility is such
that a user review with its necessarily
restricted length cannot fully get to grips
with this unit. This review, therefore, is
more a guide to its full possibilities
rather than being an exhaustively
definitive study of all the operational
permutations.
The DPR402 is housed in a 1 U, 19 in
rack -mount case. It contains two
independent channels of dynamics
processing that may also be interlinked
as we will discover later. The design
incorporates a type of user hierarchy of
operation in that there is a basic 'plug it
up -turn it on -and forget' mode; a full
front panel control user level; and finally
the full level of operation involving
breaking into the dual side chain and
rear panel cross patching that should
meet most sophisticated user
requirements.
The DPR402 functions in a slightly
different way from standard compressors.
The main signal path is simple and
consists of an input de- balancer,
subsonic and ultrasonic filters, a
subtractor stage, gain control and an
output line driver. Compression occurs
when the threshold setting is exceeded
and the subtract side chain generates a
'suitably scaled version of the input
signal' and subtracts it from the main
signal at the subtractor stage. If the
phase of the subtract side chain signal is
reversed, the scaled signal is added to
the main signal rather than subtract
thus creating expansion rather than
compression. The control side chain
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The controls for the two channels are
laid out as completely independent sets
of controls on either side of the three
large centrally located buttons. The
lower of these three buttons is the power
on /off with its associated LED. Above
this are the bypass switches for each
channel. These large, self-illuminating
red buttons indicate that the channel
controls are operational. A particularly
clever aspect is that although in the
bypass mode the input signal is
connected through to the output, it is
also still passing through the front panel
controls. So with the effect of these
controls being out of circuit it is still
possible to set levels (with input and
output meters reading) and adjust
controls, hit the bypass switch and come
in circuit already set up with levels
correct which is useful for broadcasting
and live sound use.
To the right of the power switch is the
stereo link LED indicating that the
detector outputs of both channels have
been coupled together by a switch on the
rear panel for stereo operation.
Rather than work physically through
the front panel it will be easier to follow
if we now look at groups of functions, the
principal section being that of
compression. Gain reduction in
compression is made by a voltage
controlled attenuator with a 30 dB range.
The threshold control is adjustable from
dBV to +20 dBV although the very
fullest clockwise position of this knob is
marked OUT meaning that with the
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threshold at this setting only signals
clipping the input stages would exceed
the threshold. Above the threshold
control is a chain of 14 LEDs marked
Below TH and Gain Reduction dB. The
five Below TH LEDs indicate signals
below threshold with the top LED being
halfway illuminated all the time as a
useful threshold indicator. Once the
input signal exceeds the threshold, the
amount of gain reduction is displayed on
the other half of the LED chain. Should
input signals use more than 30 dB gain
reduction then the intensity of the
display will increase which should draw
the operator's attention to the problem.
To the right of the threshold control
are the ratio, attack and release controls.
The compression ratio is adjustable
between 1:1 and 1:00 It is also possible
to obtain over oo settings (expansion) by
rear panel adjustments that will be
covered later. Attack time has a range of
501.4s to 100 ms in 11 switched steps.
Although continuous adjustment always
seems preferable, 11 switched steps did
not prove any great hindrance in
operation. Release time is adjustable
from 5 ms to 5 s in 10 switched steps. At
the extreme clockwise rotation there is a
position marked Auto which is a mode
that sets both the release and attack
time automatically, related to the
programme signal. This control is the
heart of the simplest level of DPR402
operation; with the unit in that mode, all
the operator effectively has to do is set
up the input and output levels roughly
and then forget about the unit.
The gain control is on the output stage
for adjusting output gain over a range of
±20 dB. The LED ladder above this
control is the output level meter. The
meter also incorporates a similar feature
to the gain reduction meter where, when
the output level exceeds +20 dB, the
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COMPUTERISED

24 TRACK
SYSTEM
When musicians and producers like Thomas Dolby, Tom

Robinson, Heaven 17 and Toni Visconti go for

a

system,

you know it must be good.

If you want to hear the
Sou ndtracs /Sou ndcraft
package, come and see
us at Don Larking Audio
Sales.

ó

audio sales
29

Guildford Street,
Luton,
Beds. LU1 2NQ

Telephone
Luton (0582) 450066
Telex 825488 DON LAR

LED display gains in brightness to catch
the operator's eye. At the left hand end
of the meter is a small square

momentary action switch that allows the
output level meter to display the input
level to that channel. This is invaluable
in setting up operational levels
particularly when the mixing console
output metering is not visible from the
equipment racks to allow sight of the
input level to the unit.
By the gain control is another switch
labelled Mon SC. This is the side chain
monitor which allows the monitoring of
external inputs to the side chain.
Remaining in this section is the peak
limiter control, a separate stage of gain
reduction intended to catch fast
transients `missed' by the compressor
although designed to work with the
compressor section. The ratio is
internally set at 20:1 with a threshold
range of +4 dBV to +20 dBV. Attack
and release times are internally set but
a switch on the rear panel allows a
choice between preset fast or slow
settings. The limiter also has a pair of
LEDs -the green to show the onset of
limiting and red to show limiting in
excess of 10 dB.
If we now return physically to the
compression section, there is a 3- position
switch labelled Mode just by the gain
reduction meter. The positions of this
switch are Compress, De -Ess Wide and
De -Ess HF. For normal compression use
this switch will be in the Compress
position; the other two positions select

the de- essing functions.

The DPR402 has two de -ess modes.
With D-Ess Wide, compression triggered
by high frequency energy will be applied
across the full programme frequency
spectrum. In De -Ess HF, compression is

SIMPLIFIED

BLOCK

used only on the frequencies that
exceeded the selected HF threshold. With
De -Ess Wide mode selected, the Freq
control is still active. The normal
threshold control sets the amount of gain
reduction. Freq is a variable high pass
filter that should be adjusted until the
frequency of the filter is about the same
as that of the lowest frequency of the

sibilance energy. With this broadband
type de- essing, the main compressor
section can be used as a normal
compressor together with the de -ess
functions on the same channel. In the
other mode, De -Ess HF, the De -Ess
control is inoperative; Freq controls an
internal high pass filter inserted into the
subtract side chain, and the control side
chain filter simultaneously over a deessing range of 700 Hz to 20 kHz. The
effect of the Freq control can be
monitored on the side chain monitor
mode. The de -ess compression
characteristics are controlled by the
main compressor controls making that
channel now just a versatile de- essing
system.
This completes the front panel controls
except that there is, of course, another
set of these controls repeated for the
other channel. The panel is painted a
dark grey and the legends a cream /white
colour. Layout is straightforward and
easy to understand although I have to
admit that when first confronted with
the unit, it is not so easy to see how
controls relate to each other. In
operation, however, you find that the
controls fall easily to hand and the logic
of the layout then becomes obvious.

Rear panel
All programme inputs and outputs to the
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ATTACK

RELEASE

unit are 3 -pin XLR -type sockets. The
input is actively balanced with an
unbalanced output. On both sockets, the
'hot' pin is pin 3 which appears to be the
standard that Brooke Siren Systems
have found to be required of them. The
pin connections are, however, clearly
marked on the rear panel and as long as
this is noticed during installation the
appropriate steps may be taken. The
power cord enters in the middle of the
unit with associated voltage selector and
fuse holder. In addition there is the
already mentioned stereo link switch and
separate switches for peak limiter
fast/slow characteristics settings for each
channel.
Not so far covered on the rear panel is
a barrier strip that allows connection to
the higher level of operation functions
such as the subtract and control side
chains, inputs and outputs. There is a
separate barrier strip for each channel
with each having 12 connections. These
are ground; insert return control side
chain; insert send reversed phase; insert
send normal phase; insert send LF reemphasised; insert send HF reemphasised; insert return subtract side
chain; insert return subtract side chain
gain link; another ground connection;
insert send subtract low pass filter;
insert send control low pass filter; and
stereo link. As you can see, a real
experimenter's paradise and the reason
why this review will be less than
exhaustive. Some of these terminals have
connections across them as standard as
obviously the subtract and control side
chains need to be closed by links or via
external equipment for the unit to
function. Should you wish access to these
functions it would seem sensible to bring
them to a patch bay positioned beneath
the unit itself.
The manual supplied with the DPR402
does not contain any proper circuit
information or component values for
servicing but the rest of the manual is
very clearly laid out and takes the user
through the unit from basics in such a
way designed to match the multi -level
experience of users-it is also quite easy
just to check some particular feature. All
operations are explained in terms of
front and rear panel diagrams. Due to
the complexity of the unit and the
possible number of front and rear panel
settings and connections, I would have
liked to have seen the inclusion of one
large set of front and rear panel
drawings to photocopy and allow storage
of particular important settings of

Rear panel effects
Several pages of the manual are given to
some of the effects possible using the
rear panel connections and what front
effects to then expect from the front
panel controls. Some of the areas I
experimented with was narrow band

compression and expansion, ie
compression or expansion at HF or LF
only. With drums and percussive
instruments this effects area can be
interesting particularly in salvaging
dodgy recordings from the multitrack.
Amongst the possible effects listed we
have HF re- emphasised compression
(compression higher at low frequencies);
a more extreme version of the same; LF
re-emphasised compression, ie greater
compression at HF; wide band LF control
compression which modulated the entire
frequency band by the frequencies under
the setting of the Freq control; Narrow
band LF compression as previous but
only compressing on those frequencies
below the Freq setting; Wide band
expansion; LF expansion only; expansion
with bands under the Freq control;
external gain control of wide or narrow
band operation, and amplitude controlled
mixing. In this latter case it is possible
to create effects such as adding an
external signal to the main output of the
unit whenever the threshold is exceeded
by the programme signal. For instance
good examples here might be adding
reverb to a snare drum track or perhaps
on a vocal track only on the louder
sections.
There is another mode that allows the
summing of an external signal with the
main programme as above but under the
control this time of the external signal
or even another external signal-this is
without touching on the possibilities of
linking the other channel in. It is possible
to interconnect up to four channels
simply by use of the barrier strips.

In use
have to admit that it took a couple of
hours to become familiar with this unit
although after that I was away. You do
not have to get involved in the higher
rear panel function at all as there is
plenty of scope on the front panel
particularly in the area of de- essing. On
the review model, the two channels had
been set up differently, internally -one
with a `soft -knee' type compression point
and the other with a `progressive hard
knee'. I understand that this is simply
an internal jumper connection. The
differences between the two channels
were as you would imagine and if you
are thinking of these units as complex
processors then this might be a good way
of retaining maximum possibilities.
I find that when accessing dynamics
units I listen for nasty clipping and
other unpleasant sounds that cannot be
adjusted out or tend to occur too easily.
The DPR402 was quite free of these
types of effect in the normal front panel
I

modes.
I found the controls flexible with a
sensible range that allows everyday work
while still permitting the more extreme
functions even without playing the rear
panel.

Conclusion
The Brooke Siren Systems DPR402 is a
unit to be suggested for your perusal. It
functions well and offers a very wide
range of dynamics control possibilities
although still being a useful simple
device for those applications that do not
demand user overkill. The suitable range
of applications for a such a unit must
include just about every audio
application imaginable although live
stage work was obviously very high in
the designer's mind. I could certainly

imagine several of these units with the
rear panel facilities brought out on to a
patch bay being exceptionally useful in
the processing of old analogue
multitracks and mix masters for CD
release as well as in the area of cleaning
up old film soundtracks. This unit
deserves a solid recommendation.

Brooke Siren Systems, 213 Sydney
Road, Muswell Hill, London N10 2NL,
UK.
USA: Klark -Teknik Electronics Inc,
262A Eastern Parkway, Farmingdale,
NY 11735.

Yes - An Audio Analyzer.
These plug -in options for the RE201
Dual Channel Audio Analyzer make it
easy to match the instrument to your
individual audio testing application.
Designed to increase performance, add
functions, or give additional control, the
options you choose depend on how you
test audio.

The RE201 can measure
Level: True RMS (selective bandwidth), Peak, Quasi -peak, Average,
DC
S /N:

weighted and unweighted
Harmonic distortion
SINAD

I

Difference Frequency distortion (DIN
std.)
Intermodulation distortion
Transient Intermodulation distortion
Frequency and Drift
Phase and Phase Drift
Separation and Crosstalk

Rumble

Wow
RE201 Dual Channel Audio Analyzer

RE201 has proven itself through varied
applications such as CD player testing,
to QC in radio manufacturing, to transmitter testing. You get speed and test
diversity without the compromise in
performance. For example, harmonic
distortion below 0.001 % ( -100 dB) and
single harmonics down to 0.0006% are

guaranteed specifications. It's also
IEEE488 compatible.

and Flutter

The RE201 -a complete audio test
system in one instrument. Write or call
us today. Find out why all audio analyzers should look like the RE201.

RE

INSTRUMENTS

Electronics for Test and Communica

re

On

RE INSTRUMENTS Limited
Sherwood House, High Street Crowthorne, Berkshire. U K

(0344) 772369 Telefax (0344) 778809 Telex 847782 reu kg
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LEXICON ZOO
The Lexicon 200 has been
available for some time now. It

started life as a

3- program

unit

and has recently been expanded
to six programs. New programs
are provided free of charge
through authorised dealers.
The 200 is unmistakably a Lexicon
product with its traditional blue exterior
being reminiscent of the Prime Time. It
fits into a standard 19 in rack although
somewhat tall at 5'/4 in and 15 in deep.
The basic operation is similar in
concept to the 224X in that there are a
number of factory preset sounds
arranged in programs, with each
program consisting normally of 10
variations. Any of the factory sounds can
be changed by using the various
parameter controls and the result can be
stored on one of 10 registers in the unit's
non -volatile memory.
The six stereo programs are labelled:
1 Halls
2 Plates
3 Chambers
4 Rich Plates (giving the quality of a
Gold Foil plate)
5 Rich Splits (allowing one to use left
and right channels as two totally
separate controllable mono reverbs with
a chamber characteristic)
6 Inverse Room (giving non -linear and
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reverse echo effects).
The Inverse Room program is the only
effects program on the 200 and this is an
area where I feel the unit could be
usefully expanded in the future. Having
said that, the 200 does offer a
comprehensive range of reverb with
sound quality that matches the 224X at
a third of the price (UK).

Operation
The 200 is divided up into three sections
and labelled on the front panel as
Program, Reverberation and Audio.
The Program section situated at the
left of the unit consists of a numeric
keypad, four function buttons and a
5 -digit alpha- numeric display. This
section deals with the loading of
programs and their variations as well as
storing and accessing the memory
registers. The operation is very
straightforward. To load a program one
simply presses the function button PGM
followed by the number of the program
required. The display will read
something like `3P' showing you that the
Chamber program has been loaded.
Whenever a program is called up in this
manner it will be selected to Variation I.
To go to another variation one presses
the decimal point key at the bottom of

the keypad followed by the variation

number. The display will read the
number of the program, a decimal point
and then the number of the variation. To
store a register the function button STO
is pressed along with the number of the
register. It is important to have both
buttons held down together, otherwise
nothing will happen; this is a safety
feature to prevent accidental erasure of
registers.
To recall a register, press the function
button marked REG followed by the
number. One other control worth
mentioning whilst on this section is the
key marked F. This is used in
conjunction with Rich Split and switches
between left and right mono channels
allowing independent parameter changes
to be made.
The next section, Reverberation, is
situated in the middle of the unit and
deals with the control and display of
seven parameters. These are Predelay,
Reverb Time, Size, PreEchoes, Diffusion,
RT Contour and Roll Off.
Predelay, Reverb Time and Size are
arranged vertically each with their own
rotary pot and display window. The
maximum predelay time is 999 ms but
this is dependent upon the selected
program and size, as is the minimum
value; so in the case of a `medium sized
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chamber' setting the minimum value is
18 ms which cannot be switched out and
the maximum value is 672 ms.
The first 50 ms of any predelay setting
are in 1-division steps; the next 100 ms are
in 2- division steps; the next 200 ms are
in 4- division steps, and thereafter in
8- division steps.
The Reverb time at its widest setting
has a range of 1 to 99 s. (Minimum
reverb time can be shorter at lower
maximum settings.) This, like the
Predelay, is dependent upon selected
program and size; and for a `medium
sized chamber' it ranges from 0.4 to 47 s.
There is also an infinite setting that
appears in Programs 3, 4 and 5 which
allows one to freeze sounds into the
reverb and also to layer sound on sound
to produce ethereal chords.
The size control is measured in meters
and has a range of 5 to 99. Lexicon
describe this scale as follows: 5 M
suggests a closet, 10 M a living room,
20 M a large room, 30 M a recital hall,
40 M a large concert hall and 99 M is
the equivalent to the space of the
Astrodome. The range of the size scale is
program dependent and, as has been
seen, can effect predelay and reverb time
values.
Pre -echoes are either on or off, and are
controlled by a pushbutton with its
associated LED. The pre- echoes are
meant to simulate stage reflections and
they generally add more body to the
sound. Being factory set and changing
between variations in the same program
it can make it impossible to copy a
variation by duplicating the parameters
on another variation.
Diffusion controls the extent to which
the reflections of the initial sound spread
out in time and a single push button
cycles between high, medium or low
diffusion. High diffusion tends to smooth
out the reverb giving it a `blankety'
texture, whereas low diffusion creates a
sharper clearer sound.
The Reverb Time (RT) Contour is
responsible for controlling the low
(100 Hz) and high (10 kHz) frequency
decay times. There are two pushbuttons
marked Low and High that cycle
between three values of decay for each
frequency. The values are arranged as
multiples of the overall reverb time. The
bass end is divided thus: x1.5, xl and
x0.5 and the high end into xl, x0.5 and
x0.25. So for example with a reverb time
of 1 s you can lengthen the bass RT to
s and decrease the high RT to
250 ms. The display has been cleverly
laid out to give a graphic indication of
the contour selected.
The last parameter is Roll Off, and this
like Diffusion, consists of a single
pushbutton that selects between high,
medium or low. High selects a
48 dB/octave filter at 10 k, medium and
low a 6 dB/octave filter at 7 k and 3 k
respectively. The display here also plots
a curve.

Whilst on the subject of parameters it
is worth describing how the variations

arrange themselves parametrically.
Imagine the keypad as a grid of rows
and columns with variation 1 in row 1,
column 1 and variation 9 in row 3,
column 3. There are three parameters
that arrange themselves into the same
pattern for each program (except
program 6 which only has four
variations). Each row affects the size.
Row 1 (ie variations 1, 2, 3) will always
be large, row 2 medium and row 3 small.
The columns affect the reverb time and
pre- echoes. Column 1 (variations 7, 4 and
1) has a medium Reverb Time and no
pre- echoes, column 2 has a medium
reverb time and medium pre- echoes and
column 3 has a short reverb time and
loud pre- echoes. The system seems rather
complicated but as one gains familiarity
with the unit everything falls into place
making it quick to find a suitable
variation. There is also a variation 0
which is identical to variation 1, except
it has a more metallic quality and should
be used if any problems occur with
modulation noise.
The last section, Audio, is on the right
of the front panel and deals with inputs
and outputs. The stereo input level slider
in conjunction with a gain switch at the
back of the unit allows input levels from
-18 to +24 dBm to be dealt with. The
output level is set by two gain screws
which in normal circumstances shouldn't
have to be tampered with. The maximum
output is 24 dBm. There is an output
mix slider that in most studio cases will
be set to wet but for a live performer it
may be useful to have control over the
balance between direct and reverberant
sounds. Below the sliders there are two
buttons, Input Mute and Reverb Stop.
Input Mute cuts all direct signal to the
unit leaving the reverb to hang over and
Reverb Stop allows just the direct signal
to be heard. One of the more useful
facilities of this section is Input Mix.
This does away with the need to parallel
patch when using a mono input to feed
the stereo reverb channels. For example
by pressing in the Left Input Mix button
both reverb channels receive the same
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mono signal from the left input. The
same applies with the right input button.
With both buttons in, the stereo reverb
receives a combined mono signal from
both inputs. With the two buttons out
normal stereo working is restored. A
12- segment stereo LED display measures
the signal in the reverb channels
between -20 dB and 12 dB overload. The
unit's inputs and outputs are by way of
balanced XLR plugs.
The 200 has been designed with the
live performer very much in mind, and a
set of remote inputs at the back allow
the unit to be controlled by three foot
pedals: the program step pedal which can
also access the memory; the reverb time
pedal; and the input mute pedal which
allows the reverb to die away naturally
whilst retaining the dry signal.
The last operative function I will
mention is the self diagnostic power-up.
When the unit is switched on or the
reset button is pressed the unit goes
through a 15 s series of diagnostic
programs. If a problem is encountered an
error message will appear on the display,
if all is well then the unit returns to the
last user setting. There are also a
number of more specific tests that can be
run to diagnose problems.

Summary
found the sound quality of the 200 to
be every bit as good as the 224X, with
excellent stereo and good natural
sounding programs. I was able to
produce all the basic reverberant
I

conditions quickly and easily although I
missed some of the effects programs.
As far as parameters are concerned one
is obviously not going to have the same
control as the more expensive units but
what is there, is certainly adequate for
most needs. In view of the relative price
and the possibility of new, free, programs
in the future I think this unit is worth
investigating.

Lexicon Inc, 60 Turner Street,
Waltham, MA 02154, USA.
UK: Scenic Sounds Equipment Ltd, Unit
Comtech, William Road, London NW1
3EN.
2

DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIER

3

A compact mains powered unit with one balanced input and ten AC and
DC isolated floating line outputs.
-

Exemplary R F. breakthrough specifications giving trouble free operation in close proximity to radio telephones and links.
Excellent figures for noise. THD, static and dynamic IMD.
Any desired number of outlets may be provided at microphone level to
suit certain video and audio recorders used at press conferences.

Meets IEC65 -2, BS415 safety and I.B.A. signal path requirements.
Also available as
or ten outlets.

'

Gip

Ip op

a

kit of parts less the case and all XLR connectors for one

Stereo Disc Amplifier 3
Broadcast Monitor Receiver 150kHz -30MHz
Moving Coil Preamplifier Illuminated PPM Boxes PPM Drive
and 5
Boards and Ernest Turner Movements Stablizer and Frequency Shifter
Programme and Deviation Chart
Peak Deviation Meter
Boards
Advanced Active Aerial.
Recorders Stereo Microphone Amplifiers
SURREY ELECTRONICS LTD.. The Forge, Lucks Green. Cranleigh,
Telephone 0483 275997
Surrey GU6 7BG
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Hugh Ford reviews a stereo tape machine

LYREC

TR55

intended for
studio use and can be used on a
table top or in one of two types
of stand. Both types hold the
recorder in a horizontal position
with the fixed stand keeping the
recorder 850 mm above the floor
and the elevator type allowing the
height to be varied between 740 mm and
The Lyrec TR55 is

930 mm.

Construction is quite novel, giving a
lightweight machine with excellent
access for servicing. The tape transport
is constructed from a flat 7.8 mm thick
plate of special alloy, said to have been
formulated for the aerospace industry.
Tape speed: 762, 381 or 190.5 mm /s (any two
speeds to order). Varispeed -50 to +1007..
Reels: NAB, DIN and Cine, 3 in to 14 in.

Long term speed stability: better than 0.1%.
Rewind: approximately 80 s for 1,000 m tape.
Approximately 60 s for 2,400 ft tape.
Stop time: maximum 3 s from wind speed.

Tape tension: 90

p (0.9 N) in play. <175 p (1.75
N) in any other mode.
Wow & flutter: 381 mm /s RMS weighted
maximum 0.04%; 190.5 mm /s RMS weighted

-

maximum 0.07 %.

Start time with

101/2 in reels:
Approx 0.5 s to reach O.17 wow

&

flutter at

762 mm /s.
Approx 0.4 s to reach 0.1% wow & flutter at
381 mm /s.
Approx 0.3 s to reach 0.17. wow & flutter at
190.5 mm /s.
Timer accuracy: ±0.17x, electronic display
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This plate is secured to a fabricated steel
frame across the middle and at the sides
and front with the remainder of the
chassis being formed from 15 mm square
steel sections.
The full width base plate of the
recorder hinges at the rear so it can be
dropped down to reveal the complete
audio electronics which are fitted to the
hinged section. The tape transport
components are on the underside of the
tape transport plate.
Releasing a single recessed Allen screw
at the front of the recorder allows the
extruded alloy front panel to be pulled
forward in the form of a full width
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION
indicating hours, minutes, seconds at two speeds.
Negative prefix below zero.
Signal input: balanced and floating. Input
impedence 10 kO -6 dB to +24 dBm input level
(adjustable) to produce 510 nWb /m tape flux.
Signal outputs: balanced and floating. Output
impedance 40 0 maximum. 510 nWb /m tape flux
causes output level 0 to +8 dBm (adjustable).
Maximum unclipped output level +24 dBm into
200 0.

Equalisation: NAB or CCIR.
Signal to noise ratio (Rec- repro):

381 mm /s: RMS unweighted 62 dB; RMS Aweighted 68 dB.
190.5 mm /s: RMS unweighted 60 dB; RMS Aweighted 67 dB.
All values refer to 510 nWb /m tape flux. RMS

unweighted values measured with bandpass filter
30 Hz to 15 kHz.

drawer, the base of which is covered by a
mother board which supports over 20
plug -in daughter boards, all of which
comprise the tape transport control.
This section has numerous LED
indicators showing the status of the
machine in addition to a number of
adjustments, in the form of skeleton and
multiturn potentiometers, covering tape
speed, tape lifter speed, capstan drive,
etc.

Other than identifications on the
mother board, which are very good, there
were no component identifications to aid
servicing. However, the instruction
manual includes circuits, board layouts
and good servicing information.
With the tape transport control drawer
inserted and the hinged base clipped into
its working position a small hinged
section at the bottom front of the
recorder hinges down to reveal all the
audio channel adjustments which are
well identified.
Each complete audio channel is
contained on a single plug -in printed
circuit board which may be pulled out at
the front of the recorder, the audio input
and output transformers being within
the recorder. At the front of each audio
channel board four small boards plug-in
to set the desired equalisation standards
for two tape speeds, which may be any
combination of 30, 15 and 71/2 in/s.
Other than a control for setting the DC
balance of the output amplifiers all
controls can be accessed at the front of
the audio boards with the boards in
position, bias and erase current may be
monitored at jack sockets with trimmer
capacitors setting the bias and erase
resonance, a multiturn potentiometer
setting an auxiliary bias current (which
is selected by a switch on the board) and
a normal potentiometer setting erase
current.
On the record equalisation sub -board
multiturn potentiometers set bias, record
level and high frequency (18 kHz)
equalisation with a 270° potentiometer
setting high /mid equalisation at 10 kHz.
The replay equalisation sub-board
which has separate controls for replay
and sync replay has multiturn controls
for level and high frequency (18 kHz)
equalisation in addition to 270° controls
Frequency response (record /replay):

381 mm /s: 60 Hz to 18 kHz ±1 dB, 30 Hz to
19 kHz ±2 dB.
190.5 mm /s: 60 Hz to 16 kHz ±1 dB. 30 Hz to
17 kHz ±2 dB.
Erase efficiency: >75 dB at 1 kHz.
Crosstalk: >40 dB /1 kHz.

Connectors: audio connections with XLR -type
connectors.

Power requirements: 90 to 130 V, 200 to 240

V

±107x. 50/60 Hz, 280 VA.

Working conditions: ambient temperature

range: +10 to +40 °C. Humidity range 30 to 90 %.
Weight: tape deck 39 kg, floor stand 11 kg, floor
stand with castors 20 kg, elevator floor stand
20 kg.

Manufacturer: Lyrec Manufacturing A /S,
Hollandsvej 12, DK -2800 Lyngby, Denmark.
UK: Scenic Sounds Equipment Marketing Ltd,
Unit 2, 10 William Road, London NW1 3EN.

ITALIAN
MASTERPIECE
For centuries, Italy has been one of the art
and music capitals of the world. Cradle of
the Renaissance; acknowledged birthplace of great opera; and now, the home
of RCF.
From Italy's great musical tradition
comes the studio monitor of today: the
SCD 6000 three -way reflex monitor
system - with a price tag that's well within the reach of even the smaller facility.
With RCF's advanced audio research
behind it, the SCD 6000 is packed with
unique developments. MF and HF drivers
with their acoustic centres only 2.5in
apart, combined in a single, massive
magnet assembly, offering excellent
phase linearity and stereo imaging. The
superb cooling and magnetic field control
of ferrofluidics ... and there's more.

A 12in bass driver with an oversized
voice coil that'll give linear excursions
even at high power. Cone and suspension
materials that dramatically reduce distortion. Unique modular construction
enabling easy access and the ability to
rotate the MF/HF assembly for both
horizontal and vertical operation.
It all adds up to excellent dispersion,
superb power -handling, clear stereo
imaging, clean transient reproduction,
minimal phase errors and distortion
stunning sound. Listen for yourself, and
be convinced.

-a

The RCF SCD 6000. A great monitor
from the home of great music. Exclusively from Court Acoustics. You'll be
hearing a great deal more from us.

Court Acoustics Sales Ltd 29 Beethoven Street London W 104LG. Tel. 01-9608178
Easylink No19018075 Telex 946240 CWEASY G Ref 19018075
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for low frequency (40 Hz), mid frequency
(4 to 8 kHz) and medium -high frequency
(10 to 15 kHz) equalisation.
To the rear of the recorder the power
supply is a self contained unit at the
middle with a finned heatsink to the

rear with the two reel drive power
amplifiers having similar heatsinks at
either side of the rear.
Power input is via an IEC connector
with an adjacent, correctly identified
power fuse with two terminals securing a
removable ground link. The power
consumption of the machine is
incorrectly identified as 280 AV instead
of 280 VA. Internal fuses accessed
through the hinged base protect the DC
lines.
Audio inputs and outputs are floating
at XLR connectors with an additional
4-pin XLR plug providing an unbalanced
auxiliary sync output and a 3 -pin Tuchel
connector permitting a remote record
indication for the two channels.
Remote control is via a 25 -way audio
remote control plug and a 25 -way tape
deck remote control socket. The former
has input and output signals for the
levels in the two channels in addition to
record indicator feeds all of which would
normally feed the optional VU meter
bridge which fits at the rear of the
machine.
The tape deck remote connector has
lines (to be switched to +24 VDC) for all
the tape deck controls to be described
later, feeds of all internal DC rails and a
fader start connection.
A second 25 -way D socket provides a
slave display output for a remote tape
time display. This output is a decoded
output for five digits in the form of
7- segment displays.

Turning now to the tape transport
itself the two 150 W DC reel motors

equipped with solenoid operated band
brakes are mounted off centre on to
circular plates. The complete sub
assemblies are secured to the bottom of
the deck plate by Allen screws through
the top of the plate. The mounting is
such that the assemblies can be mounted
in two positions such that the unit can
accept 12 in reels in one position or 14 in
reels in the other -a clever idea.
The directly driven reel platters are
designed such that they can accept
special clip -in adaptors for Cine, AEG
(European hubs) or NAB reels. The NAB
adaptors are Revox types fitting on to
the special Cine type adaptors which clip
into the reel platters.
From the reels the tape passes to fully
protected large diameter (about 60 mm)
rollers fitted above holes in the deck
plate. Whilst the right hand roller has
no function except as a tape guide the
left roller is fitted with a slotted
tachometer disc, the rotation of this is
detected by infra -red and is used to
detect tape speed for the servo system
and tape timer.
Following in the tape path at either
-
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side are fully protected tape tension

arms with an edge guide at the far side
of the spring loaded arms. The position
of the arms (hence tape tension) is
detected by effectively an eccentric disc
on the arm hubs, the position of which is
sensed by an arrangement of infra -red
diodes with their associated electronics
having two adjustments for each board.
From the fixed guides the tape
proceeds to the head area to the right of
which is the directly driven capstan. The
metal capstan of 7.986 mm diameter is
directly driven by a DC printed motor
fitted with an optical tachometer disc on
the other end of its shaft.
The pinch roller is operated by a
solenoid fitted with a variable
transformer type position sensor, the
solenoid moving a cast alloy linkage
which provides positive positioning of the
roller.
The headblock itself plugs into a
floating 25 -way D connector and is based
on a 5.9 mm thick, black anodised, alloy
plate. To the back of the plate two
hollow stainless steel legs locate on
spigots let into the deck plate providing
positive lateral location with a third leg
at the centre back providing further
vertical location.
To the front, fixed guides at the entry
and exit locate the tape in addition to
providing a further vertical reference for
the headblock which is secured to the
deck plate by a single non -captive Allen
screw.

Heads are a ferrite, twin gap erase head
and metal record and replay heads by
Woelke in the 2.75 mm stereo format.
These are slung below the headblock
plate with identical mountings giving
solid location with azimuth and tilt
adjustments, there being a needle
bearing flutter roller adjacent to the
replay head.
When in position on the recorder, the
headblock is covered with an alloy trim
which incorporates a splicing block
having 90, 60 and 45° cutting angles.
However, an option is a pair of inbuilt
scissors operated by pressing a plunger
to the rear of the headblock. These
operate in a rather cunning way in
conjunction with the two combined tape
lifters and edge guides located between
the erase and record heads and between
the record and replay heads. These are
independently operated by solenoids
equipped with variable transformer
position sensors.
One feature is that touching the
scissors plunger operates the right hand
tape lifter before cutting the tape
precisely above the replay head at 45 °.
Another novel feature of the tape lifters
is that their normal operation depends
upon tape speed, such that they lift the
tape above a preset speed of 60 in /s.
The tape transport controls are
recessed into the top of the extrusion
that forms the front of the unit with a
small monitoring loudspeaker being

located behind holes in the front of the
extrusion. The level at this loudspeaker
and at the headphones jack in the top of
the extrusion is controlled by a lever
which operates the level potentiometer,

inserting the headphones mutes the
loudspeaker. Whilst the headphone feed
is in stereo the loudspeaker is fed with
left plus right.
To the right of the controls two
illuminated pushbuttons select the
current tape speed only whilst in the
stop mode. The very clear tape timer to
the left of the controls follows the tape
speed setting showing time in hours,
minutes and seconds with negative
readings being shown. In addition the
tape timer can display tape speed in
inches per second.
Associated with the tape timer are four
pushbuttons one of which resets the
timer to zero and another of which
locates zero time, remaining illuminated
during this operation. The second pair of
buttons set and locate a cue point, it
being possible to set the cue point at any
tape speed. Pressing one of the locate
buttons followed by start, locates the
desired point and then puts the machine
into replay without stopping.
At the centre of the controls are the
conventional fast, play, record and stop
buttons, all illuminated buttons
indicating the current status. In addition
there is an Edit button and a rotary
control. A number of editing possibilities
are available. The rotary control is a
touch sensitive variable speed winding
control. This is activated by touching it
simultaneously with the Edit button after
which the tape may be wound in either
direction at variable speed by moving
the control, however, the tape speed
remains constant for any given control
setting. This allows the tape to be wound
for storage at any fixed high speed, the
normal high speed winding being far too
fast for good winding at 500 in/s.
Pressing the Edit button in the
variable fast mode puts the tape in
contact with the replay head. Another
trick with the Edit button is to press edit
in the replay mode when the tape is
lifted from the record head. Record may
then be entered with the tape out of
contact with the record and erase
heads -subsequently pressing play and
record allows programme to be dropped in as the record head tape lifter drops
the tape on to the record and erase
heads.
In the normal stop mode the tape may
be rock -and -roll edited by handling either
spool with the edit button releasing tape
tension in this condition. From here,
pressing start initiates the tape dump
mode.
An anti -dump mode is entered by

pressing and holding the Play button
with the tape tension released around
the pay -off spool and using manual tape
tension to wind the tape on to the take
up spool -care is needed here, as any
-
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tape tension arriving at the pay -off spool
will initiate an immediate and violent
action by the pay -off motor. Provided
manual tape tension is used the machine
can also replay tape loops and short
lengths of tape.
A number of options are available
using six sections of the 8 -way dual in
line (DIL) switch on the mother board
within the drawer. The audio outputs
may be muted in the stop mode and
demuted only with the tape at the
normal running speed, or, also demuted
in the stop mode and only muted in fast
wind and during acceleration to the play
speed.
After editing the tape tension may be
restored by pressing start, wind or edit
wind, however, a DIL switch also allows
the automatic tape tensioning to be
restored by manually applying tension to
both spools.
Spool braking is normally achieved by
dynamic braking but this may be
switched off to give very steady tape
handling and a long stop time and also
the replay head tape lifter may be
activated or not activated in the edit
wind mode. The further DIL switch
functions select either high or low speed
operation at switch on and select a
steady or flashing stop light when the
tape is not loaded.
The optional VU meter bridge, which
was not supplied with the review
machine, is easily retrofitted to the rear
of the machine to which it is secured by
four screws.
In addition to containing the two VU
meters, above which are record
indicators, the bridge has four
potentiometers for uncalibrated input
and output level settings for the two
channels. A single switch in each
channel sets both the input and output
levels to calibrated or uncalibrated.
A further switch puts both meters to
measure either the input level or replay
level, these being identified as PRE or
POST. Finally a further switch with a
warning LED selects calibrated speed or
varispeed, the latter being controlled by
coarse and fine speed adjustment
potentiometers. Simultaneously pressing
the play button and the current speed
select button displays the current tape
speed in the tape timer display with a
resolution of Itin in /s whilst the buttons
remain depressed.
The mechanical finish of the machine
is excellent and to the highest European
standards with servicing of the
mechanical parts being extremely simple.
Turning to the electronics, there is
rather a large number of adjustments
relating to the operation of the tape
transport but the control method has
been carefully chosen and provided that
the circuits are stable this should not
present any problem.
With all integrated circuits being
socketed and all boards being plug
connected either to other boards or by
82
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means of ribbon cables fitted with
insulation displacement connectors,
servicing of the electronics is
straightforward. Whilst I would have
preferred' to see component
identifications on the printed circuit
boards, good layout diagrams and clear
circuits are included in the instruction
manual.
In operation the machine is extremely
quiet with the minimum of noise when
starting and stopping-in fact the
pushbuttons make more noise than the
solenoids! The complete machine ran
very cool with no detectable temperature
rise of the deck plate or reel hubs.
At sensible tape speeds the machine
wound tape well but the fast wind speed
of 500 in/s is asking too much and I feel
is should be halved whenever
operationally possible. The tape tension
was unusually well controlled, being 80 g
at either reel in the play mode and
peaking around 160 g at maximum
acceleration in the fast modes in which
it fell back to 80 g once speed stability
had been reached.

Inputs and outputs
The floating, transformer coupled input
were found to have an impedance of

constant with gain with the good
common mode rejection being shown in
Fig 1. As received the input level for
recording 320 nWb /m on Ampex 456 tape
was +0.3 dBm at 15 in /s or -0.3 dBm at
71/2 in /s with the record level control
having 8 dBm gain in hand and being of
the full range type.
The maximum input level that could
be handled was in excess of +36 dBm
with thé overall input capabilities being
entirely satisfactory.
At the floating, transformer coupled,
replay outputs the level as received for
replaying 320 nWb /m was -0.3 dBm for
both channels at 15 in /s and at 71/2 in /s
with the available range of the replay
sensitivity controls being +17 dB to -off
The output impedance was found to be
10 kSl

about 18 S2 at 1 kHz with the output
drive capability being in excess of
+30 dBm. At the unbalanced sync
outputs the available level for a recorded
fluxivity of 320 nWb /m was +18 dBm
from a source impedance in the order of
70 S2. As received the sync outputs
delivered +5.8 dBm for a recorded
fluxivity of 320 nWb /m.
At the headphone monitor outputs one
channel was faulty having low gain with
the other being capable of clipping the
output at 5 VRMS out from a very low
impedance, the headphone gain control
having a satisfactory range.
Commands delivered to the tape deck
remote control connector are either
returned to +24 VDC (included in the
connector) or to 0 V with momentary
contact being required to initiate the
various commands. Those commands
returned to +24 VDC such as start, stop
and rewind required a contact rated at
175 mA whilst the commands returned to
zero were +5 VDC levels drawing
4.3 mA when grounded.
The remaining signals of interest at
this connector are the capstan sync
connection and the varispeed connection.
The latter needs to be fed from the
centre tap of a potentiometer between
±15 VDC.
The remote record indicator output at
the 3 -pin Tuchel connector delivered
+22.7 VDC from a source impedance of
approximately 180 S2 when the machine
was set to the record mode.

Frequency response
The replay frequency response was
initially checked against the nominal
IEC equalisation of 35 ps at 15 in/s and
70 ps at 71/2 in/s using BASF calibration
tapes. Whilst the azimuth was correct
both channels at both speeds showed a
small lack of high frequency response.
This was confirmed using Ampex
calibration tapes with the results shown
in Table 1.
Before correcting these deviations the
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FIG.2
RECORD/REPLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE
ZERO LEVEL -20dB /320nWb /m

FIG.3
RECORD /SYNC RESPONSE
ZERO LEVEL -20dB /320nWb /m
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1

Replay frequency response
Left channel

+0/ -1 dB
+2/ -2 dB

15 in /s

12.5
18.0
12.5
18.0

in /s +0/ -1 dB

Ref:

+0/ -2 dB

1

kHz
kHz

2

Record /replay frequency response
Left channel

+1/ -1
+1/ -3
71/2 in /s +1/ -1
+1/ -3
Ref: 1 kHz

dB
dB
dB
dB

30 Hz to 19.0
26 Hz to 20.7
30 Hz to 17.5
18 Hz to 18.8
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kHz
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record /replay frequency response was
investigated using Ampex 456 tape for
which the machine had been aligned by
the manufacturer. As shown in Fig 2 the
overall frequency response was very flat
with both channels being closely
matched to within 1 dB. In addition the
head profiles gave the very minimum of
low frequency deviations.
Table 2 shows the record /replay

11lliii1

_

50

100

frequency response of the two channels
for both tape speeds.
The record/sync response at the two
tape speeds is shown in Fig 3 where
again the channels are closely matched.
The performance at 15 in /s is very good.
However, it was felt that the 71/2 in /s
performance could be improved by better
machine alignment. Fig 4 shows how the
high frequency response can be raised
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-3 dB point around 8 kHz.
The low frequency and three high

giving a

frequency equalisers were investigated at
7'/z in/s. Bear in mind that equalisation
is set to a particular standard by
inserting sub-boards thus the available
range is not intended to cover more than
a single equalisation standard.
Fig 5 shows that the low frequency
equaliser has cut available but no boost,
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REVIEW
with nothing to spare when covering the
3180 µs time constant or an infinite time
constant. Alse shown is the mid
TABLE

Weighted noise

3:

frequency equaliser which has an
adequate range.
The performance of the mid-high
Reference level

Measurement method
A- weighted RMS
CCIR- weighted RMS
CCIR- weighted quasi -peak
CCIR -weighted ARM ref 2 kHz
TABLE 4 Left/right noise -no tape

15

`

65.3
56.8
51.8
62.2

Reference level
in/s IEC
Replay
Unweighted 22 Hz to 22 kHz
62.L63.3 dB
A- weighted RMS
74.2/78.2 dB
CCIR -weighted RMS
69.7/72.7 dB
CCIR -weighted quasi -peak
62.7/68.7 dB
CCIR -weighted ARM ref 2 kHz 76.7/79.2 dB

Measurement method

in /s IEC

(320 nWb/m) to noise
71/2

dB
dB
dB
dB

in/s IEC

64.7
55.8
52.9
63.3

(320 nWb /m)

15

frequency equaliser is shown in Fig 6
and the high frequency peaking
equaliser in Fig 7, both having a useful
effect. Overall the three high frequency
equalisers allow a very flat frequency
response to be obtained.
In practice the same circuits (with one
small exception) are used for the replay
and sync functions but the response of
the latter is limited by the record head
gap, making very high frequency
equalisation rather meaningless.
Similarly the record equalisers were
investigated at 71/2 in /s using Ampex 456
tape over -biased by 3.5 dB at 10 kHz
with the range of the equalisers being
well contrived as shown in Fig 8 for the
medium -high equaliser and Fig 9 for the
high frequency equaliser.
Overall the equalisers in the record
and replay amplifiers permit precise
adjustment of the frequency response at
medium and high frequencies. Whilst the
adjustments of this number of controls is
time consuming, the results are well
worthwhile if a really flat frequency
response is to be obtained. I would,
however, like to see a little more range
in the low frequency replay equalisers.

dB
dB
dB

dB

to noise
in/s IEC
Replay

Sync

63.7/63.7
74.2/76.2
66.7/69.7
59.2/65.2
74.2/76.2

55.2/56.7 dB
69.7/71.0 dB
64.2/65.7 dB
59.7/62.2 dB
703/71.7 dB

71/2

Sync
57.0/58.2 dB
69.7/72.2 dB
67.2/69.2 dB
62.2/64.7 dB
72.2/73.7 dB

dB
dB
dB
dB
dB

FIG.5
LF AND MID -HF EQUALISERS
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MID -HF REPLAY EQUALISER
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FIG.7
HF REPLAY EQUALISER
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Weighted noise varied little between the
replay mode and the sync mode when
replaying Ampex 456 tape which had
been recorded with bias but no audio
signal. Table 3 shows the averaged
results for both channels in normal
replay and in sync.
Unweighted measurements band
limited 22.4 Hz to 22.4 kHz under the
same conditions in the replay mode
averaged 60.2 dB and in the sync mode
55.6 dB, all the replay figures agreeing
closely with the manufacturer's claims.
Measurements of the machine with the
amplifiers unmuted but with no tape
running, are another story. Table 4
shows the left /right noise for the normal
replay and the sync modes. The first
thing apparent from these figures is that
in normal replay the quasi -peak figures
show the left channel to be significantly
worse than the right channel, the other
figures following this pattern. This is
caused by breakthrough from the digital

FIG.9
HF RECORD EQUALISER
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WORLDWIDE AGENTS
USA

Klark Teknik Inc.
New York 249 3660
Australia
Syntec
Sydney 406 4700
Belgium
TEM
D4beek 5691823
France

Regscene
Paris 4374 5836

Canada

The BSS DPR402

Gerr

uses novel high spec

Toronto 868 0528

double- side-chain

Germany
Audio Vertrieb

architecture to give
total flexibility on

Quickborn 41 066 9999

two channels. This

Japon

MTC

new approach

Tokyo 295 4731

also makes dynamic

South Africa

equolisahon, LF only

Colosseum Acoustics
Johannesburg 234541

compression and

Spain

signal mixing

Lezon

possible. It features

level dependent

Barcelona 2034804

Active knee

Switzerland
WA Gunther
Zurich 391 3939

-a

variable contour
compression knee
for varied situations.

New Zealand

Maser
Auckland 479 5304

Active window

Compresses
De-esses
Expands
Limits

-

Manual control of
frequency band

Israel

Mor Productions
Tel

W

range.

Aviv 454 003

Denmark

Active metering -

SC Sounds

Expressive LED

Taastrup 99 8877

metering for total

Sweden

creative control.

Intersonic
Stockholm 744 5850
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electronics into the left channel via the
ribbon cables which are fed across the
top of the audio amplifier board, the
breakthrough varying with the position
of the ribbon cables.
Whilst this situation is unsatisfactory,
the margin between noise in the right
channel with and without tape is
excellent in the weighted measurements.
Whilst noise in the sync mode is
deteriorated in comparison with normal
replay, the performance is quite
satisfactory. Power line hum within the
machine was not a problem but as no
hum shield is incorporated over the
replay head, some care is needed to site
the machine clear of magnetic fields as it
is prone to hum pickup from external
sources.
Harmonic distortion at 1 kHz when
recording on Ampex 456 tape over -biased
by 3.5 dB at 20 kHz at 15 in/s or 10 kHz
at 71/2 in/s was good as shown in Table
5. Clearly the 100 kHz bias frequency
has low even order distortion with the
maximum output level for 3% third
harmonic distortion being +10.5 dB
reference 320 nWb /m at both tape speeds.
The maxium record drive had a margin
greater than 10 dB above this level with
the replay amplifier having a similar
good margin. Recording and replaying a
1 kHz square wave produced Fig 10
which is rather unusual and I suspect is
related to some form of phase
compensation in the machine.

EVIEW

Wow, flutter and speed

Crosstalk between tracks shown in
13 for 15 in /s is approximately 10 dB

Wow and flutter was measured to the
IEC quasi -peak standard both weighted

better than the manufacturer's claim,
being 50 dB at 1 kHz. Erasure of a
1 kHz tone at 15 in /s was better than
82 dB for both tracks -a satisfactory
performance.

and unweighted at the beginning, middle
and end of the NAB reel of tape. Very
good and consistent results were
obtained as given in Table 6.
Tape speed variations from the
beginning to the end of a reel were less
than 0.005% with the relation between
the two tape speeds being to within
0.13% -this error being subject to
adjustment.
The varispeed voltage input could vary
the speed over an extremely wide range
with the speed variation closely
approximating 10% per volt input,
positive or negative for increase or
decrease in tape speed.

Summary
The Lyrec TR55 is a very well built
machine with a finish matching the best
standards of mechanical engineering.
The novel design makes the machine
unusually easy to maintain with access
to all parts being really excellent.
In the electronics area the majority of
adjustments have a sensible range with
the mixture of multiturn and
conventional potentiometers providing
precise alignment. There are, however,
rather a large number of adjustments
both in the audio channels and in the
transport control.
Overall the audio performance was
very good but the manufacturer should
do something about the noise in the left
audio channel introduced by the ribbon
cable.
The tape transport has particularly
good features for editing with its variety
of tape handling modes, with tape
handling normally being good. However,
a degree of care is needed when editing
in some modes as the reel motors can be
accidently started.

Other matters
Recording a 10 kHz tone at 15 in /s and
undertaking a narrow band spectrum
analysis of the replayed tone produced
Fig 11 which shows remarkably good
lack of sidebands with those that do
exist being at ±15 Hz and ±30 Hz from
the carrier, this corresponding to the
capstan diameter.
Phase jitter between the tracks was
also to an excellent standard as shown in
Fig 12 for a 10 kHz tone at 15 in/s where
the vertical scale is 5° per division and
the horizontal scale 1 s per division.
FIG 10

REPLAYING

TABLE

Speed
15
71/2

in /s
in /s

15

PHASE JITTER

0.42/0.447

0.05/0.04 9r
0.035/0.045 %r

0.63/0.58/

Beginning

Middle

End

in /s
in /s

0.018 %r
0.016%

0.0187

0.018%
0.019%

in /s
in /s

0.055 %r

0.06%

0.08%

0.085'

0.018%

Unweighted
71/2

kHz SQUARE WAVE

Harmonic distortion
Second harmonic Third harmonic

Tape speed
Weighted
15

FIG 12
1

5

TABLE 6 Wow and flutter

71/2

Fig

0.06%
0.09 %r

FIG.11

NARROW BAND SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
1kHz TONE AT 15 IN /S

FIG.13

CROSSTALK AT 15 IN /S
ZERO LEVEL -70dB
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NEUTRIK
Innovate Continuously
1
DISTRIBUTION

,

It

NATIONWIDE

jj

'FX' Series
Neutrik's new line connector the `FX' Series is a totally new
concept in connector design. The 'FX' series is probably
the smallest professional XLR type connector on the
market. One piece, die -cast housing, no screws, but fitted
with unique rear mounted connector inserts enabling easy
and very fast assembly. Neutrik connectors are extensively
and consistently chosen for broadcasting and by sound

Sole Agent

UK

Eardley Electronics Ltd.

equipment manufacturers and are delivered nationwide
through a network of leading distributors.

New Jack Plugs: -'NP' Series

Simultaneously Neutrik are introducing a super robust all
metal die -cast 1/4" jack plug including similar functional
design to the `FX' without any riveted contact elements for
long lasting use even in the most difficult environments.

Telephone:

01 -221 0606

Telex: 23894

HOUNSLOW CENTRAL
HOUNSLOW WEST
HATTON CROSS
HEATHROW CENTRAL
POWERPLAY

NEXT STOP ON
THE PICCADILLY
At least that's the way we, and many of our English clients, think
of Powerplay Studios.
15 Minutes from Zurich Airport

- 90 minutes from London - you

will find our two studio facility, complete with SSL 4000E and

Total Recall, Studer A800, a mouth -watering choice of
outboard equipment and just about everything else you would
expect in a top London Studio except the hassle.
We hardly dare mention our residential facilities, leisure area, lake
views, ski -ing, and the very special advantages of working in
Switzerland, irresistible? We hope so. To find out more contact
Silvia Hagen at Powerplay.

-

POWERPLAY
RECORDING STUDIOS AG

CH 8124, MAUR ZURICH. SWITZERLAND Telephone 01 -980 1521/22

Mosses & Mitchell
are the largest
manufacturer of Audio Jacks and
Jackfields in the UK. We are approved
suppliers to the BBC, British Telecom, Pye
Telecommunications and many other major
telecommunication companies throughout the world.
We manufacture a complete range of Audio Jacks &
Jackfields and offer a design and manufacturing
service geared to meet your specific requirements.
For further information and technical data on our
products contact:

MOSSES &
MITCHELL
Mosses & Mitchell Limited

Weydon Lane, Farnham Surrey GU9 8OL
Telephone: Farnham 721236 (STD 0252)
Telex: 858820
89

Sowter
Transformers

D

D

With over 45 years' experience in the design and manufacture of several
hundred thousand transformers we can supply:

AUDIO FREQUENCY
TRANSFORMERS OF EVERY TYPE
YOU NAME IT! WE MAKE IT!
OUR RANGE INCLUDES
Microphone transformers (all types), Microphone Splitter /Combiner transformers. Input
and Output transformers, Direct Injection transformers for Guitars, Multi- Secondary
output transformers, Bridging transformers, Line transformers, Line transformers to B.T.
Isolating Test Specification, Tapped impedance matching transformers, Gramophone
Pickup transformers, Audio Mixing Desk transformers all types), Miniature transformers,
Microminiature transformers for PCB mounting, Experiementaltransformers, Ultra low
frequency transformers, Ultra linear and other transformers for Transistor and Valve
Amplifiers up to 500 watts, Inductive Loop Transformers, Smoothing Chokes, Filter,
Inductors, Amplifiers to 100 volt line transformers (from a few watts up to 1,000 watts),
100 volt line transformers to speakers, Speaker matching transformers (all powers),
Column Loudspeaker transformers up to 300 watts or more.
We can design for RECORDING QUALITY, STUDIO QUALITY HI -FI QUALITY OR P.A.
QUALITY. OUR PRICES ARE HIGHLY COMPETITIVE AND WE SUPPLY LARGE OR
SMALL QUANTITIES AND EVEN SINGLE TRANSFORMERS. Many standard types are
in stock and normal dispatch times are short and sensible.
OUR CLIENTS COVER A LARGE NUMBER OF BROADCASTING AUTHORITIES, MIXING
DESK MANUFACTURERS, RECORDING STUDIOS, HI -FI ENTHUSIASTS, BAND
GROUPS, AND PUBLIC ADDRESS FIRMS. Export is a speciality and we have overseas
clients in the COMMONWEALTH, E.E.C., USA, MIDDLE EAST, etc. Send for our
questionnaire which, when completed, enables us to post quotations by return.

E.A. Sowter Ltd.

COURSE FOR STUDIO ENGINEERS
THE NEXT COURSE IN THE SERIES WILL BE HELD
SEPTEMBER 7 -12 1986
UNIVERSITY OF SURREY
This highly -successful series is designed for sound
engineers, artist engineers, managers, directors and
other personnel involved in the recording of sound for
records, radio, television, theatre, video, film and
educational purposes.

The Course includes lectures on each link in the chain
of operations, Microphone to Finished Product, to
record sound for:
Professional Recording Studios Radio
Television Video
using a large range of modern equipment assembled
especially for this Course +workshops.

Prospectus from:

Manufacturers and Designers

E.A. SOWTER LTD. (Established 19411: Reg.No. England 303990
The Boat Yard, Cullingham Road, Ipswich IP1 2EG, Suffolk
P.O. Box 36, Ipswich IP1 2EL, England
Phone: 0473 52794 and 0473 219390

APRS

Chestnut Avenue,
Chorleywood, Herts., U.K.
23

Telephone: 0923 772907

Telex 987703G Sowter

ASTOUNDING
SOUNDING BEL
Bel EDE Pre- Pîvgrammable , Sequencing, DDL /Sampler

Window Edit
99 Memories
Sequencing
Reverse

Pitch Shift

MIDI Control
Disk Storage

Remote
Studio Equipment Distribution

t,ailable from all good London Dealers.
Regional distributors Carlsbra Sound
Sound Control
.-

Michael Stevens f Partners

Don Larking Audio Sales

JSC

Jones + Crossland

ABC Music

Audio Services

29 Guildford Street, Luton, Beds., LU12NQ
90
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Tel: Luton (0582) 452495

the know -how, the back -up and the goods

AVCOM

SPECIALISTS IN CASSETTE DUPLICATORS
SUPPLIERS OF

TELEX
HIGH SPEED DUPLICATORS

The TELEX 61 20 -just one of

a wide range of cassette duplicators for the production of audio
and data cassettes. Efficient and durable. TELEX equipment is backed up by 15 years of AVCOM
experience and reliability.

Tony Martin, AVCOM SYSTEMS LTD, Stanlake Mews, London W12 7HS Tel no 01 -740 0051 Telex 892513

Why do Jensen Tiansformers have
Clearer Midrange and Top End?
The high frequency rolloff of a Jensen
Transformer is optimized, by computer
analysis, to fit the Bessel Low Pass Filter
response. This means minimum overshoot
and ringing and flat group delay for best time
alignment of all spectral components of the
musical waveform.

e

OTHER

JE-11P-1

In other words, the harmonics arrive

at the same time as the fundamental

STEP WAVEFORM

frequency.
The result is a clear midrange and top
end without the harsh, edgy sound which
has been one of the most objectionable

sonic complaints about transformers.
There's no "midrange smear."
Only Jensen has this benefit of hi -tech
computer optimization.

OTHER"

-

GROUP DELAY

Visitors by appointment only. Closed Fridays.

ON

200k

(213) 876 -0059

10735 BURBANK BOULEVARD NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91601

jensen transformers
I

N C O R P O R A T E D

9

1

WED

THURS

FRI

JUNE 25 26 & 27
10.00 to 18.00 hours

T

INTERNATIONAL PROFESSIONAL
RECORDING EQUIPMENT

D

OLYMPIA 2, KENSINGTON, LONDON

Alice (Stancoil Limited)
Audio Services

Elliott Bros (Audio Systems) Ltd

Playback Studio

Eardley Electronics Limited

Penny & Giles Limited

Allen & Heath Brenell Ltd

Ernest Turner

Professional Recording Equipment

Audio Design Calrec Ltd
Audio Systems Components Ltd
Audix Limited

E.M.O. Systems

Armon Electronics Limited

Co. Limited

Film Tech Electronics Limited

Publison

Fetiver Limited

Professional Audio Ltd

Future Film Developments

Quested Monitoring

Amek Systems & Controls Limited
Ampex Great Britain Limited

Formula Sound Limited

Quad Electroacoustics Limited

G.T.C. Limited

Rebis Audio Limited

Autograph Sales Ltd
Advanced Music Systems

Graff Electronic Machines Limited
Harman Audio UK Limited

Record Construction

Audio Kinetics Limited

H.W. International

Roland UK Limited

Akai (UK) Limited
AKG Akustische U. Kino -Gerate

Hill Audio Limited

Scenic Sounds Equipment

H.H. Electronics Limited

Studiomaster

AKG Acoustics Limited

Harrison Information Technology

Space Logic

Avcom Systems Limited
Audio Developments

HHB Hire & Sales

Solid State Logic

Hayden Laboratories Limited

Studio Sound

Applied Microsystems

I.T.A.

Sellmark

Aces (UK) Limited

International Musician

Studio Spares

Anders Electronics Limited

Industrial Acoustics Company

Sound Engineer

Audio Music Marketing Limited
Audio Video Marketing Limited
Agfa -Gevaert Limited
B.A.S.F. United Kingdom Limited

Jackson Music Limited

Strudwick Research Limited

Klark -Teknik PLC

Sonifex

Rhino Distribution

Keith Monks Limited

Sony Broadcast Limited

KEF Electronics Ltd

John Hornby Skewes & Co. Ltd

BBC Transcription

K.W. Electronics Limited

Shuttlesound

F.W.O. Bauch Limited

Kemps Publishing Group Limited

Surrey Electronics

Britannia Row

Kelsey Acoustics Limited

Stirling Audio Systems Limited

Branch & Appleby Limited

King Instrument Corporation

Beyer Dynamic

Lennard Developments Limited

Soundout Labs. Limited
Sifam Limited

Brooke Siren Systems Limited

Lindos Electronics

Bell & Howell Limited

Lyrec (UK) Limited

Soundcraft Electronics
Sound Technology Limited

Bruel & Kjaer (UK) Limited

NEAL (Lee James Electronics Ltd)

Tape One

Connectronics

Turbosound Sales Limited

Cadac Electronics Limited

Mitsubishi Pro Audio Group
Munro Associates

Cetec International Limited

Midas

Turnkey (Bandive Limited)
Tandberg Limited

TracSystems

Canford Audio Limited

Minim Electronics Limited

Clyde Electronics

Tannoy Limited

Cunnings Recording Associates

Mosses & Mitchell Limited
Musimex

Crow Broadcast Systems Limited

Music Week

Tom Hidley Design

Philip Drake Electronics Limited

Marquee Electronics

Trident Audio Developments Ltd

D.D.A.

Martin Audio

Trad Limited

Drawmer Marketing

MTR Limited

Tape Automation

D.W. Labs Limited

Mike Jones Associates

Technical Projects Limited

Dolby Laboratories Inc

Music Lab

Electromusic

Neve Electronics Limited

Yamaha Kemble Music (UK) Ltd
Zonal Limited

Electrospace

Otari Electric (UK) Limited

EXHIBITORS KNOWN

AT TIME OF GOING

TAM /England

TO PRESS

Tickets: APRS, 23 CHESTNUT AVENUE
CHORLEYWOOD WD3 4HA, ENGLAND
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HARDWARE
HOUSE

GENELEC
THE SOUND INVESTMENT

TR IAM P 1022A

As UK distributors for flady radio systems and
Countryman microphones, we brought together two produrts
which between them can produce the high dynamic range
and audio quality essential for live performance.
To find out more about these and our full range of
technical and engineering services and equipment rental,
phone us on

01 -986 6111
hardware House (Sound) Limited
West Works, Chalgrove Road, Morning Lane, London E9 6PE

AA

rai

UN distributors for
(lady radio systems and Countryman microphones.
Dealers for
AMEN/TAC (live performance), Amcron; Court, JBL.

University of Surrey
GUILDFORD
GU2 5XH
PERFORMING RIGHT SOCIETY

JOHN LENNON
MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP

GENELEC

Post- Graduate Courses specialising in Sound Recording
A unique opportunity for suitably qualified graduates to compete for this one year award, having a maximum value exceeding £5,000, to be provided for
study in the field of Sound Recording at MMus or Diploma level.

P.O. Box 36
SF -74101 ISALM
I

I

FINLAND
Phone Int. + 358 77 13311
Tlx 4452 audio sf

Comprehensive studio facilities are provided within the University's Music
Department, incorporating digital recording devices, many professional
microphones, and multitrack equipment. Regular concerts and other musical
activity ensure a useful supply of music to record, and an equipment van is
also available for use at external events.

Further information from Mr. David Fisher
The John Lennon Scholarship is awarded by the Performing Right Society

GENELEC DISTRIBUTORS IN EUROPE

A4 size STUDIO SOUND binders are now
available leach holds 12 copies).
Keep your copies of STUDIO SOUND in
smart black binders with the title in gold
block letters on the spine.
At only £3.50 each
including inland and overseas postage
and packing. Send your order with
cheque or postal order to: Modern Bookbinders Ltd., Chadwick Street, Blackburn,
Lancs BB2 4AG (state clearly your name
and address and the relevant magazine

I

MUST SEND
MONEY ORDER

Ong BENUM AIS
Postboks 145 Vinderen
0319 OSLO 3

SPAIN
Fading S A
Servando Batanero,
MADRID 17

SWEDEN
Intersonic AB
Box 42133

Tel 02- 145460

Tel

i

NORWAY

Telex 77681 benum

n

8

01-408 6700
Telex 44330

Audioscript

B

Nieuw Loosdrechtsediik 107
1231 KP LOOSDRECHT
Tel 2158 -5124
Telex 43953 audio nl

126 12 STOCKHOLM
Tel 08- 744 5850

Telex 11136 insonic
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WEST GERMANY
FF

D

Verinebsgesellsc natt

READERS

INTERNATIONAL

THE NETHERLANDS

Tel. 2 -465 2917
Telex 63033 vvl b

title).
OVERSEAS

ITALY
Audio Equipment S.R.L.
Via Carlo Rota, 37
20052 MONZA (Milano)
Tel. 03-836 767
Telex 323668 audio

BELGIUM
HES Electronics
Viiegwezenlaan 6
1730 ZELLIK

NEW

(Limited number of old
size binders available).

Nordendslrasse
8000 MUNCHEN 40
Tel 08278 0404
Telex 528592 gtcff d
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Precision Acoustical Measurements
with FFT's, Scopes and Meters.
The system includes:
Type Measurement Microphone(s),
Companion Preamplifier(s) and Cables.
Available in 1, Y and 1/4 Inch Models.
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ACO Pacific, Inc.,
(415) 595 -8588
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2604 Read Avenue
Belmont, CA 94002

ACOustics Begins with ACO
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Put More

Does your drum kit sound loose, untogether and less than desirable? Is the kick suffering and the tom sagging? Then tighten
them up with Gatex, from U.S. Audio.
Gatex has four independent channels for noise gating or expanInSion. Gatex's Program Controlled Sustain offers natural decay instead of harsh cutoff. The extremely fast Program Dependent Attack
is swift enough to accommodate percussives, yet eliminates turn -on
pop and noise,
There's more; the optimized ratios in the expand
modes can be switched from 1:2, for "soft" gating, to
2:3 for up to 20dB of apparent dynamic noise reduction, so now you can
clean up your act...quietly
Gatex puts more snap. and less crackle, in your sound. Call your U.S.
Audio dealer for a free demonstration.
AM

Snap
Your Snare

.
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USAudio Inc. P.O. Box 40878 NASHVILLE, TN 37204 (615) 297 -1098
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DOES YOUR LIMITER
MASSACRE YOUR SOLID?
.. literally

can run hotter levels to maximize
signal -to-noise levels without fear of
chopping up your sound. The new Aphex
overloading your recording or transfer
Dominator' is the perfect solution.
mediums.
Unlike dumb, over-threshold devices, the
The Dominator is ideal for an y situation
Dominator is an intelligent 3 -band limiter
where clipping is a
with a proprietary
problem, such as
circuit which varies
Provides Absolute Peak Ceiling.
digital audio, disc
the threshold for
'Ibtal transparency below
mastering, video post
limiting. The result is
processing threshold.
production and film.
an absolute peak
Increased loudness
Stop massacring your
ceiling while
Freedom from spectral gain
sound. Ask your audio
maintaining a
intermodulation
professional for a free
transparent sound.
Minimal loss of transient feel
trial of the Aphex
Selectable crossover
High density capability
Dominator. Once
frequencies, plus high
Flexible -easy to use
you've
heard it, you'll
and low frequency
Multiple applications
never
be
satisfied
drive controls allow
Made in U.S.A.
with your old limiters.
creative flexibility.
Most limiters are far from perfect

Systems Ltd.
13340 Saticoy Street

You

rtgicAphex
®

North Hollywood, Ca 91605 (818) 765 -2212 TWX: 910 -321 -5762

Dominator is a trademark of Aphex Systems Ltd.
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AKG
acoustics

PPrUS 01.540 2184
Express studio equipment rental service
DIGITAL RECORDERS
SYNCHRONISERS
DRUM COMPUTERS
KEYBOARDS

DIGITAL DELAY
DIGITAL REVERS
ANALOGUE EFFECTS
VIDEO EQUIPMENT

SALES AND TECHNICAL SERVICES
PA-VS offers a range of new and used studio equipment for sale
at competitive prices plus a comprehensive studio and studio
equipment design and installation service. Repairs and modifications carried out on most makes of equipment.
Palmer A -V Systems Ltd. 67 Mostyn Road, London SW19 3LL.

AKG

Proudly

CLEAN
JACKFIELDS
NO DOWN
TIME

Presents the

New Ultra
Linear Series
Condenser
Microphones
of the Future:

VERTIGO BURNISHERS AND INJECTORS RESTORE ORIGINAL
PERFORMANCE TO YOUR JACKFIELDS
VERTIGO GPO TRS %! AND TT BANTAM BURNISHERS: Each used to eliminate noise
caused by contamination of main contacts in normal patching situations.

VERTIGO GPO/TRS'/ " AND TT/BANTAM INJECTORS: Each allows injection
of cleaning solvent into breaking contacts (normals), to eliminate intermittency that occurs when patch
cord has been removed

The New Ultra

e

Linear Series
from AKG is a
generation of
microphones
with unprecedented, truly linear
characteristics.
Low self noise
combined with
high headroom
ensures a microphone dynamic
range of at least
120 dB for the
entire audio range.
Direct A/B comparisons with conventional designs
in their class will
clearly reveal the
excellent characteristics of the
Ultra Linear Series
microphones.
Write for your
free copy of the
C 460 B comb ULS brochure

Catteshall Wharf
Catteshall Lane/
GodaIming
Surrey GU7 1JG
TF: (04868) 25702
TX: 859013 akmic g

Plus Shipping. Please write for additional information and

order form today Used by Professionals Worldwide Patents Pending

VERTIGO RECORDING SERVICES
No Hollywood. CA 91607 USA

Telephone

12115

Magnolia Blvd #116

(818) 769 -5232 Telex: 5106006748 VERTIGO RECRD

Your Guarantee
NO GUESSES
NO GIMMICKRY

today.

AKG Acoustics Ltd.

I+

ONLY $29.95 EACH

The circulation of this publication
is independently audited to the
professional standards
administered by the Audit
Bureau of Circulations
AKG AKUSTISCHE U. KINOGERÄTE
GESELLSCHAFT M.B.H.

Brunhildengasse
Wien, Austria
1

A -1150

TF: (43222) 95 65 17 -0'
TX: (47) 131839 akgac a

ABC
The Hallmark of Audited Circulation
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The FRED Free Editing portable system
is a completely self contained 1/4 " audio
cut & splice editing room in a suitcase.
In use in many European Radio & T.V. Stations
News Departments. It is a revolutionary
development for the on the spot reporter and

./ALAN.. ..

g_ ?-1111.

.01411W.,

correspondent who now
has immediate access
to edit his own material,
Interested?
Please contact: Dag Feltner, LYREC (U.K.) Ltd
13 Hampden Hill, BEACONSFIELD, Bucks HP9 1BP
Telephone:
(04946) 4425,

Telex:
838725 TTL. G.

OF DENMARK

=

0

Technology where it counts
Lyrec Manufacturing A/S

Box 199 Hollandsvej 12, DK-2800 Lyngby, Denmark.

Tel: 02 -8763 22.

Telex 37568 lyrec dk.
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THE DIFFERENCE
IS WELL WORTH THE DIFFERENCE

e
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D
Swiss precision craftsmanship always costs a bit more but when you
invest in an FM ACOUSTICS power amplifier you get more than
precision craftsmanship. Thanks to proprietary technologies, unique
selection procedures and circuits, FM ACOUSTICS is rewarding you
with more naturalness and true fidelity.
For the ultimate in musical accuracy move up to FM ACOUSTICS.

There

is no

alternative.

LONDON BOROUGH 3F ISLINGTON

BRITANNIA
ROW

ütl

N.I

éka 01.226 3377
TELEX: 268279 BRITRO G

BRITANNIA ROW LTD
35 BRITANNIA ROW LONDON N18QH

d

FM ACOUSTICS LTD

AVAILABLE NOW
LATEST EDITIONS

Studio Sound Pro -Audio Directory
"...unrivalled professional guide"

FM ACOUSTICS LTD, Tiefenhofstr. 17, CH -8820 Wädenswil /Switzerland

Telephone: 01/ 780 64 44, Telex: 875414 FMAC
US office: FM ACOUSTICS USA. Mr Gene. Michalski. P O Box 854.
Benicia, CA 94510. Tel. (707) 7454444, Telex: 550161
In Canada: Perspective Audio PA. Inc., 23 Chatel, Lorraine, P.Q.
J6Z 3C4 Phone: (514) 621 -4087

Please send me

copies of

Studio Sound
Pro Audio Directory
Please send me

copies of

Professional Video International Yearbook
Please send me

._

.

Professional Video
International Yearbook
"...complete coverage of the

Staging Europe

professional video & TV industry"

$17 USA Airmail

Staging Europe
"...publishing innovation covering every

Includes Postage and Packing.

aspect of staging

a

live show"

copies of

Studio Sound

Professional Video

Staging Europe

£9 (UK)

£27 (UK)

£11 (UK)

£10.50 Europe

£30.50 Europe
$50 USA Airmail
£35.00 World Airmail

£16.50 World Airmail

£12.50 World Airmail

£14.50 Europe
$22 USA Airmail

enclose a cheque /postal order /International money
order payable to Link House Magazines
I

for the amount

NSA

Or debit my credit card

Credit card No.

1

1

1

1

t

t)

_II

a Credit card holders can order by simply ringing

1

1

01 -686

2599

ext 550, quoting credit card No

Signed
Name
Address
(please print)

Please return the completed order form enclosing full
remittance (including delivery) or giving your credit
card number to Professional Publications Group,
Link House Magazines Ltd, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, CR9 2TA, United Kingdom.
Please allow 28 days delivery in Britain, extra overseas
depending on country and delivery method.
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The Dolby XP Series
Professional
Cost-effective

`

:

®
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The Dolby XP Series contains up to
channels of Dolby A -type noise
reduction in 121/4" of rack space,
including power supply. The XP Series
utilizes an on- hoard, integrated noise
reduction circuit instead of the
interchangeable Cat. No. 22 modules
used in the SP Series, providing the
same A -type noise reduction at a price
over 20% lower.
Each XP noise reduction channel
consists of a plug -in Cat. No. 331
module which contains the Dolby_
A -type noise reduction circuitry,
precision input and output amplifiers
with low distortion, controls, and an
accurate LED calibration display. The
24

separate, regulated PS3 power supply,
designed for rack mounting directly
above the noise reduction unit chassis,

_

.

_

.

.,

;:

contains fan cooling and electronicallycontrolled output protection.
The XP Series includes "uncal"
controls, permitting convenient
resetting of Dolby level for playback of
and punch -in on tapes from studios
with different Dolby level standards.
The user can select the option of "hardwired" or electronically- buffered
bypass of individual channels or all
channels simultaneously. The XP
offers discrete FET switching for
reliable, noise -free routing of audio
signals. For convenience of wiring and
for stability, a new detachable multichannel connector plate is used, with
tie bar for the cable form.
Dolby noise reduction is a mainstay
of professional multi -track recording in
studios throughout the world for

.,,,d

f

Series Multi -track record or playback.

music, film, broadcast, television, and
videotape production. Over 90,000
channels are now in use world -wide.
The benefits of Dolby A -type
improved signal -to -noise ratio, lower
distortion, and reduced cross -talk and
print -through are achieved with a
minimum of signal processing and
with resultant high signal integrity.

-

-

DO

Dolby

Dolby Laboratories Inc., 100 Potrero Avenue,
San Francisco CA 94103.
Telephone 14151 5513 0200
Telex 34409
340 Clapham Road, London Stv9 SAP,
Telephone (01) 720 -1111, Telex 919109

"Dolby" and the double -D symbol are trademarks of
Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation.
1.89300
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STUDIO
AND BROADCAST ENGINEERING

AVAILABLE NOW

the new official
guide to APRS
members.
Published by STUDIO SOUND, the
number one sound recording magazine
in the world, in partnership with the
Association of Professional Recording
Studios. This completely new guide is an
essential reference source for
professionals in sound recording
throughout the world.
* Full facility listings to member studios
UK and overseas.
* Main cross referenced sections to
which studio has what, by consoles,
primary monitoring and tape
machines.
* Location maps divided into individual
geographic areas where each studio is
pinpointed by a reference number.
* Comprehensive cross reference
sections.
* Master studio address file.
* Manufactures/Agents section to what
they manufacture and or are agents for.
* Courses and facilities offered by UK

and overseas educational members.

Size A5
92 pages

* Handy A5 size. 81/2" x 53/4 ".

Soft cover

ISBN 0 -86296-029-0

£3I$5net

Professional Publications Group, Link House Magazines (Croydon) Ltd, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, United Kingdom.

Please send me
I

copies APRS Producers Guide

1984/85.
£3.50 (UK). Overseas surface mail £4
Overseas airmail £6

USA

surface mail $6
USA airmail $10

Includes Postage
and Packing

Name

Address

enclose a cheque /postal order/Intemational money order
payable to Link House Magazines for the amount
I

(please print)

Or debit my credit card

VISA

I

Credit card No.

*

Credit card holders can order by simply ringing
ext 136, quoting credit card No.

[Signed

01 -686 2599,

Please return the completed order form enclosing full
remittance (including delivery) or giving your credit
card number to Professional Publications Group,
Link House, Magazines PLC, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, CR9 2TA, United Kingdom.
Please allow 28 days delivery
untry and delivery method.

in Britain,

extra overseas depending on

CLASSIFIEDS
Advertisements for this section must be pre -paid. The rate is 55p per word, minimum £13.75. Box Nos. £3.50 extra. Semi-display rates on
application. Copy and remittance for advertisements in JULY issue must reach these offices by 6th MAY addressed to: The
Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA. Cheques made payable to Link House Publications
(Croydon) Ltd. Note: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and
the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No. indicates its locality. SEX DISCRIMINATION ACT 1975: No job
advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to discriminate on grounds of sex (e.g. by inviting
applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted, unless (1) the job is for the purpose of a private householder or (2) it is in a
business employing less than six persons or (31 it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act. A statement must be
made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.
The attention of advertisers is drawn to "The Business Advertisements (Disclosure) Order 1977 ", which requires that, from 1st January
1978, all advertisements by persons who seek to sell goods in the course of business must make that tact clear. From the above date
consumers therefore should know whether an advertisement relates to a sale by a trader or a private seller.
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CROFT ELECTRONICS. Service and repair
most professional keyboards, amplifiers, tape
recorders, mixers. Collection available. Croft
Electronics, 6 Erskine Road, London NW3 3AJ.
(E)
Tel: 01 -586 0357.

ss

THE CASSETTE DUPLICATING SPECIALISTS

Real time & high speed duplication

Blank cassettes wound to length

TEL: 061 -881 2402

QUALITY HIGH -SPEED and real -time audio
and video cassette copying and processing. Any
quantity. While you wait. 24 -hour, 7- days -a -week
service. Central London W2. GWBB Audiovision.
(X)
Tel: 01 -723 1583/5190.

REAL -TIME CASSETTE DUPLICATION.
High standards at realistic prices using
Nakamichi equipment and good quality
materials. Tapes Unlimited, 74 Garland,
Rothley, Leicester LE7 7RG. Tel: (0533) 602064.

(F)

THE COMPLETE CASSETTE PACKAGE.
Duplicating, label and inlay card printing, shrink
from AUDICORD
Rate card
wrapping.
Records, 59 Mayfield Way, Barwell, Leicester

100

WHO SAYS YOU DON'T NOTICE THESE
SMALL ADS! For as little as £13.75 + VAT you
too could be getting your service message across.
For more details contact Adrian Tippin at
STUDIO SOUND. Tel: 01 -686 2599.

cassettes on our high speed loop -bin system, load
them precisely into top -class shells. Price includes
library case and all production work from your 1/4 in
edited master. Any length C -5 to C -90. Ring for
price check.

STUDIO REPUBLIC
47 High Street, Pinner

pressings, duplicated cassettes and blanks. Bin
Masters. Location Recording. Free Brochure.
tam Studio, I3a Hamilton Way, London N3
(X)
IAN. Tel: 01 -346 0033.

CASSETTE DUPLICATORS
MAINTENANCE
SERVICE
High speed cassette duplicators throughout the
United Kingdom and export.
SALES

GRAFF WOLLENSAK SONY

01 -866 5555

WHY PAY LONDON RATES?
Disc Mastering operation offering top
quality with over 20 years experience. Contact Brian
East, "Suncliffe ", 43 Sandgate Hill, Folkestone, Kent.

SPECTRUM SOUND

DIRECT FROM

OUR MODERN
U.K. PRESSING
PLANT
CUTTING PRESSING
TEST PRESSING
LABELS °SLEEVES
CASSETTES
ARTWORK
COMPETITIVE PRICES
MARKET LEADERS
°

0303 38752

f
.,1,.4-,O

S EL ECTA
f

rrovrwr

SOUND

wanted.
(X)

THE COMPLETE SERVICE. Disc cutting,

01 -868 5555

Professional

LOCKWOOD, TANNOY, etc., new and used
equipment always available and
Lockwood Audio Sales 01- 866 0671.

cassettes beautifully copied in stereo

from £59.50 (plus VAT)
We can copy from 100 to 5,000 high quality

(F)

LE9 8BL. Tel: 0455 47298.

C -60

REAL TIME AND LOOP BIN DUPLICATION

EXACT LENGTH CASSETTES

STUDIO SUPPLIES 04024

WHERE THE CHOICE

-53424

IS

01 -446 3218

YOURS

DUPLICATING:
CASSETTE
GAUSS Loop -Bin / TELEX In- Cassette
High Quality Blanks/ Label Printing

OPEN REEL DUPLICATING
RECORDING
SPEECH
VOICE- OVERS;LANGUAGES;AUDIO- VISUALS)

(ANY SPEED - ALSO TO BROADCAST SPEC.)
(

Sound Cassette Services Ltd.
P.O. Box 2, Chard. Somerset

0460 67237

LONDON SERVICING FACILITIES

SPEECH -PLUS RECORDINGS LTD.
UNIT 32, NO. 19, PAGES WALK, LONDON SE1 4SB. TEL: 01 -231 0961

with WEBBER TEST TAPES
GO BLIND CALIBRATE
DON'T
Midlands and North
and South
London
PMD
Music Lab
Turnkey
Stirling Audio

01
01
01
01

-627
-388
-202
-625

3760
5392
4366
4515

PMD

Carlsbro

0789 68579
0623 651633

ALL FORMATS AVAILABLE
CASSETTE
INCLUDING

-

CLASSIFIEDS
101

wowsosiondr woo
101111 I
111%
BLANK CASSETTES

"Mil

HIGH QUALITY CASSETTE DUPLICATION AND
SPECIALISED LENGTH BLANK CASSETTES
ICM C -O's
Leeholme

_QQhOIGnQ11Udia

Audio

Services

Ltd.,

Leabrldge

360-4

Road,

Layton,

CUSTOM LENGTH
MONO S DATA DUPLICATING
LABEL PRINTING - SHRINK WRAPPING

READING 0734- 302600

AGFA /BASF TAPES,

London,

E10

R EVOX

SPEEDY

Telephone01- 5564748

SERVICE

Plus TEAC/TASCAM, FOSTEX, UHER, most Mixers,

Amplifiers. Effects. Priority Bookings taken.

includes:
BLANK CASSETTES (C - C100 incl. Chrome
HIGH - SPEED LDOP - BIN CASSETTE COPYING
OPEN - REEL CCPYING
CASSETTE
LABELS &
INLAY CARDS
SPOOLS
EMPTY TAPE
& TAPE
BOXES
LEADER
TAPE
&
TAPE
SPLICING
AMPEX
MAGNETIC
TAPE
I

)

Tapetek, 44A Brighton Road, London N16 8EG
Tel: 01 -254 5203 or 0860 317260 (mobile)
Replacement Saki heads from:
Tape Marketing, 13 Elm Road
Faringdon, Oxon SN7 7EJ

r®

SAKI

and is available from MEDIATAPE
LIMITED

The Courtyard, '52 -154 Ewell Road,
Surbiton, Surrey KT6 6HE England

-399
2476 7
01

ACCURATE SOUND LIMITED

SOUND BUSINESS
EAST LONDON AND ESSEX'S TOP RECORDING EQUIPMENT CENTRE
NEW AND SECONDHAND

Quality Cassette Duplication, High -Speed (Loop Bin) and Real Time,

11

Aiwa

Exact Length Blank Cassettes, Labels and Inlays

Tascam
Revox
Fostex
Yamaha
Lexicon

Tel; Leicester 105331 602064

QUENIBOROUGH (Ind. Est.) MELTON ROAD
QUENIBOROUGH, LEICESTER LE7 8FP

Drawmer
BEL

WEST S Tapes Ltd.
1

1

Example C60 31p
5 -screw C -Zero

20

-

no minimum or maximum order
Phone Dave West 01 -502 2447
West 5 Tapes Ltd, Unit 34, Oakwood Hill
Industrial Estate, Loughton, Essex

Symetrix
Allen -Heath
Studiomaster
Tannoy
Dynamix
Soundtracs

Alesis
MTR
Lyrec
Amek
Electrovoice
Neumann
Sony
Ampex
Aphex
Sennheiser
AKG
Best prices Many special discounts. Full back -up service.
Open 7 days a week 9am -9pm.
(London Central Line)

SOUND BUSINESS HOUSE
01 -989 6359

NG

Standard / Chrome Tape

CUSTOM WOUND BLANK CASSETTES

60 Orchard Park, St. Mellens Cardiff

b a c k t'

ar

S7u010

MUSIC-SPEECH-COMPUTER

REAL -TIME or (Slow) HIGH -SPEED Quality Cassette
Duplication and Blanks from 1 to 1000 r Computer
printed Cassette Labels. Speech and tA" reel -to -reel
recording /editing. Fast Security Delivery service.
.

slide projectors, and repaired.
etc., serviced
Tandberg, tiller
amp lifters,
Revox,
recorders,
Ferrograph,
ntracts available.
& Howell,
Maintenance
service agents. Showroom
approved
approved
Radio
Te1:0908 610625.
Amateur
our
Pagnell
Visit

custom

ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER

£350:

OI -671

DOLBY

361

two £350 each.

REBIS RA 205 ADT /DELAY modules two £90
each, RA 208 modulator £50, RA 209 Mixer £50.
£260 together.

OTARI 50/50B

1/4" 15

REAL TIME CASSETTE COPYING
All

work carried out on Nakamichi machines to the highest
standard. Normal or chrome tape available.
We also supply blank cassettes wound to length.
AGFA and BASF chrome tape available
1

GATEWAY CASSETTE SERVICES
GAUDEN ROAD, LONDON SW4 6LR
TEL: 01 -627 4758

COMPETITIVE 3M HEAD PRICES
SOLE
& VISION 4\_,,_
EXCHANGE MOTORS AND
U.K.
BOARDS. ALL SPARES IN STOCK.
WORKSHOP LIMITED
AGENTS EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME
SERVICE FOR ALL MULTITRACK RECORDERS
153A Victoria Street,
SPARES
REBUILDS
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO St. Albans, Herts. ALI 3TA
ELECTRONICS
SALES
EQUIPMENT
Tel: (0727) 58977 24hr.

(F)

16 into 8 or 20 into 4,
five years old, very good condition £6,500.
Contact Richard King 01 -434 1121.

USED STUDIO EQUIPMENT FOR SALE?
Advertise it now in STUDIO SOUND
CLASSIFIEDS for as little as £13.75+ VAT. Foi
more details call Adrian Tippin at STUDIO
SOUND. Tel: 01 -686 2599.

TEAC 244/34/38 discounts and HP and leasing.
Erricks VCD, Brighouse 722121 (Bob)
(X)
DISC CUTTING EQUIPMENT and systems
bought, sold, installed and manufactured (under
licence from ORTOFON). TAM /ENGLAND,
13a Hamilton Way, London N3 IAN. Telephone
01 -346 0033.
(X)

USED EQUIPMENT PACKAGES
Larking Audio Sales has masses of used equipment taken .n part
exchange and available at very competitive prices
PACKAGE 1: 24 -TRACK
SOUNDCRAFT 5CM762 24 track recorder with autolocator
RAINDIRK
Concord 28 input inline console plus set of interconnecting cables. E16,500

3;,

PACKAGE 2: 24 -TRACK
SOUNDCRAFT
SCM762
24 track
recorder
with
remote
ontrol
SOUNDCRAFT 1118 32 input console with professional patchbay.eplus set of
interconnecting cables E18,000.
PACKAGE 3: 16.TRACK
MCI 16 track 2- recorder with remote control AMEK 2000 20 mow in line
console plus set of interconnecting cables. E7.000.
PACKAGE 4: 16 -TRACK
FOSTER B16 16 -track
Machine MCI 400 in See mixing console plus set
of interconnecting cables E6,000.

ALSO IN STOCK:
3M 16- and 24 -track machines STUDER 16 and 24 track machines AMPEX
MM1200 24 track machine PLUS wide variety of mixing consoles -and
outboard equipment

Ió1

audio sales
Luton: 29 Guildford Street Luron Beds
r,.lephane Luton 105821 450066 Telex 825488 0051_4e

CLASSIFIEDS
Studio Sound, May 1986

88

Don

Newport
Hig Street,
58 High

102

i.p,s. £750.

FENDER RHODES PIANO suitcase stereo,

19 Sadlers Way,

a

-

large

jbs records -a division of FILTERBOND LTD.
Hertford SG14 2DZ. 0992. 551188

35 mm
1ómm sound

THE SOUND

REDS in

cabinets £600.

Cardiff (0222) 790040

Backyard Recording Studios Ltd.

cassette
open reel and

TANNOY SUPER

TWEED MIXING DESK

jbs records

xevx .._-

used, 2 years old, perfect order, available
immediately £12,000+ VAT: 01 -671 3731.

048632 455.

REAL TIME CASSETTE DUPLICATION

Tel:

AMEK ANGELA 28x24 CONSOLE hardly

NEW Sony professional studio
microphones. Model C36, £75
(currently £218). Model C55, £75 (£247). Model
C37, £115 (£287). Further information from

TEL: 051 -430 9001

BRANCH & APPLEBY LTD.
Stonefleld Way, Ruislip, Middx. HA4OYL
Tel.018641577

FOR SALE -TRADE

condenser

31 ECCLESTON ST, PRESCOT, MERSEYSIDE

Dolby B/C

RAPER & WAYMAN

BRAND

RAINHILL TAPE SPECIALISTS
HIGH QUALITY PRECISION WOUND CASSETTES
AMPEX AND BASF DISTRIBUTORS
HIGH QUALITY, HIGH SPEED AND REAL TIME DUPLICATION
ALL YOUR STUDIO ACCESSORIES
HIGH QUALITY PRINTED INLAY CARDS AND SIDE LABELS

MAGNETIC TAPE/FILM HEADS

34 Danbury Street, London N1 8.111
Telephone 01.359 9342/3030

£300. 01 -671 3731.

SOUTH WOODFORD E18 1DG

We manufacture to order, M ", S ", 1" and 2" tape heads
and a wide variety of film heads at very competitive prices.
Please specify machine type for an early quotation.
We also offer a prompt RELAPPING service at standard
prices.

A personal service by

3731.

...over

DBX

Rapid supply of high quality blank bulk cassettes C -C

Collection/Delivery arranged.
experienced engineers.

Let Saki expertise relap your tape
heads in London
Factory- approved laboratory and
training guarantees finish to original
performance specification
ALL MAKES RELAPPED

THE COMPLETE SERVICE

G

FOR SALE-TRADE
ALESIS XT We've reduced this classic
digital reverb by £400 to just £590, a
paltry sum to pay for such haunting
halls and resonant rooms. Wide user

2ND

control and a superb sound.

VALLEY PEOPLE 610 2 channel,
high quality compressor/expander.
We're VP agents which means that
(a) we can tell you what the buttons
do and (b) you get our full 2nd -User
guarantee. £499.

COMPLETE

16

-

at a very reasonable price
including full dBx and Autolocator.
In good condition. £2999.

USER
AUDIO.

TRACK SYSTEM

Comprising: Studer A80 2" multitrack,
Amek M2000 24- channel desk and
Dolby M16 NR system. The system
which can be seen working - is in
excellent condition. There's a very good
package price on offer here, but we will
split the system...

TASCAM 85/16 16 TRACK
RECORDER A classic 1" multitrack

fl5tìrIìn

-

AUDIO SYSTEMS LTD

I

Canfield Place London NW63BT Tel. 01-6254515
Telex 946240 CWEASY G Ref No. 190 14280

SPATIAL EXPANDER &
STEREO CHORUS Made by
TC Electronics, this innovative signal
processor creates a deep, smooth,

rich, spacious effect. The once -only
price is just £349.

SPENDOR BC -1 s We've a whole
pair of these beautiful compact
speakers (as used by the Beeb,
among others) for just £99...

All our prices are subject to VAT, and
are correct at time of going to press.

FOR SALE-PRIVATE

you are never far from a

PARTRIDGE COMMUNITY
MIXER
*

the user friendly desk
the heart of any quality studio

DIAL 03745 3381
for advance information on our

NEW stereo broadcast desk

PARTRIDGE
ELECTRONICS
phone 03745 3256

,

DYNAMIC DUOS

IOU

2" MT24 -HS 24 track
with autolocator.
ML24 -24 in -line console

ROWE PEA/Sty

£13,700

2" MT24 standard 24 track

cb
CNI

with autolocator.
ML24 -24 in -line console

2" MT16 A -HS 16 track
with autolocator.
B1816 mixing console

DEALS

+VAT

£12,475
PACKAGE

56 Fleet Road

Benfleet, Essex

SS7 5JN, England

Audio are suppliers of

£8,350

AMCRON D60 amplifiers, boxed £300 pair.
Tel: 091- 2846666.
16 -TRACK MACHINE 2"
30 ips + Trident 65 desk 24-8 -16 with custom Bantam patchbay + stand + interconnecting cables,
£10,000+ VAT. Phone Jeff 0707 58222.

SOUNDCRAFT
FOR SALE
24 TRACK STUDIO
JACKSON MUSIC GROUP
The Studios, Rickmansworth,
Herts, England WD3 2XD
Telephone: 0923 772351 or Vodafone 0836

203557

TIME DELAY
SURPLUS mono & stereo amplifiers, speakers,
turntables etc; bought & sold at reasonable
prices. Midland Radio Supplies, Maypole Lane,
Birmingham B14 4PE. Tel: 021- 430 7817.

Your Northern appointed agent for:

BEYER
UREI

TRIDENT

REVOX

TASCAM
QUAD
ROLAND

STUDIO DESIGNERS
AND CONSULTANTS

SPECTROMETRY

all

Studio

J.B.L
TANNOY

AKG 202, El mics boxed, includes canons and
cable, excellent £99 pair.

vnr

'NONE NOW faeaa7£Sr.wOTHER MCKACES'

NEUMANN

PATCHPANEL 200 sockets GPO -type plus
patchcords and cable £240.

DEALS'

home and studio equipment.
Part exchange welcome.

SENNHEISER
SHURE

1 INCH AMPEX 456, used, no edits, more than
40 wheels, £10 per reel, I inch test tape, 30 ips
£50. 041 -636 1218.

2

STUDIO FOR SALE

Prices include all wiring and installation.
TELM.S.

16/24 -TRACK Unitrack 2 inch tape recorder.
Robust, very little wear, £3,500 o.n.o. including
spares. Must sell. Desperately need the space!
Call 01 -485 6464.

LEXICON
DRAWMER
D.B.X.
YAMAHA
AMPEX

SOUNDCRAFT
STUDIOMASTER

AKG

MICROSYSTEMS

B.E.L.
APHEX
APPLIED

18 -42 Chertotte Street. WAKEFIELD, W. Yorks WF1 1UH
Tel: 109241 371768

WANTED
DEAD OR ALIVE
Neumann valve mics
Types U47, U48, U67
Tel: 01 -387 9356

Discover why your studio sounds
the way it does ... or should
MUNRO ASSOCIATES. 01 -480 7121

KENNETH SHEARER AND ASSOCIATES
Consultants in acoustics and noise control
Over 30 years' experience in the custom design of all
kinds of recording and TV studios, remix, dubbing and
viewing suites
new and conversions, down to 25 Hz.

-

Tel: 0442 54821
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SITUATIONS VACANT

SAM THERAPY
FOR AURAL EXCITEMENT
The first Hire Company to offer the
New Fairlight I l l + 24 -track facility
Tel: 01-221 5967/960 1336

-

ililll:

MULTITRACK

z

EMULATOR II
PLUS FULL SOUND LIBRARY

International
Sales Manager
Neve, world leaders in digital and analogue technology in the audio field, have an
excellent career opportunity for a dynamic and ambitious Sales Manager to join a
successful and technologically advanced Company.

Candidates (male or female) must be able to demonstrate a progressive career in sales
of electronic capital equipment including professional audio. Recent experience should
include managing a small sales team as well as dealing with overseas distributor
companies. Working knowledge of spoken German would be a great advantage.
Our company is located in pleasant countryside not far from Cambridge. It is unlikely
that the successful candidate will be earning less than 18K at present and we offer a
company car and other benefits normally associated with a progressive Company.

ALSO: LINN DRUM, SIMMONS KIT KEYBOARDS ETC.

STUDIO SUPPLY SERVICE
061928 5037
THE MANCHESTER BASED HIRE COMPANY

ft1®7©

Please write with full career details to:
Valerie Chapman, Personnel Manager,
Neve Electronics International Ltd., Cambridge
House, Melbourn, Royston, Hertfordshire. SG8 6AU.

A SIEMENS COMPANY

HIRE AND PROGRAMMING
Please ring for details of our programming
service and comprehensive range of hire

equipment.
MOBILE PHONE: 0860 316 269

WORKING IN THE USA?

THE AUDIO RENTAL PEOPLE"
Complete selection of pro audio equipment for hire.
Outboard Equip * Digital Recorders * Walkie Talkies
A/T Scharff Rentals. 1619 Broadway, New York.
Phone (2121 582- 7360/IMC13671/MCI Mail 260 -0455

T1

E

HIRE

Phi. A
BarpN"

SALES

INSTALLATIONS
01 -607 0087

PROFESSIONAL SOUND SYSTEMS AND
CONTROL EQUIPMENT (TOYS)

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

IÎARfi®111111111

SERVICE
ENGINEER

For MX and MTR series professional
Audio Tape Recorders. Would suit young

person with a wide knowledge of
magnetic recording equipment.

Working experience in the fields of
Sound Recording and Broadcasting is
preferred.

Applications in writing with full c.v. to:
s
Telephone

MAC
sound hire

nationwide
061 -969 8311 for brochurr

& 2 Attenburys Park, Park Road.
Altrincham, Cheshire, WA14 5QE.
1

Maureen Hayes
OTARI ELECTRIC (U.K.) LTD.
22 Church Street, Slough
Berkshire SL1 1PT
Telephone: 0753 822381

CLASSIFIEDS
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SITUATIONS WANTED

SITUATIONS VACANT

AUDIO LEADS

Freelance Engineers wanted for new
24 -track recording facility in the Kent
countryside. Top level equipment.
Andy Munro designed room. Apply in
writing to:
Picnic Recording Studios, Trevor Danby,
Court Lodge Bungalow, Court Lodge Farm,
West Peckham, Kent ME18 5JN.
Or telephone: 0622 813741.

ALRIGHT
FREE
JACKS INFO
YOUR WISH IS OUR COMMAND!

SALES EXECUTIVE. We represent AUDIO TECHNICA in the U.K., handling ARTIST
SERIES MICROPHONES. We are leading U.K.
importer /distributors of musical merchandise,
and amplification equipment. To exclusively
Broadcasting and other
cover the Studio,
markets outside the music trade, we wish to
appoint a Field Sales Executive. This is a new
position. The selected person will reside in the
South and be free of committments during the
working week to cover the British Isles. If you
are 25 -35 and have the specialised knowledge and
sales ability to succeed in this position, please
telephone 0532 865381 John Hornby Skewes &
Co Ltd, Garforth, Leeds.

-

Patch leads Multicore systems - Multitrack looms
Stage /Studio boxes -Wire mesh cable support grips
Neutrik connectors -all cable assemblies guaranteed
RUB YOUR LAMP AND SPEAK TO THE GENIE ..
Ask for Geoff Lowther

THIS MAN...has been running and operating a
professional recording studio for 4 years, has
produced albums, is a carpenter and musical
instrument maker, is an electronics and
mechanical engineer, who has designed and built
2 studios, is a very good chief. Can you employ
him? Tel: 052 -789 2496.

.

TEL: SLOUGH (0753)821812

MUSICABLE
OXON. Victorian detached stone sJhool
conversion incorporating professional 16- into -8
track studio, control room, study, drum /isolation booth, mainly "Tascam" equipment
(separate valuation), elegant accommodation,
hall, 3 reception rooms, 4 double bedrooms, 2
bathrooms, central heating, gardens, car
parking, £135,000. Freehold. Breckon &
Breckon, 5 King Edward Street, Oxford 244735.

F:XTRF.MELI EXPERIENCED engineer /producer requires senior position with genuine
company. 20 years of loyal employment with
'The Who' includes live transmission /studio/
film /studio construction and freelance production. A wealth of invaluable contacts included.
References available. Box no. 932.

APPOINTMENTS

PLEASE NOTE COPY DATES
FOR JUNE ISSUE

Classified
Linage
Display

-

2nd April '86
2nd April '86
8th April '86

As the world specialist in recruitment of professional Audio personnel, we are looking for high -calibre and self- motivated Digital Engineers, Sales Managers,
Maintenance Engineers, Test and Design Engineers.
Sales Manager
new UK.based PA hire and sales company with a
European dealership on a leading US speaker system
Based in South England you will set up and run the
ompames sales department and help secure further
dealersh c
A

W

(j)
(n

APPOINTMENT

Digital Design Engineer
Digital and analogue experience. You must have
years experience in design and should possess
in

a B.

Maintenance Manager
3

Sc

Leading digital studio based in S London. You should
have 3 years minimum experience on 5ßL and Stan

electronics

Test Supervisor
day-to-day operations in a small test
department You should have knowledge of 6800.
To take charge of

Test Engineers
in a small production test environment testing analogue and digital
PCB's and sub systems
To work

..................>llll.......
&UM:101M
F

t

For more

information please conlacr

& P Appointment Services Ltd., Charles House, 7 Leicester Place, London 01 -437 9282

givilUi
STUDIO itíii_mg144,Aing
Please use this coupon for all your sales and wants.

SOUND Rates: 55p per word. Min £13.75. Box Nos. £3.50 extra
AND BROADCAST ENGINEERING

insertions under
To: STUDIO SOUND, please publish the above advertisement for
made
be
payable to LINK
to
Cheque /P.O.
the heading
HOUSE PUBLICATIONS LTD, LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE, CROYDON CR9 2TA.
Is a Box No. required Yes /No. If no, please include remittance to cover name and address
and /or tel. no.
Address

...............................
CLASSIFIEDS
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BRITAIN'S LARGEST STUDIO SUPPLY
SERVICE HAS EXPANDED EVEN FURTHER!
Our London Showroom enables us to offer nationwide coverage for sales AND
service. Neither of our establishments arc conventional shops. We don't employ
shop assistants but informed experts who keep our customers well advised and
up to date on the latest professional and home studio products - appointments
are not essential but recommended. As always, Audio Services are fully
conversant with the latest trends in recording practices and developments. Visit
either of our Showrooms to see and learn about the advantage of SMPTE based
transport and midi synchronising, with products from Synchronous
Technologies, Fostex and Roland. Products which save you tracks. time and
money'
For some time, our studio installation boys have been absent from our ads. The
reason for this is that they are very busy! But we don't want people to forget that
this is a service which we are proud to otter. We offer a total service. from
advising upon the right equipment, to installing and commissioning it. Do not
hesitate to contact us for further information.

ONLY FROM AUDIO SERVICES
Synchronous Technologies 'SMPL' Synchronising System from: E595 to L 1495. In its basic
form, SMPL synchronises sequencers, drum machines etc to audio tape recorders, with 8
point autolocate programmable drop in /out and full transport control. With its lock unit,
however, tape transports (audio /audio or audio/video) may be synchronised with midi
units to form a flexible user friendly post production system. Anyone can use it! SMPL has
been designed for operation by laymen and experts alike. Telephone now for details on the
most cost effective synchronising system available.

NEW PRODUCTS AND FACILITIES
- Two in stock and on demo (one South, one North). Lease -rental
through Lombard easily arranged. Pay as little as E27 /week and qualify for tax relief. This
represents just under í4.00 /day as opposed to E 00/day, if hired from one of the big hire
companies.
1986 BARNSTORMING PRODUCTS - Available NOW YAMAHA SPX -90 full
bandwidth 16 BIT linear processing, programmable digital reverb, delay, sampler
harmonizer, compressor, noise gate, parametric, auto panner, you name it it does it!
You've got to have one of these at E520!!!
ALESIS MIDIVERB 63 Prog. Digital Reverb - astonishing loads in stock £343 TASCAM
ATR 60 -8. Now in stock the new /z" 8 track from Tascam - based upon the latest ATR
series transport, which has been designed for professional post production use. The 60 -8
has a tape handling system which is the state of the art in terms of its care of tape. For use
in situations where constant shuttling and locating of tape over long periods of time is the
norm.
If you are a limited company or partnership and have been trading for three years or
more - you too can gain significant tax relief through our lease-rental scheme phone for
YAMAHA REV

I

I

-

-

-

details.

CLEARANCE OFFERS/USED EQUIPMENT
... as at 3.386. MCI JH110 B, 1" 8 track A2,495. Neumann
SM69 Valve original PSU cradle and W.S. perfect A1,100. Neumann M269
Valve Original PSU (predecessor U87 - identical ) two available A800
STOP PRESS

each RARE! AKG C422 Comb used only once A900. Tascam 38 +2 DX-4D
A1750 11 months old. ADC 52 hole patchbays (two available) A150
each. Fender Rhodes 73 - A450. ARP Odyssey - A50. Tannoy SRM 12B
"little reds" - A495. Full rebis rack inc. PSU, six gates, two comp/limiters,
de- esser, two x dist.amps A450. Sony SL -FI Video Recorder, TT FI Tuner
HVC 4000C Video Camera, inc all accessories tripod etc etc, complete
A950. Rebis Parametric EQ A50. Sony SLHE950 - latest Beta Hi -Fi Video
Recorders new A739, AHB 2416 'mint' ,1,795. Tascam 480B new, one
only A2,495. AHB Syncon A32, 24 incl Patchbay and Prod's desk as new
A6,000. MCI JH 1624 MkII ctw Autolocator 16TK W, red 24 A6,000.
Raindirk Concorde 20/16 in line -£ 1,200 ono. JBL MONITOR SCOOP! EX
EXHIBITION STOCK L46 A250/pair L86 £395 /pair L96 £450 /pair, RM
MEGA MEGA! 42:8:24 one off special second hand mint £2,300. BEL
BD.80 4 sec up -dated to new spec £595. Tascam 32,2B perfect £495.
Master Room MR.3 A295, KEF 104 Monitors mint A295, Audio and
Design Compex Limiter 1795. Eastlake Monitoring system (complete).
Pair TM3 cabinets loaded with TAD 4001MF, TAD 1601LF. 2 white 440/
4016 x- over/EQ. Turner A-500 +H/H V200 stereo amps £4,950ono.

UK customers - please add 15% VAT to all prices

STUDIO HOUSE
Tim Eastwood or John Gluck
High Lane Village, nr Stockport SK6 8AA
Tel: 06632 4244 Telex: 665721 SOTA

LONDON
Alan Cheetham or Ben Curtis
4 Wellington Road, St. John's Wood, London NW8
(opposite Lord's Cricket Ground)
Tel: 01 -586 3167

All major credit cards

accepted
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THE EVOLUTION OF SUCCESS
To stay number one, you've got to make the best even better. Which is why
for ten years Ampex has continued advancing the performance of mastering
tape. Through a decade of increased performance and reliability, Grand Master'
456 remains the tape behind the sound of success. Which is why more top
albums are recorded on Ampex tape than any other tape
in the world. For Grand Master 456, the beat goes on.

Ampex International, Magnetic Tape Division, Acre Road, Reading RG2

OQR, England. (44) 734 -875200

A M P EX

Ampex Corporanon

One of The SgnaF Compan,rs

AND THE BEAT GOES ON

Covering the
Monitoring Spectrum.
The Tannoy FSM studio monitor
loudspeaker and the DTM -8 reference
monitors cover the complete professional
spectrum.
The new FSM inherits all the traditions
of the widely-acclaimed SRM series.
However, the crossover network is all 'hardwired' and the frequency response
adjustment in the crossover employs gold
plated links between robust terminals. The
result is increased reliability and superior
aural properties when compared to wafer
switches.
The unique'LF Window' enables the
high pass filter feeding the dual concentric
unit to be bypassed. Both units then operate
in parallel, with a 3dB subsequent increase
in low frequency energy. This facility is of
particular value in matching the FSM to

different room acoustics with difficult bass
characteristics.

Compact desktop units
The new compact DTM-8 meets the
need for phase -coherent point source
desktop monitoring. It uses a state-of -the -art
8" dual concentric drive unit, which offers all
the features of stable stereo images, axially
aligned acoustic source, phase coherence,
smooth frequency characteristics and low
colouration.
For full details on both ends of the
spectrum, just contact F.W.O. Bauch Limited.

The Name for Loudspeakers

MO. Bauch Limited
49 Theobald Street, Boreharn Wood, Hertfordshire WD6 4HZ
Telephone 01-953 0091, Telex 2/502 Fax 01- 2075970

